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ABSTRACT 
GROWI~G DISCIPLES I~ THE PATTER~ OF THE T\"EL YE: 
THE ECCLESIOLA IN ECCLESIA AS A MODEL FOR SPIRITUAL 
TRANSFORMA TIO~ A~D LOCAL CHURCH DISCIPLESHIP 
by 
Steven L. Dunmire 
During his earthly ministry, large crowds often pursued Jesus, but he pursued 
dramatic transformation of character in his followers by selecting twelve men and calling 
them to become an intimate band of brothers. Jesus told his disciples to "make disciples" 
(Matt. 28: 19, NIV), but contemporary discipleship practices largely ignore hO\\ Jesus 
himself made disciples. Churches and pastors ask for volunteers, \\hereas Jesus took the 
initiative and selected people. This research explored what would happen if Jesus' 
method of selection were utilized in a contemporary ministry. 
The eccles'iola in ecclesia is a model for local church ministr~ suggested by 
Martin Luther, implemented successfully by John Wesley, and endorsed as a key for 
church vitality by Richard Foster. The ecclesiola develops a nucleus within a local 
congregation in order to create the best conditions for dramatic spiritual transformation. 
The purpose of this research \vas to evaluate the spiritual transformation of participants 
resulting from a selection-based ecclesiola in ecc/esia, the little church within the church, 
in conjunction with a thirteen-week sermon series at North Collins Wesleyan Church in 
North Collins, New York. 
Several factors were involved in creating the conditions for this growth to take 
place. First, the group reported that being selected by the pastor to participate made a 
positi\l~ diftCrence in thL: im'o\wment. commitment, and the intimacy ofthL: group. 
Second, the group was a closed group, \\hich helped participants feel comfortable \\ithin 
group discussions. Third, the content of the ecclesi% study was related to thL: Sunday 
sermon. The data revealed that the sermon made the reading materials and group 
discussion more beneficial and that the reading materials and group discussion made the 
Sunday sermons more beneficial. Finally, the content of the study was Christ centered, 
and the participants used Christ-centered terminology in greater frequency as the project 
progressed. This case study showed that the factors at work within the ('('c/esio/a, as it 
was constructed in this work, produced significant spiritual growth in thirteen weeks. 
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CHAPTER 1 
PROBLE'I 
Introduction 
Dunmire 1 
E. Stanley Jones writes, "I wanted the Kingdom of God, wanted reconciliation 
with my heavenly Father, but took church membership as a substitute" (Song olAscents 
26). Church participation can appear disconnected from true spirituality and 
Christlikencss, and becoming a member of the church can appear to ha\'c more to do with 
maintaining the institution of the church rather than being part of a group that is on a 
mission or doing something to enhance a person's spiritual formation. People are 
disappointed with the church because they expect to find discipline, commitment. and 
courage but ultimately find themselves "working on a church supper where there is more 
gossip than there are casseroles" (Peterson, Reversed Thunder 55). The feeling is mutual 
among many pastors, and low self-esteem is one of the primary afflictions of those who 
sene in pastoral ministry because they see themselves making \'cry little difference. 
despite being constantly busy (Nouwen. In the SUllie ol Jesus 31). 
1 began my research seeking to find a way to craft a model for church-wide 
spiritual formation that would be more consistent with and as transformative as Christ's 
call to "follow me" (Matt. 4: 19; 8:22; 9:9; 10:38; 16:24: 19:21; Mark 1: 17; 2: 14: 8:34; 
10:21; Luke 5:27, 9:23, 59; 1-+:27: 18:22; John 1 :43: 10:27; 12:26; 21: 1 9, NIV). At the 
same time, 1 had been spending too much time in my ministry focused on problems and 
the work was exhausting, unfulfilling. Most of alL being a full-time problem sol\'er was a 
betrayal of my calling. A. W. Tozer writes that the holy people of the past had a tangible 
heat to their desire for God, what he calls the happy experience of "the children of the 
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burning heart" (Pursuit 15). I wanted my ministry to be kindling for a felIowship of the 
burning heart, kindling for a discipleship culture, so I entered a new season of my 
ministry committed to prayer, Scripture reading, and spiritual disciplines. 
I also entered this season with a commitment to invest my time, energy, and life 
in a select group of other folIowers of Christ. A good rule for selecting people in the 
church for a discipleship relationship or as potential church leaders is to "go for the little 
people, the ordinary people, the unimpressive people, ... someone who can do something 
spectacular but for someone who is something" whether anyone notices or not (original 
emphasis; Peterson, "Starting Out in Crete" 203-04). 
I approached three men initialIy to fonn a unique, handpicked group in our 
church, and over time I invited more men to join the group. I chose to start \\ith a group 
of only men, and 1 was less concerned about how spiritualIy mature they were when the 
group started and most concerned about whether or not they seemed to want to grow 
deeper. 1 was looking for men who were already acti\'ely and consistently attending 
Sunday worship, rather than hoping to encourage other less-acti\e men to increase their 
commitment. I was looking for men who were growing spiritualIy and who wanted to 
grow. 1 was looking for men who could disagree without being disagreeable. I was 
looking for men who would open up about their lives but not men who would dominate 
the meetings by talking too much. 1 was looking for men who \\'ere willing to help out in 
big and small ways and who would take the sessions seriously, make them a priority, and 
put in the time both to attend the sessions and to prepare for them. 1 was looking for men 
who would come to learn and to find the answers together. 
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Each time the group would begin a new study, we would sign a commitment that 
we would complete our readings prior to our weekly meetings and that we would make 
attending the group a priority. We made this commitment in writing, signing a sheet of 
paper committing ourselves to the journey and signing each other's papers, as wel1, as a 
symbol of solidarity in this journey together. 
Additionally, I often intentionally introduced some aspect of our study into my 
preaching. whether the memory verse, a quote, or a theme about which we had talked, 
and the men always noticed, responding to it very positively. During one session I had 
the group study and discuss a passage of Scripture together. At the conclusion of our 
session, I told them that my sermon for that Sunday was going to be based on the same 
passage of Scripture. Their insights, comments, and questions strengthened my sennon 
preparation significantly, and they helped me to notice things that] would not have seen 
on my own. They had been studying the passage all week. too, and they were interested 
to see how or if I might answer their lingering questions. Just as I had hoped, they were 
even more engaged with the sermon than usual. 
Part of what made the group so significant was that e\eryone was handpicked to 
join. Over time I realized that al1 of the men attended the group meetings more faithfully 
than typical church programs and often told me they did not know why I had picked them 
but that being chosen meant a lot to them. One man. at the start of his first meeting with 
the group, told the rest of us that he knew it was a great honor and responsibility to be a 
part of the group. Like the others, he did not know why he had been picked, but he said 
the invitation prompted him to change some things in his life, so even before his first 
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meeting with the group he entered a treatment program for alcoholism. The rest of us had 
no idea that he was an alcoholic, but \ve celebrated his sobriety. 
He remained sober for eighteen months until he died unexpectedly and tragically 
due to an illness, but his funeral was full of wonderful testimonies from his \\ ife, sister, 
and friends about how his last eighteen months were the best months of his life and ho\\ 
God had changed him and was changing him. After a year of sobriety. he showed me his 
one-year sobriety medallion with pride. and I had the honor of showing it to all of his 
friends and family during his funeral as a testimony to the transforming power of Christ. 
God had used the invitation to join our group in ways I could have never anticipated. 
Every church really has two congregations: those who are content with attending 
worship services "and the much smaller number who want to grow in their faith and who 
therefore are ready to invest more time and energy and spirit" (Kalas, "Your Final 
Paper"). Some people within every congregation desire more, and many are looking for 
someone who can help them access a deeper life in Christ. The theological phrase for this 
"smaller number who want to grow" is ecclesiola in ('('desia, meaning "a little church 
within a church" (Norwood 117). The ecclesiola in ecclesia is a core group of people 
within a church who desire the deeper life of Christ. 
Martin Luther advocated the development of ecclesiola as early as 1522 and 
1523, writing about it in his "Preface to the German Mass" in 1526. but he never put it 
into practice much to his own regret (Lloyd-Jones 79, 81). Wesley recognized ecclesiola 
as a way to breathe new Ii fe into the official structures of the church to counteract 
stagnation, to maintain vitality, and to nurture the spiritual health of the overall church 
(Henderson, Model 61). The practice of developing an ecclesiola not only acknowledges 
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the existence of this smal/number of believers who cnne more, but it also offers a way to 
help them access it. Few ministries keep a pastor as invigorated as a discipleship ministry 
(Fernando, Jeslis Drivcll Afinisfn' 164). I have personally ne\ er thought that I have made 
quite as much of a difference in the lives of those I sef\'e and in my church as when I 
have been involved in this ministry. 
Jesus told his disciples to "make disciples" (Matt. 28: 19). but modem discipleship 
strategies bear little resemblance to Jesus' own strategy. Whereas I have offered 
programs and hoped people would attend voluntarily, Jesus took the initiati\e and 
selected people. The purpose of this research was to investigate \\hat would happen if 
someone made disciples Jesus' way. I began this research seeking to prove that a sense of 
belonging creates the ideal environment for followers of Christ to hear Jesus' call to 
follow him on the path toward maturity. The ccclesioia in ecclesia is a model, patterned 
after Jesus' discipleship with the twelve, for pastors to \\alk \\ith a select group ofpeop1c 
as they follow Jesus on their own journey of spiritual transfornlation. The ecclesiola in 
ecclesia is a way for church leaders to be able to help the indi\iduals in their 
congregations who are especially interested in spiritual growth beyond what normal 
church programs and services can provide. I am presenting ecclesiola in ecclesia as a 
unique, historical, and biblical strategy for local church discipleship where a pastor 
selects individuals to be a part of an intensive group, and the materials the group studies 
anticipate the content of sermons. 
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Purpose 
The purpose of this research was to evaluate the spiritual transformation of 
participants resulting from a selection-based ecclesiola in ecclesia in conjunction with a 
twdve-week sermon series at North Collins Wesleyan Church, North Collins, New York. 
Research Questions 
The following research questions helped to shape this study. 
Research Question #1 
What was the level of the participants' spiritual well-being before and after the 
intervention as measured by the Spiritual Well-Being Scale? 
Research Question #2 
How did being selected to be part of the L'cc/esiola in L'cc/eslU impact the 
participants' spiritual transformation') 
Research Question #3 
How did group interaction in the ecclesiola in ecclesia impact the participants' 
spiritual transformation? 
Research Question #4 
How did the content of the reading materials, teaching, and discussion impact the 
participants' spiritual transformation? 
Definition of Terms 
This study defines the following terms as follows for the remainder of this study. 
Ecclesiola in Ecclesia 
The ccclesiola in ecclesia is "a little church within a church" (Norwood 1 I 7). The 
ecclesiola in ecclesia is a specific type of small group. It is a core group of people within 
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a church who desire a deeper life in Christ and is a model for discipleship in the local 
church. Ecclesiolu could be fonned by allmving anyone in a church to join voluntarily. 
However, for the purposes of this study, ecclesiola will refer to a small, core group of 
men selected by the pastor from within the larger local church community for thc purpose 
of an intentional discipleship relationship. 
Spiritual Transformation 
Discipleship is hal\' a person pursues Christian spiritual transfonnation; spiritual 
transfonnation is the result of following Jesus and becoming his disciple (Willard, 
"Discipleship" 245). J. Michael Walters says, "Call it discipleship; call it Christlikeness; 
caB it making Jesus Lord of our lives; caB it consecration; caB it \\hatc\'er, but the end, 
the goal is the same: to be like Jesus" ('"Preaching Holiness" 114). I usc spiritual 
transfonnation as a tenn to describe what results from Christian discipleship. 
Selection Based 
As contrasted to a group fonned on the basis of self-selection, a selection-hased 
group is made up of individuals who are personally invited to be in the group by an 
individual or a group of people \\'ho have called the group into bcing. 
Ministry Intervention 
This project evaluated the spiritual transfonnation of participants resulting from 
their participation in a selection-based ecclesiola in ecclesia, which is a core group of 
people caBed from within a church who have shown a desire for a deeper walk with 
Christ. Participants took part in a twelve-week study that involved studying passages of 
Scripture on their own, memorizing verses of Scripture, meeting together to discuss the 
readings for thc week, and praying together. 
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In selecting the content for the sennon series and small group study, I took 
seriously J. I. Packer's assessment that people are "pygmy Christians" because they have 
looked at God as if through the wrong end of a telescope, reducing him to "pygmy 
proportions" (KnoH'illg God 12). John R. W. Stott clarifies Packer's statement, saying, 
"[W]e are pygmy Christians because \\e have a pygmy Christ" (Radical Disciple 42-43), 
and that the most essential ingredient for developing mature Christian disciples is a 
genuine vision of Jesus (45). One of the best ways to get to know a person is to see them 
in a variety of settings with a variety of people, so I called this sem10n series Walking 
with Jesus. Each sennon was presented as though listeners \\ ere travelling with Jesus, 
observing him as he interacted with a variety of people, including John the Baptist, 
Zacchaeus, the woman caught in adultery, the Pharisees, Jairus, and even Satan. I 
selected these passages because they provided the opportunity to see Jesus in full 
proportion and because they provided the opportunity to teach about topics such as 
repentance, temptation, healing, fatherhood, the Holy Spirit. suffering, and resurrection. 
These were expository sennons featuring a primary narrative passage of Scripture 
and between one and three supplemental passages that helped infonn the sennon by 
providing additional biographical infonnation about certain characters or theological 
foundations for the topics in question. The members of the ecclesiola received a study 
packet that guided them through a study of all the Scripture passages for each week. The 
packet had questions to guide their reading, a memory verse for each week, as well as a 
short article pertinent to the topic of the week. 
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Context 
While nearly every denomination and church talks about fulfilling the Great 
Commission, fe\\' have an actual plan to make disciples of their members (Willard, Great 
Omission 61; Spirit althe Disciplines 16). The context for this research \\as a branch of 
the church that has descended from perhaps the greatest example of an actual strategy for 
making disciples in the local church context: early Methodism. John Wesley did not 
reject the larger body of the Church of England but instead built \\'ithin it an ecclesiola in 
ecclesia which shared in the life of the overall church community but was centered in 3 
smaller group of holy people who walked in the ways of Christ together. Wesley believed 
that spiritual transformation was possible for every member of a congregation, so 
Methodism in its early days was not an attempt at creating another organization but an 
attempt at intensifying the existing organization (Henderson, Model '+5). The ecclesiola 
in ecclesia is a distinctly Wesleyan method of discipleship, \\'hich intensifies a sense of 
belonging for spiritual transformation, 
North Collins Wesleyan Church of North Collins, New York, is a fourteen-year-
old church restart in a town with a population of approximately three thousand people. It 
had previously been an independent Bible church from 1961 to 1998. With only a dozen 
or so people left at the church in 1998, a restart began in 1998 with the support of the 
churches of the Western New York District of The Wesleyan Church. As of2012, it is 
the fastest growing church in the Western Ncw York District, with increases in Sunday 
worship attendance in seven consecutivc years, more than doubling in size. Additionally, 
over 80 percent of parishioners are new to the congregation since 2004. 
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I formed an all-male ecc/l'sio/a in ecc!esia in 2008 at North Collins Wesleyan, 
beginning initially with three men and eventually becoming a group of ten men, selecting 
men from among the fonnal members and active attendees of North Collins Wesleyan 
Church. This study is a continuation of my work \vith these men. 
:\lethodology 
This was a mixed-methods intrinsic case study design. I used pretest and posttest 
surveys, pretest and posttest spiritual well-being inventories, and researcher-guided 
journals. These tools provided insight into spiritual transformation of participants before, 
during, and after the ministry intervention. 
Participants 
The subjects of this study were men of North Collins Wesleyan Church. This 
group of ten was formed as an all-male group from the church using purposeful selection. 
Participants range in age from their early 30s to their early 60s. 
Instrumentation 
Participants responded to pretest and posttest Spiritual Well-Being Scales. 
Participants responded to pretest and posttest inteniew questions. Participants also 
responded to researcher-guided discipleship journals as a part of each session. These 
tools provided insight into spiritual transformation of participants before, during, and 
after the intervention. 
Variables 
The independent variable in this study is a twelve-week, selection-based 
experience in ecc/esiola in l'cc/esia conducted in conjunction with a twelve-week sermon 
series. The dependent variable in this study is the spiritual transformation of participants. 
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The inkrvening variables are the different ages of participants, the gender of the 
participants, especially since all the participants in this case study were male, and the 
potential loss of subjects. 
Data Collection 
Each participant filled out a form to provide basic demographic information and 
completed a confidentiality form to grant permission for gathering personal information. 
Participants responded to six pretest and posttest interview questions before the first week 
of the study and after the final week. I sent the pretest questions to the participants by e-
mail, and they sent them back bye-mail. I gave the posttest questions to the participants 
at the conclusion of the final session to be filled out in person. Participants also 
responded to six questions each week in a researcher-guided e-email discipleship journal. 
Data Analysis 
I assigned an identification number to each participant's responses to the pretest 
and posttest interview questions, as well as to their responses in their discipleship journal 
entries. I analyzed the data for recurring themes, words, or topics and organized these 
responses around the major categories of topics most prevalent in their responses. The 
three preset categories for which I was looking were spiritual transformation/discipleship, 
selection, and instructional content. I also watched for other categories that emerged in 
their responses. I then identified patterns and connections among the categories. 
Generalizability 
My thesis was that a selection-based ecclesiola in ecclesia brought together for a 
twelve-week study in conjunction with a twelve-week sermon series would result in 
positive spiritual formation for the participants. A selection-based ecclesiola ministry 
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could bear similar results in virtually any local church, regardless of location or 
denominational affiliation, where a pastor could select individuals from among thc larger 
congregation. 
Theological Foundation 
God calls, and the Scriptures are full of examples of God taking the initiati \c to 
call people for specific purposes. Adam and Eve sinned in the garden, and \\hile they hid 
from God, "the Lord God called to the man" (Gen. 3:9). Moses was a refugee on the run 
from Egypt when he saw God in the form of a burning bush, and heard God call out his 
name (Exod. 3:4). Matthew had the security of a government job, but one day he sa\\' God 
in Jesus and he left it all when Jesus said to him, "Follow me" (Matt. 9:9). Peter and the 
disciples saw Jesus walking on water toward them in a storm, and Peter asked Jesus to 
have him come out to him on the water, and Jesus said, "Come" (Matt. 14:29). At the 
beginning of Peter's discipleship (Mark 1: 17)' at the end (John 21 :22), and ewn in 
between (Matt.16:24; 19:27), Jesus called Peter to follow him (DeNeff 75). 
Even in the final verses of the Bible, Revelation 22: 17 says, "The Spirit and the 
bride say, 'Come!' And let him who hears say, 'Come!' Whoever is thirsty, let him come; 
and whoever wishes, let him take the free gift of the water of life." God calls, and "the 
call is all. Jesus is the reason" (Guinness 65). The call is primarily not to do something or 
to go somewhere, but for people to come to God himself (31 ). 
Jesus called people to himself, too. Jesus made four calls in his ministry (A. 
Bruce 11-12; Hull, Complete Book 169-85). First was the call to "come and see" (John 
I :39). In the beginning, Jesus invited people to get to know him, which was a stage for 
Jesus' disciples (specifically, Andrew, Nathaniel, Peter, Philip, John, and James), lasting 
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for four or five months (Hull, Complete Book 170). In this stage, the disciples were 
believers and Jesus' occasional companions (A. Bruce 1 1). This first stage was a chance 
to get to know who Jesus is, to explore, to ask questions. and to have the courage to pray 
with brutal honesty. This first stage is also the opportunity and space to seek God, to ask 
questions, to be skeptical, and to explore the meaning of following Jesus without making 
a commitment to follow him. 
Second was the call to follow him (Matt. 4: 19; 8:22; 9:9; 19:21; Mark 1: 17; 2: 14; 
10:21; Luke 5:27; 9:59; 18:22; John 1 :43; 21: 19,22). Curiosity gave way to commitment. 
The disciples did not have all of their questions answered. but eventually Jesus called 
people to commitment. This stage involved anywhere from se\'enty to 120 steady 
disciples and lasted for around ten months (Hull. Complete Book 170). In Luke 9:57-62. 
Jesus invited three men to follow him, but they each had excuses and declined. A person 
may have good excuses, but the excuses may just be a way to avoid answering the call of 
Christ. While Jesus did not become downcast about those who had excuses, he invested 
fully in those who came to him without excuses (176). Those \\ho responded to the call 
travelled with Jesus and went where he went. 
Third was the more exclusive call to be with Jesus in a more intimate circle of 
fellowship (Mark 3: 13-14; 6:31). Here the twelve became Jesus' "constant companions" 
(Wilkins, Following the Master 125) and began to do what he did, joining Jesus in 
proclaiming the gospel of the kingdom. This stage was reserved for the twelve and lasted 
for twenty months (Hull, Complete Book 178). Here the disciples went beyond a 
commitment to follow Jesus, drawing near to him. In this stage, the twelve were not only 
disciples, those who were called and followed, but also apostles, those who are sent 
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(Wilkins 30). The tm.:lvc were a diverse group, with Matthew who collected taxes for the 
Roman occupation in Palestine and Simon the Zealot \vho \\"ould have despised the 
Roman occupation (Eims 29). Most importantly, Jesus did not cal1 the twelw as his 
assistants in his mission; for Jesus, training the twelve was the primary mission 
(Coleman, Master Plan a/Evangelism 43). 
Final1y, Jesus cal1ed his fol1owers to "remain in me" (John 15). Fol1owing Jesus 
when they could physical1y fol1ow him was quite a different thing than fol1O\\ing Jesus 
after his departure. Jesus told his disciples that he was going to go a\\ay for their good 
because his absence would usher in the Spirit's presence (John 16:5-16). He did not just 
become Christ in absentia, however. The New Testament states twenty-one times that 
Jesus ascended and is seated at the right hand of the Father (Matt 22:-+-1-: 26:6-1-: Mark 
12:36; 14:62; 16:19; Luke 20:42; 22:69; Acts 2:33,34; 5:31; 7:55-56; 8:3-1-; Eph. 1:20; 
Col. 3:1; Heb. 1:3, 13; 8:1; 10:12; 12:2; 1 Pet. 3:22). 
Everything in the book of Acts takes place in the \\'ake of Jesus' ascension, and its 
opening scene is the occasion of the ascension. Acts begins \\ith Jesus in a position of 
unlimited power because without it the church would act with nervous hesitation 
(Peterson, Practice Resurrection 43-44). Jesus told the twelve to remain in him because 
"apart from me you can do nothing" (John 15:5). The final call was to be confident in his 
resurrection and ascension, to be enlivened by the Spirit, and remain in Christ. 
The twelve disciples did not get together the normal way that people of similar 
interests and opinions come together. The twelve came together because Jesus gathered 
them together, which is the essence of the Greek word ecc/esia, translated as church 
(Buechner 1--1-7-48). God chose Noah to build the Ark (Gen. 6: 13-14) and David as King 
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of Israel (1 Sam. 16:12), and Jesus chose the twelve. Many churches are prejudiced 
against selection-based or call-based ministry: ""It's all right for Jesus to practice, ... but 
don't try it here" (Hull, Disciple-Making Pastor 185). Ecclesia was an ordinary word for 
an assembly or a gathering, but the root of this word is the verb call so that "the call and 
the calling are the systolic and diastolic heartbeat of the body of Christ" (Peterson, 
Practice Resurrection 170). Scripture describes God as someone "who, for some reason, 
has it in his nature to call people ... from the first page of the Bible literally to the last 
God is a god who calls" (Connell). Therefore, a call-based ministry acknowledges God's 
nature as one who calls and the church's nature as those who are called by God. 
Consistent with the pattern of ministry Jesus established with the twelve, the 
ecclesiola in ecclesia, as it is defined for the purposes of this study, is a unique type of 
handpicked group within a church that naturally enjoys a stronger sense of fellowship and 
is focused on the spiritual formation of its participants ( Foster, "Spiritual Formation 
Agenda" 5). The ecclesiola in ecclesia has been utilized throughout church history, and 
while aimed at the spiritual transformation of individual believers, it creates a healthy 
nucleus around which a healthy church may form. 
Overview 
Chapter 2 of this work established the biblical and theological foundations of the 
study. Chapter 3 presents the research project. Chapter 4 reports findings of the research 
project. Chapter 5 contains a summary and interpretation of the research findings and 
offers suggestions for further inquiry. 
CHAPTER 2 
LITERATURE 
Introduction 
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This study addressed the need for church leaders to help indi\iduals in their 
congregations who are especially interested in spiritual growth beyond what normal 
church programs and services provide. Jesus' strategy for spiritual transformation and 
discipleship involved selecting twelve men in whom he im"csted a disproportionate 
amount of his time. The ecclesiola in ecclesia is a historical and biblical strategy for local 
church discipleship consistent with the example of Christ's call of the twchc. 
The purpose of this study was to evaluate the spiritual transfonnation of pastor-
selected participants resulting from an ecclesiola in ecclesia in conjunction \\ ith a t\\"chc-
week sermon series at North Collins Wesleyan Church. North Collins, New York. 
Following Jesus 
"Following Jesus" is the phrase that describes a life of discipleship in Christ 
(Wilkins, Following the Master 124). "Following God" or "walking in the ways of God" 
are thc phrases that capture the goal of the Christian life (67): to li \c out the Great 
Commandment to love the Lord with one's entire heart, soul, mind, and strength (Mark 
12:30; Luke 10:27). God initiated this relationship in the Old Testament, and the 
descriptions in the Old Testament of "following God" and "walking with God" are 
fulfilled in Christ (67-68). Especially significant is the identification of Jesus in Matthew 
1 :23 as Immanuel, which means "God with us" (66). To walk in God's ways does not 
mean following God at a distance but knowing his empowering presence in daily life. 
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Scripture uses a number of terms to identify Christ's followers, and each helps to 
illuminate a different dimension of what this ne\\' life means. These terms provide a 
holistic view of what Christianity means and what is possible for those who folIo\\' him. 
They establish that the Christian life is a journey of actively pursuing God and that 
through his empowering presence the follower takes on the character of Christ. 
Followers in the Gospels 
In the Gospels, those who follow Jesus are called his disciples (mathetai) sixty-
seven to sixty-eight times in Matthew, forty-four times in Mark, thirty-four times in 
Luke, and seventy-three times in John (Longenecker, "Introduction" ..f). The Nc\\' 
Testament uses the term disciple 269 times to identify followers of Christ, using the term 
Christians only three times, so the New Testament is a book "about disciples, by 
disciples, for disciples of Jesus Christ" (Willard, Spirit of the Disciplines 258). Since the 
word disciple (mathete.,>,) never appears in the New Testament outside of the Gospels and 
Acts, some believe the terms disciple and discipleship are no longer helpful (Hawthorne 
165-66). However, the advantage of Christians continuing to identify themsehes 
primarily as disciples since the Christian life requires such a commitment to discipline 
and discipleship (Stott Radical Disciple 14). Discipleship is the dominant phrase in 
Scripture for people who are following Jcsus and is just as potent for contemporary use. 
A disciple is not a higher category of Christian that only a relatively small number 
of people "graduate into" (Ogden, Discipleship Essentials 7). A disciple is an apprentice, 
a student, or a practitioner (Willard, Great Omission xi); a person "can be a very raw and 
incompetent beginner and still be a disciple" (Divine Conspiracy 282). The very term 
discipleship implies a journey or a process of growth toward maturity (HulL Complete 
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Book 35). Being a disciple means imitating the example of Christ and "cutting the cloth 
of one's life" after his example (Hawthorne 166). The disciple is focused on imitation 
rather than information, seeking to emulate his or her master and incorporating the 
master's life into his or her heart and life (Ogden, Transforming Discipleship 86; 
Wilkins, Following the A/oster 58, 78; Wright, Following Jesus -+8). The disciple bears a 
resemblance to his or her master, so "the disciple is to Christ what a print is to the 
original, what a song is to the singer, what an answer is to the question" (DeNeff 76). 
Therefore, Christian discipleship means following Christ and becoming like him. 
Followers in the Book of Acts 
After Jesus had ascended to the right hand of the Father, and his follo\\ers no 
longer could literally follow him as the twelve did, the title disciple faded from usc, and 
terms such as Christians, beliel'ers, and brothers and sisters emerged as new ways to 
designate the followers of Christ (Wilkins, FolloH'ing the ,\foster 288-89). The change in 
terminology reflects the larger shift that took place. Where discipleship once meant 
literally following Jesus in Galilee, it began to take place through membership in 
community after his ascension. In the book of Acts, the earliest self-designation of 
Christians seems to have been "those of the Way" (Acts 9:2: 19:9,23; 22:4; 24: 14,22; 
Longenecker, "Introduction" 1). 
The Way was the principal phrase used to identify Jesus' followers in the early 
Church (Peterson, Jesus Wen' 23). This phrase acknowledges how coming to Christ 
involves a person's whole life (Coleman, Master Plan of Discipleship 83). Talking about 
the Wen' reflects that Jesus is the way, the truth, and the life (John 14:6) and that the 
Christian movement is the way of life or the way of salvation (F. Bruce 181). The Bible 
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calls the Christian life the Way \\ithout qualifications, without exceptions, so that the 
only options are "thc Way and not-the-way" (Jones, Song ofAscl!nts 161). A person 
follows Christ in the Way, and the use of this term establishes how Christianity is not just 
somcthing a person agrees to intellectually but a way of life. 
Only oncc in the Gospels are Jesus' followers called "brothers," and C\'cn that is 
in John 21 :23, during a resurrection appearance of Christ and a conversation about thc 
future (Morris 774). In the book of Acts, brothers is used for the first time in Acts 1: 15 to 
identify followers of Christ and was most likely "the earliest Christian designation for 
church members" (Williams 31). In a community created by Christ, all of his disciples 
become brothers and sisters (Wilkins, Discipleship 215). After Acts 6, the term disciple is 
used interchangeably with the terms brothers and sisters (Longenecker, "Taking Up the 
Cross" 72). Therefore, following Christ leads believers into the company of brothers and 
sisters, where brotherhood and sisterhood are cssential to faithful discipleship. 
The disciples were first called Christians at Antioch (Acts 11 :26). The name must 
havc been conceived within the Gentile population because Jc\\ s ne\ cr would have 
validated Jesus' messianic claims by calling them Christ followcrs (Wilkins, Fa 110 "wing 
the Master 300). Christians, as it was used for the first time in Antioch, seems to mean 
"those of the household of Christ" or "Christ-followers" (Longenecker, "Introduction" 2). 
In Greek, the people of Antioch would have said Christianos, which sounds similar to 
Chrestianos, since Chrestos was a Greek work for [{sefid and was often a name for a 
slave (Larkin 175). In New Testament times, followers of Christ never call themselves 
Christians (Williams 205). Christians did not use this title for themselves until the second 
century, while only Agrippa (Acts 26:28) and others who persecuted the church (1 Pet. 
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4: 16) used the tenn Christiuns (Fernando, Acts 350). In fact, thc be1ic\e-r who seems to be 
the first one to use the- tenn Christian was a disciple- named Ignatius, who gre-w up in 
Antioch about a century after the nickname originated there (Witherington 371). That a 
tenn coined by people outside of the Way, a tenn ne-\e-r used by Jesus and the Apostle 
Paul, became the dominant title used for Christ followers is unexpected. 
Since Christians did not use the tenn Christian to identify themselvcs. it may ha\c 
originally been intended as a disparaging tenn (Williams 206). Looking at the three times 
when the word Christian appears in the Bible, it may have been the contemporary 
equivalent of calling someone a Jeslls Freak or a HO~1' Roller. The tenn Christian began 
as a nickname and could be translated as Christ folk, but cven though it was giycn to thc 
followers of Christ contemptuously, they made thc name- known \vorldwide (Barclay, 
Acts 90). The name Christian was "a badge of contempt" (Wilkins, A!ullhc\\' 124), but in 
1 Peter 4: 16 Peter urged the brothers to wear it as a badge of honor. 
Disciples do not need to shy away from being called Christians. though. becausc 
the tenn implies that a person is like Christ, haying taken on his character (Coleman. 
Master Plan a/Discipleship 84). In a sense, following Christ is not about heing a 
Christian but about being "a Christian-in-the-making" (Jones, Song of A scents 44). 
Christian is the most widespread tenn for thosc who follow Jesus, but the baggage 
surrounding the tenn Christian makes alternativc designations more attractive today. 
Followers in the Epistles 
Saints is a favorite tenn of the Apostle Paul for identifying the people of God 
(Peterson, Practice Resllrrection 77). The tenn saints, when applied to those who follow 
Christ, calls attention to how they are to bc distinct from their surrounding culture 
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(Wilkins, Fol/owing the ,\Iosler :297). Biblically, the title saint is not an honor reserved 
for the dead, but a term that recognizes the uniqueness of the Christ follower. The ternl 
saints derives from the Greek word hagios, of which the root meaning is dijlerent. so that 
"the Christian is a man who is dijlere11l from those who are merely people of the world" 
(original emphasis; Barclay, Acts 78). A saint is not a person who acquiesces with culture 
or peer pressure. Christians are identified as sai11ls not because of what they do but by 
recognizing that followers of Christ are consecrated to God and have chosen a different 
kind of life (Peterson, Run with the Horses 40). Those who follow Christ are saints 
because discipleship sets a person apart from the world around them. 
Saints was a beloved term used by Paul, but the way he most frequently defines 
being a Christian is by saying that they are "in Christ," meaning not inside but in a \ital, 
Jrganic union with Christ (Stott, Radical Disciple 42). The phrase in Christ is used 242 
times in just the letters of Paul and John and is used virtually synonymously for Christio/l 
:Demarest 235). This phrase is a description of how those who follow Christ are 
mpernaturally united with him and. as a body, are united \\ith one another through Christ 
Knowles 194). A person is said to be in Christ because he or she is being conformed to 
=::hrist (Jervis 153). The goal of discipleship goes beyond mere education or behavior 
nodification to being joined with Christ. 
\ctive Spirituality 
The Christian life includes radical commitment to Christ. not a matter of passively 
'accepting Christ" (Tozer, Reclaiming Christianity 163). When a passive phrase such as 
lccept Jesus becomes a dominant term Christians use to describe conversion, it tends to 
ead to a passive spiritual life. The terms people use to identify their commitment to 
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:=:hrist are significant. PassiYe titles lead to passiye follo\\ ing and confonnation to the 
world rather than transfonnation in Christ. 
Following Jesus is a lifestyle of an actin? pursuit of God in which onc not only 
"eceiws forgiYcness from sin but also undergoes a transfonnation of character. Following 
Jesus is a matter of being a disciple of Jesus. A disciple enters the fe II 0\\ ship of brothers 
md sisters in Christ \\'ho are ordinary people but who han become and are becoming 
;aints. The world calls a person a Christian, a ho~v roller, a Bible thumper, a Jesus/inf/.;. 
)r \\orse. but the person \\ho has decided to follow Jesus is actin?ly \\alking. working. 
md following Jesus as his disciple. Spiritual transfonnation is the process God uscs to 
ie\clop the character of Christ in his disciples. 
A Theology of Growth-The Classical Christian Pilgrimage 
Following Jesus results in a transfonnation of the spirit, life, and character ofa 
)erson. Nonetheless, hmt' this transfonnation happens is not clear becausc "\\C today lack 
I theology of growth" (Foster, "Becoming Like Christ"), The popular slogan. "Christians 
lren't perfect, just forgi yen," is essentially a \\a y of saying that the only reason to 
)ecome a Christian is to be forgiven (Willard, Divine Conspiracy 36), but if a person 
lVants more than forgiveness he or she will han? to wait until after death. This slogan 
:hortchanges the gospel of any hope for transfonnation of character. It strips Scripture of 
my promise for becoming a better person and implies a hopeless theology. 
Superficiality is a modem curse and it SCf\CS only as evidence of a \'ast need for 
)eople of depth (F oster, Celebration 1), and churches must find an uncomplicated way to 
:xplain a theology of growth \'isually to make it more memorable (Rainer and Geiger 
18). In a description of Christian maturity, any talk of growth must not be "tom out of 
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s origin in biology and emasculated into an abstract and soulless item of arithmetic" 
Peterson, Practicl' Resurrection 3). This life does not just happen on its 0\\11. but a 
eliever must cultivate it since no one drifts into holiness or discipleship (Willard, Dil'il7l' 
'onspiran' 297; Stott, ,\/cssage olEphesians 193). Gnl\\ th requires active cultivation. 
A biology professor from Cornell University, Dr. William Provine says modem 
:ience teaches that death is the end of the story, that science has \Trified that no gods 
)(ist, and life has no ultimate meaning (Provine and Johnson), The band Pink Floyd 
elivered the same message in 1973: "All you touch and all you see is all your life \\ill 
ver be" (Gilmour, Waters, and Wright), Christianity defies this skepticism about the 
)iritual world and defies the popular notion in modem North America that a person \\'ho 
: skeptical is more intelligent than a person who beIie\'es: 
Only a very hardy individualist or a social rebel---Dr one desperate for 
another life-therefore stands any chance of discovering the substantiality 
of the spiritual life today, Today it is the skeptics who are the social 
conformists .... We are required to "bet our life" that the visible world, 
while real, is not reality itself (Willard, Hearing God 218-19) 
'iscipleship is a call to believe that there is more to life than the physical world. 
Spirituality, therefore, usually refers to "a sense that life extends beyond me, 
~yond what I get paid, beyond what my spouse and children think of me, beyond my 
10lesterol count," and is about an attempt to live well (Peterson, Christ Plays 27, 29). 
(hen many people talk about spirituality, they are usually talking about something self-
~ntered or about something that can be consumed (Willard, Great Omission 52), 
pirituality without seeking God only leads to self-absorption (Peterson, Subversive 
'Jirituality 15), Christian theology teaches that life is more than just the physical world, 
hile recognizing that many pitfalls and perils abound in the spiritual world, as well. 
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In the New Testament, no category exists for Christians who arc not disciples of 
'hrist, but "baby" or "carnal" Christians are those who are early in their pilgrimage, and 
very congregation will have people at every conceivable stage of the journey (Willard, 
'eno\'(ftion 240, 234). While all true belie\ers are on the same path of discipleship, 
elievers reach degrees of maturity on the path of discipleship (Wilkins, Fo//mt'ing the 
foster 191). Sanctification takes place by degrees, just as two cups of coffee can be hot 
lOugh they are not the exact same temperature, even though one may be cooling while 
Ie other is heating up (Willard 226). Along the journey, every belie\er experiences the 
bb and the flow of sanctification. 
Rather than grow in a straight line, "we zig-zag on our way to heaven" (Tozer, I 
'all It Heresy 25). Likewise, God rarely comes to a complete stop and "rarely uses 
eriods" (73) in a disciple's journey with him, but ifhe uses any punctuation, it would 
lOst typically be colons and semi-colons. Followers of Christ are at home and are yet 
ill homeward bound (DeNeff 57), and spiritual formation takes place on a journey, so 
lat followers of Christ are pilgrims who must learn to enjoy the pilgrimage (Augsburger 
I; Hull, Complete Book 255). The journey has no predetermined timetable and cannot 
~ hurried (Peterson, Under the Unpredictable Plant 163-64), so believers must have the 
Jility to endure and persevere, making significant transformation possible (Ortberg, Ltfe 
10). The journey, with its fluctuations and disappointments, is essential to creating 
rowth that will last. 
The classical Christian pilgrimage is a way of describing spiritual growth by four 
Isic stages (Mulholland 79), but the stages are only a map describing the terrain, not a 
lobal positioning system unit telling a person how he or she can arrive at a destination. 
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piritual growth is a "complex, multilc\l?l ebb and flow of relationship with God" (80), 
I1d sincc no one can "chan}!c the order of the seasons or laws of }!rO\\th that God has 
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stablished" (Stott, Baptism 110), the Christian must patiently cooperate with God as he 
rings about ripc Christian maturity. The seasons of growth cannot be rushed or hurried, 
nce "following Jesus cannot be done at a sprint" (Ortberg, Life 79). Like farmers, 
isciples must work hard to cultivate the fruit, but working hard does not mean working 
1 a hurry (Peterson, Eat this Book 39). As Wesley writes, "Everyone, though born of 
rod in an instant, yet undoubtedly grows by slow degrees" ("Letter IV" 1 09). The four 
:ages of the classical Christian pilgrimage provide a beneficial glimpse into the journey. 
tage One-Waking Up a Good Person 
The first stage of spiritual growth is the realization that a person is, in fact, lost. 
salm 14: 1 says, "The fool says in his heart, 'There is no God. '" A fool is not someone 
rho is just lost. A fool is someone who is lost and does not know it. "A fool doesn'l 
now that he doesn't know what is going on" (Peterson, Where rOllr TrcuslIre 124). A 
)01 is "one who is ignorant both of his disease," as Wesley writes, "and of the only 
~medy for it" ("Sermon Ill" 26). A person in this stage no longer says, ''I'm a good 
erson," but instead, "Something has to change," or perhaps, "If s not that everything in 
ly life has been bad, but I know that everything is not alright." Spiritual growth begins 
lith a crisis of homesickness (Wilhoit 64). Christianity will be incomprehensible to a 
erson until he or she recognizes and admits that something is wrong-that something 
as gone wrong with humanity and with the world as a whole (Ogden, Discipleship 
'ssentials 84). Before anyone will trust Christ he or she must first see the hopelessness of 
is or her own condition because "faith is born of need" (Stott, Basic Christianity 82). 
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Not only does Christianity contradict American culturc's belief about who a good 
'erson is, but it also contradicts its pursuit of pleasurc. American culturc belic\cs in the 
airy tale of having a good time "so long as it does not hurt anybody else" (Merton 114). 
'hc pursuit of gratification and pleasure ends in dissatisfaction and discouragement 
117). Rebellion against God leads to emotional exhaustion, dcjection, and an ache of the 
pirit because "if you won't livc with God, you can't live with yourself' (Jones, 
lnshakable Kingdom 49). Thomas Merton describes his days as a young man pursuing a 
fe of pleasure in his autobiography. He says, "I imagined I was frec. And it would takc 
Ie five or six years to discover what a frightful captivity I had got myself into" (94). 
"ebellion is the path to captivity, but surrender is the path to freedom. 
Some say the idea of a loving God who sends people to hell is a contradiction in 
:rrns and suggest that instead of sending unbelievers to hell, God should just leavc them 
lone, yet leaving unbelievers alonc is precisely what God does (Lewis, Problem of Pain 
30). In hell those who have pushed God away actively, passively, or indifferently will 
nally have their way. God will not force himself on anyone. Being left alone by God is 
'hat makes hell what it is, which is why Jesus refers to hell three times as "the darkness 
utside, where there will be weeping and gnashing of teeth" (Matt. 8:12; 22:13; 25:30). 
ell is not an accident, and no one is shocked to find himself or herself there because a 
~rson does "not miss heaven by a hair," but by choosing to avoid God (Willard, 
enovation 59). As Lewis writes, "All that are in Hell, choose it. Without that self-choice 
lere could be no Hell" (Great Divorce 72), and that self-choice makes hell all the more 
rrible. 
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Therefore, people who have hell as their eternal destination \\hen they die usually 
egin to experience some sort of a hell on earth before they die as a natural consequencc 
f thcir choices. The opposite is also true, howevcr, that Christians who have heaven as 
leir eternal destination can c:x.perience a foretaste of heavCll on earth before they die. 
'he goal of spiritual transformation is heaven on earth. 
To many people, being awakened feels sufficiently like a conversion expericncc. 
nd to an extent, it is. People yearn for this awakening and yet resist it (Mulholland 82). 
[owever, an awakened person must be diligent "to remain awake" (Lc\\is, Letters to 
falcolm 75-76). A person may become awakened and immediately seek God for 
:l1vation in Christ or may spend weeks, months, or even years in an (/\\'(/kened state . 
. ealizing one's own unhappiness is not salvation and may even lead to a long soul-
~arching struggle, but, as Merton writes when he was awakened, "at least, I realized 
rhere I was, and I was beginning to try to get out" (136). This stage of spiritual 
'ansformation involves a radical altering of one's worldvicw. 
The awakening is the gift of God, and God's pursuit causcs thc awakening. Like a 
ttle girl who wanders innocently at the zoo, distracted by the c:x.hibits. not realizing she 
: lost until she hears her father's voice calling her name frantically, the father's 
~arching does not create a crisis but alerts the child to the crisis that already existed. 
'hristians through the centuries have testified that what awakened them was not their 
wn curiosity but a sense that God was the one pursuing them. Christianity teaches that 
efore a person can seek God, God first sought out the person (Tozer, Pursuit II). The 
ord's pursuit of the lost person awakens him or her, and the wise child turns toward the 
mnd of the father's voicc. 
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The Lord pursues lost people like a shepherd searching for a lost sheep, \\ho. 
Ihen he finds the lost sheep, puts it on his shoulders, carries it home, and rejoices with 
is friends (Luke 15:4-7). The Lord pursues lost people like a woman who loses a 
aluable coin and scours her home, searching high and low until she recovers the coin 
nd then celebrates with her friends (Luke 15:8-10). Any description of Christian 
pirituality as a search for God is as absurd to a biblical Christian as talk "about the 
lOuse's search for the cat" (Lewis, SlIIprised hy Joy 220). God begins the pursuit. 
'hroughout the centuries Christians have testified to this experience (Stott, Why J .-lm (/ 
~hristian 15-21). The Lord pursues until the lost person sees the crisis and that a choice 
as to be made. 
In foolishness, a person wanders oblivious to the consequences (Witherington and 
Iyatt 71). In this stage a person realizes that the Lord's demands are a relict~ not a 
urden. None of the demands of discipleship will make sense to a person until the 
wakening. Christianity will never make sense to people who have not been awakened, 
ut once awakened a person realizes he or she has a decision to make, and Christ is the 
nly real choice. However. God does not open a person' s eyes to sec a fork in the road 
{here one must choose right or left. Instead, he opens a person's eyes to see that the 
ridge is out, and alerts the person to the crisis that was present all along, and now the 
erson must decide to stop and turn around or keep going. While God has given the free 
{ill to choose or reject him, choosing against him seems impossible once God's pursuit 
as opened a person's eyes (Lewis, SlIIprised by Joy 123). For the first time, a person 
ere begins to realize how much more not following him will cost. 
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tage Two---Repentance, Conversion, and Salvation 
Spiritual transformation begins \\itb a crisis because an awakening shatters a 
erson's worldview. Jesus said in John 3:3, "I tell you the truth, no one can see the 
ingdom of God unless he is born again," and a gestational period exists for anything 
e\\' that is going to be born spiritlla/~v in a person's life. People may have spiritual 
)(periences without being horn again, but a cure for \\'hat ails the human soul requires 
~birth. Salvation and conversion are unpopular words today. but Christianity is, at its 
Dre, a salvation message (Stott, Christian Mission 152. 163. 125). Conversion and 
~birth are the two sides of the same coin (169) and are essential to a theology of growth. 
Jesus' parable about the prodigal son in Luke 15: 11-32 illustrates the first 1\\'0 
tages of the growth process. The youngest son begins in the first stage \\hen he requests 
is share of the estate and "squandered his wealth in wild living" (v. 13). Just then, a 
risis comes. The young man runs out of money at the same time that a famine hits the 
md where he is living. Partly due to his own mistakes, and partly due to circumstances 
eyond his control, the young man's rebellion leads to his O\\n suffering. Then, in verse 
7, the young man "came to his senses" recognizes his own need, and moves into the first 
tage of spiritual growth. The younger son develops a strategy of reconciliation: 
I will set out and go back to my father and say to him: Father, I have 
sinned against heaven and against you. I am no longer worthy to be called 
your son; make me like one of your hired men. (vv. 18-20) 
rl a word, the son repents. Repent was the content of John the Baptist's preaching, of 
esus' first sermon, and of Peter's first sermon after the resurrection of Christ (Peterson, 
.ong Obedience 29; Mark 1 :4, 15; Acts 2:38). Repenting has as much to do with saying, 
Yes," as it does with saying, "No." A person cannot say, "Yes." to God without saying, 
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No," to the world, -recognizing that the way a person had been \i\'ing \\ill not result in 
vhat both God and that person want (Peterson 29-30), Getting this proper sequence of 
res and No is like a combination lock where this new life will not open up without 
ntering the code in the right sequence, 
Until a person sees sin the way Christ sees sin, Christianity is incomprehensible 
nd will only produce resentment toward God because grieving sin is one of the 
rerequisite conditions for following Christ (Lewis, Problem of Pain 50-51). If 
nperfection were the problem, then self-improvement would be enough, but humans are 
..:bels who need to surrender, apologize for being on the wrong track, and start o\er. e\en 
:lough "repentance is no fun at all" (Mere Christianity 56), Fallen people "right down to 
:leir muscles and bones, do not like God. That is something only a ne\\ life can redeem 
:lem from" (Willard, "Gospel" 56). Christian discipleship offers more than mere 
nprovement, offering the gift of salvation and with it spiritual transformation, which 
lways brings improvement. 
Salvation is not a blessing to be received after death, or something far off, but a 
resent blessing that the Christian already possesses (Wesley, "Sermon XLIII" 44). When 
steamship's machinery is broken, it may be brought into the port and tied to the dock, at 
vhich point the ship is safe but not sound. Repairs may take a long time so that the ship 
an once again do what its designer intended for it to do (Strong 869). In salvation the 
diever is saved from the guilt and the power of sin (Willard, Great Omission 110-11). 
lod's goal for salvation and spiritual transformation is to make all those who are in 
~hrist safe and sound, so that salvation is "the act of a moment and the work of a 
lfetime" (Jones, Conversion 210). As Eugene H. Peterson writes, "Salvation is not a one-
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light stand" ("Christ Plays" 147). Sahation is about being safe and sound, about being 
mt of hann 's way and restoring a Christian to the condition for which he or she \\as 
Tcated. 
In the second stage. the believer's part is repentancc; God's part is salvation. The 
~ospel demands a response, and conversion is the nccessary response to receive salvation 
Stott, Christian ,\fissioJ1 162). People have spiritual cxperiences apart from the message 
If Christ, but "salvation is found in no one else, for there is no other name undcr hea\en 
~iven to mankind by which we must be saved" (Acts 4: 12). Many people, as they begin 
D rcalize their need for God and their desire to grow closer to him, may ha\e a 
latchwork thcology and may have more questions than answers. but those who choose to 
eek God in spite of the mystery are never disappointed. 
Just as people have no memory of being physically born, a person is often 
nconscious of being spiritually reborn (Stott, Christian MissioJ1 170-71 ). Rebirth is so 
ften a gradual shift, a subtle change in direction that a person may not notice it at the 
me, and not fully grasp it until years later, which is why baptism is such a significant 
vent tied to conversion. Unlike conversion, baptism cannot be a gradual process and 
~presents a clear decision (Drury, There Is No J in Church 121). Baptism is the outward 
ign of an inner change that has taken place as a disciple is buried in the water. dies to 
~lf, and raised to new life in Christ. 
Jesus' parable of the prodigal son appears to be the last of three parables in Luke 
5, but this passage actually contains actually four parables. First, a shepherd has one 
undred sheep and loses one. Second, a woman has ten coins and loses one. Third, a man 
as two sons and one runs off to live wildly. In each parable is a rough fonnula: (I) 
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,omething is lost; (2) a search ensues; (3) what was lost is found; and, (-1-) the people 
debrate (Peterson, Tell It Slant 96). Jesus told one last story of the older brother who is 
)st in self-righteousness, sneaking it in after the apparent climax of the three parables 
97). Following the pattern of these stories (lost, search, found, celebration), the father 
,oes searching for his lost son who refuses to go inside for the celebration. The older 
rother complains about his father's love toward his wayward brother, and the father 
xplains the celebration was necessary because the younger brother '"was lost and is 
ound" (v. 32). but then Jesus stops the story unexpectedly, leaving the reader to wonder 
.ow the older son will respond. The younger brother and the older brother in Luke 15 
loth need to repent. The older son complains about having been slaving away while the 
'ounger son said, regretfully, that he was no longer worthy of being called his son. Sdf-
ighteousness, exemplified by the older brother, is an enemy of spiritual growth. 
lepentance, exemplified by the prodigal returning home, is what unlocks the possibility 
If true spiritual transfonnation. 
Itage Two, Continued-Self-Denial 
To claim that one can receive salvation from Christ as Savior apart from 
ibedience to Christ as Lord is nothing short of heresy (Tozer, I Call It Heresy 9-10). The 
oundation of Christian spirituality and discipleship is a belief that Jesus is the way, the 
ruth, and the life and that what he has to teach about the spiritual life is most important. 
vlany people respect Jesus as a good man, a good teacher, as a model of passive 
esistance, but no one can approach Jesus on those tenns: "You can shut Him up for a 
001, you can spit at Him and kill Him as a demon; or you can fall at His feet and call 
-lim Lord and God," but Christ has not left open the possibility of merely respecting him 
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IS a great teacher (Lewis, ,\/('}"C Christianity 52). With a miniature Jesus, or no Jesus at 
111, a person \\ill only experience spiritual malformation, but \\here a clear vIsion of 
~hrist exists genuine Christian spiritual transformation is possible. 
Simeon prophesied when Joseph and Mary presented Jesus in the temple on the 
:ighth day after his birth: 
"This child is destined to cause the falling and rising of many in Israel, 
and to be a sign that will be spoken against, so that the thoughts of many 
hearts will be revealed. And a sword wilI pierce your O\\"n soul too." (Luke 
2:34-35) 
Jater, in Luke 4, when Jesus read from Isaiah in the synagogue and announced that with 
lis arrival a nev, era of world history had been inaugurated, the initial response \\as 
lositivc, but they quickly turned against Jesus. No one was heralding Jesus as a great 
noral teacher or a prophet: "They got up, drove him out of the town, and took him to the 
IroW of the hill on which the town was built, in order to throw him down the cliff' (Luke 
:29). Jesus slipped right through the crowd that was trying to kilI him (Luke 4:30), and 
e continues to walk right through the crowded hearts of many people today. 
Likewise, in Mark 8:27-38, Peter declared that Jesus is the Christ, and Jesus 
nmediately began to tell his disciples that he would be rejected, suffer, and die, and then 
)ok it a step further, saying, "If anyone would come after me, he must deny himself and 
ike up his cross and follow me" (Mark 8:29). To his listeners, thc cross and crucifixion 
las a gruesome image, yet before Jesus ever picked up his own cross, he called anyone 
Iho would follow him to deny himself or herself and take up a cross, as well. Jesus 
lakes the cost of folIowing him clear by describing discipleship in terms of crucifixion: 
Jesus calls his followers to think of themselves as already dead, to bury all 
our earthly hopes and dreams, to bury the plans and agendas we made for 
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oursehes. He \\ill either resurrect our dreams or replace them with dreams 
and plans of his own. (D. Johnson 29) 
'hc belic\'er is to "deny, diso\\l1 and crucify ... cverything within us that is incompatible 
vith Jesus Christ, and by doing that, we find the joy we had been searching for all along" 
Stott, Cross olChrist 274). The believer declares war on the flesh, refusing to consider 
oncessions or give up the fight (Message of Galatians 152). Jesus calls belie\'ers to self-
lenial not as a restriction but as a call to freedom. 
As Dietrich Bonhoeffer writes, "When Christ calls a man, he bids him come and 
lie" (Cost 89). Self-denial is renouncing the "right" to get one's 0\\11 way (Stott, Cross of 
~hrist 272). It is turning away from self-worship and self-centeredness (Cranfield 281). 
osif Ton is a Romanian Christian leader born in 1934. The oppressi\e regime that ruled 
.t one time in Romania began to threaten him and ordered him to stop preaching the 
~ospel, but he refused. Eventually, they threatened to kill him if he did not gi\'e into their 
lemands, but he responded, "Sir, your supreme weapon is killing. My supreme weapon is 
lying" (qtd. in Stott, Radical Disciple 127). Christianity does not make sense without an 
wakening (stage one), and Christianity does not work without self-denial (stage two). 
Jesus never preached a gospel of salvation without sacrifice, and the apostles 
lever taught a crucifixion of Christ without a crucifixion of the Christian. For this reason, 
lenying oneself and taking up one's cross to follow Jesus is a stage two issue-a coming 
D Christ issue, and not a later, deeper I~fe issue. As Bonhoeffer writes, "Christianity 
vithout discipleship is always Christianity without Christ" (Cost 59). When Jesus told his 
lisciples that they could not follow him unless they denied themselves, he was not saying 
le would not let them but that following him would not work until they denied 
hemseh'es (Willard, Renol'ation 66). A person can try to follow Jesus without denying 
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1imsclf or herself, but Christianity \\ithout self-denial is an exercise in dissatisfaction. 
)enying oneself makes following Jesus much less frustrating. 
;tage Three-Emptied to be Filled 
The third stage of spiritual growth brings troubling feelings that disturb the quiet 
)eace of conversion. Christians come to realize that the closer they come to God, the 
nore aware they become of their own sin (Stott, Basic Christianin' 33). When one is 
lecoming a better person, all of his or her faults are in plain sight, but when one is 
lecoming a worse person, everything seems quite all right (Lewis, ,\/ere Christianitr 93). 
lhis troubling awareness is a disorienting time of wrestling with oneself. 
Jones describes his experience in this stage: 
F or a year I lived under cloudless skies, ... but after a year of unalloyed joy 
I found something alien began to rise from the cellar of my life. I felt there 
was something down there not in alignment with this new life I had 
found-ugly tempers, moodiness, deep-dO\\I1 conflicts. The general tenor 
of life was victory, but there were disturbing intrusions from the depths. I 
was becoming a house divided against itself. I \\as puzzled, confused, 
hurt, with a tinge of disappointment. Was this the best that Christianity 
could do-to leave me wrestling with myself, or with something alien to 
myself? What was this dark something within'? (Song olAsccl7ts 5 I ) 
:or many people, becoming a Christian brings feelings of safety and warmth, but in 
ravelling deeper into their walk with Christ they can experience a sense of alienation or 
eparation from God, a sense of dryness to their walk, and that the warmth they felt as 
ewborn Christians has faded (Foster, Prayer 19). A person's walk with Christ may 
egin with joy, sweet emotions, and knowing the joy of forgiveness, but as time goes by 
person may find in his or her heart "a thousand things which we would have sworn 
/ere not there" (Fenelon 191-92). The belie\'Cr must not only obey the commands of God 
ut also relinquish other areas as an ongoing practice of self-denial. 
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In this third stage of growth, the believer realizes that some habits might be 
lcceptable for another person that are not acceptable for the believer (Mulholland 83). A 
Jerson might still wonder if something is a sin, but in stage three beliewrs ask different 
1uestions (Drury, "Is It a Sin"). No longer is the concern over ho\\ far a person can go 
,yithout sinning, but about what will encourage or inhibit spiritual growth. 
Hannah is a model of relinquishment, as she gave her son Samuel to the Lord 
lfter praying in anguish to have a son (I Sam. 1 :27-28). Likewise, Abraham is the model 
)f relinquishment in Genesis 22: 1-18 where he was tested by the Lord and told to 
:acrifice his beloved and long-awaited son, Isaac, as a burnt offering. All the details of 
he three-day trek are described-the journey, the two servants, saddling up the donkey, 
he wood for the burnt offering, the knife, and even Abraham and Isaac leaving the 
ervants behind, but Abraham never expresses surprise at this request from the Lord 
Peterson, Jesus Way 51, 57). Abraham was certain, absolutely confident in God, that this 
est would not end in his son's death. 
Abraham's confidence is unusual because when God called Moses, Moses said, 
Who am I that I should go to Pharaoh and bring the Israelites out of Egypt?" (Exod. 
>: 11). When God called Jeremiah, 1cremiah said, "I do not know how to speak; I am too 
'oung" (Jer. 1:6). When Peter first began to realize who 1csus was, Peter fell on his knees 
t Jesus' feet and said, "Go away from me, Lord; I am a sinful man!" (Luke 5:8). 
\.braham, by contrast, did not argue or protest. Abraham did not haggle but just went on 
is way with his son to the altar. Abraham withheld nothing from God. Relinquishing 
omething to God as Abraham did does not change a person quickly overnight but 
-ansforms him or her slowly over time, the way a grain of sand is transformed in an 
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)yster (Foster, Prayer 54). In this passage Abraham and Isaac have only one comersation 
md Abraham reveals his confidence in God rather than a questioning spirit. What 
\braham said to Isaac was a phrase that means, God will provide or the LORD II'ill 
Jrovid£" and this phrase was Abraham's motto (Kidner 143-44). 
The third stage calls for discretion and grace. A person may see abstaining from 
:omething as his or her particular duty, but a trap of this stage of growth is that a person 
)ecomes no longer content with abstaining by him or herself and begins to insist that 
:veryone must abstain (Lewis, Mere Christianity 78-79). In those things that arc matters 
)f personal conscience, personal convictions, or personal relinquishment, the disciple 
nust always guard against taking a judgmental attitude toward brothers and sisters in 
:hrist. 
The benefit from an emptying experience is if the vessel that is emptied is then 
illed with something else (Lewis. Letters to Malcohn 64). In Galatians 5: 13-20. Paul 
lrges believers to "walk by the Spirit." People who have lived by the Spirit are people in 
vhom something "was open to heaven, something which urged them Godward .... They 
lad spiritual awareness that they went on to cultivate until it became the biggest thing in 
heir lives" (Tozer, Pursuit 63). God intends to fill believers with his own Spirit, and to 
,roduce the kind of fruit that comes by walking by the Spirit. 
Some people believe that the evidence of the filling of the Spirit is speaking in 
ongues. However, Jesus was filled with the Spirit yet did not speak in tongues, so a 
,erson does not have to speak in tongues in order to prove that he or she has been filled 
vith the Holy Spirit (Jones, Song of Ascents 58). The Spirit does not merely pass through 
person but fills and remains within the person to bring about renewal and 
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transformation from the inside out (Cantalamessa 63). The proof of the fullness of the 
Spirit is not an emotional experience, signs and wonders, miracles, or anything of the 
sort, but Christlikeness (Stott, Baptism 102). The Holy Spirit is like Christ, and he 
produces Christlike people when he fills them (Jones 58). The proof of the filling of the 
Holy Spirit, what the Spirit bears in our lives, is the fruit of the Spirit: 10\ e. joy, peace. 
patience, kindness, goodness, faithfulness, gentleness, and self-control (Gal. 5 :22-23). 
Christians seek the filling of the Holy Spirit so that God can bear his fruit in them. 
In describing the difference between stages two and three. Jones \\Tites. "One 
brought me to the Kingdom and the other brought the Kingdom into me" (Song oj 
Ascents 60). Biblical Christianity teaches that believers recei\e a baptism of the Spirit 
when they first come to Christ, that consistent growth in maturity takes place. and that 
deeper experiences occur along the way in the Spirit (Stott, Baptism 88). Belie\ers \\ alk 
in the Spirit because the goal is not heaven. Heaven is the destination, but the goal is to 
become like Christ (Foster, "Becoming Like Christ"). The goal of Christianity is not just 
to get a person to go to heaven but to get heaven inside of the person (Streams ojLiving 
11 'ater 85). The believer gets heaven inside himself or herself by being filled with the 
Holy Spirit. The gift of the Spirit is what Christ meant when he said, "It is for your good 
that I am going away. Unless I go away, the Advocate will not come to you; but if I go, I 
will send him to you" (John 16:7). and walking in the Spirit is the ultimate good. 
Believers receive the Holy Spirit at conversion, but a "filling" of the Spirit is a 
second step (Tozer, How to Be Filled lI'itll the Holy Spirit 48), In order to receive the 
Holy Spirit, believers must first be convinced that being filled with the Spirit is not 
strange or unusual but God's perfect plan (38-39). Second, believers must present their 
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bodies before God and ask Jesus to baptize them with the Holy Spirit-to fill them \\'ith 
the Holy Spirit (47). Just as John the Baptist baptized with water. Scripture sho\\s ho\\ 
Jesus also might be called "Jesus the Baptist" because Jesus baptizes \\ith the Spirit 
(Stott, Baptism 31). Finally, belie\ers who ask God for the filling of the Holy Spirit must 
prepare to obey God (Tozer ~ 7). The Holy Spirit is pure, and since purity and impurity 
cannot occupy the same space the person that asks to be filled \\ith the Spirit must be first 
willing and intensely committed to obeying God (~~). Without the Holy Spirit's \\ork. 
Christian discipleship would dissolve into a frustrating life of legalism or fatalism, but the 
Spirit opens up new possibilities: 
Jesus is not only the Giver of the Holy Spirit; he is the pattem of the gift. 
If you surrender to the Holy Spirit. he \\ill make you into hIs image, a 
Christlike type of person .... So I can pray for and rccei\ e the Holy Spirit 
with the stops out--\\'ith no resenations. I can ask for and recei\e the 
Spirit "without measure," for I cannot ha\'e too much of purity. nor too 
much of power, nor too much of Christlikeness-too little. but not too 
much. (Jones, Song oj .-IS('('I/ls 59-60) 
Believers receive a sip of the Spirit at conversion, but filling of the Spirit comes after 
self-denial and withholding nothing from God. 
Stage Four-Freedom to Love 
Spiritual transformation takes place by stages, but the goal of growth is 
freedom-to be able to playa song without worrying about the notes (Ortberg, .A.fe 1 Walll 
to Be 58). For a Christian, maturity in Christ means being free to li\'e without having to 
worry about the rules moment-by-moment. For many of the religious leaders who were 
contemporaries of Christ, religious life had become a complicated burden, not a source of 
freedom and life. The difference between their religious b\es and the life Jesus brings is 
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shown in Matthew 22:23-40, where the Sadducees brought a hypothetical and ridiculous 
scenario to Jesus to poke fun at his belief in the resurrection (v. 28). 
Nonetheless, Jesus silenced the Sadducees, so the Pharisees took a tum at testing 
Jesus, asking which commandment is the most important. Christians can fall into man: 
pitfalls, and debating meaningless minutia is one. Debates and arguments will make a 
person into a theologian, "but it will never make saints" (Tozer, Pursuit of God 6-+). The 
goal of the Christian li fe is not acquiring information but experiencing a radical 
transformation. 
Jesus answered the Pharisees by saying that the greatest commandment is, "Lo\'e 
the Lord your God with all your heart and with all your soul and \\ ith all your mind" 
(Matt. 22:23-40), and the second is, "Love your neighbor as yourself' (\. 39). adding. 
"All the Law and the Prophets hang on these two commandments" (\. -+0). Wesley says 
that the single two most important factors to being "almost" a Christian and being 
"altogether" a Christian is to love the Lord with e\erything and to 100e one's neighbor 
selflessly ("Sermon II" 21-22). Knowledge informs, but JO\es transforms. 
The great men and women of God do not merely ha\ e sharp theological skills but 
have been most noteworthy because of their desire for God himself (Tozer. Pursuit of 
God IS). Shadrach, Meshach, and Abednego had a yearning for God and were willing to 
be thrown into a fiery furnace rather than compromise it (Dan. 3: 16-18). Daniel was 
thrown into a lion's den for getting down on his knees and praying three times a day 
when he learned of a decree outlawing worship of anyone but King Nebuchadnezzar 
because nothing was more important to him than his desire to honor God (Dan. 6: I 0-17). 
Joshua warned the Israelites, at the end of his life, that though the Lord fights on their 
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behalf, they still must bc very careful to love the Lord (Josh. 2) :9-11). A ChristIan at this 
stage is "increasingly drawn into a jealous and private obsession \\ ith Christ" (DcNeff 
49) and has a heart that yearns for God and desires to please God (Hull, Complete Book 
33). Theological skill must be unaccompanied by desire for God. 
Love for God must comc paired with a lovc for one's neighbor, ho\\c\ cr. Thc 
Christian who looks down on the Christians around him or her, believing that they are 
less mature or less advanced than he or she, is falling into one of the most treachcrous of 
spiritual traps (Lewis, ScrL'H'tape Letters 6). Foster writes. "When \\'C try to 100c God 
without loving our neighbor, we cut oursehes off from the 'pulmonary artcry' of God" 
(Pran:r 255). The real test of a mature walk is healthy, loving relationships (Peterson, 
Practice Resurrection 234). 
The goal of spiritual transformation is to livc like a pipe or a hose, not a bucket 
(Wilhoit 161). Spiritual transformation and discipleship are not aimed at filling up a 
person for one's own edification but at becoming a channel through which the Lord may 
bless others, The problem with the Sadducees and Pharisccs \\ as that they thought God 
had chosen thcm and had blessed them and that they had to protect their lIniqueness from 
being defiled by the world around them. God had blessed them in order to be a blessing 
to the world around them. Nothing can contaminate a clean hose so long as the water 
pressure stays high and its water source is pure, If Christ flows out of a person to the 
world, then the world cannot contaminate the person (Tozer. Reclaiming Christianity 83), 
To fill up a bucket, one must take the bucket to a faucet and turn on the faucet 
until the water reaches the bucket's full capacity, To fill up a hose, by contrast, one must 
connect the hose directly to the water source, and once connected to the water source the 
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hose will stay full, in a sense, as long as the water keeps flowing, and as long as the \vater 
remains inside the hose. The goal of spiritual growth is to love the Lord while staying 
attached to him (in Christ), remaining in him, and allowing his life to flow through the 
believer as a blessing to his or her neighbors and the world. C. S. Lewis writes, '"Every 
Christian would agree that a man's spiritual health is directly proportional to his love for 
God" (Four Loves 3). The goal of spiritual transformation is a deeper love for God. 
Maturity in Christ and the Pastoral Dilemma 
The early Gnostics taught that two categories of Christians existed: the hoi pol/ai, 
the ordinary herd brought together by faith, and the hoi teleioi, the spiritually elite \\'ho 
had special knowledge. This idea of spiritual elitism mortified the apostle Paul, so he 
confiscated the Gnostics' word teleios, saying that he admonished and instructed 
everybody so that he could present everybody teleios (mature) in Christ (Col. 1 :28) 
because Christian maturity is available to everyone, not just the so-called enlightened 
ones (Stott, Radical Disciple 46). God's will is for every believer to become like Christ. 
Romans 8:29 says, "For those God forekne\v he also predestined to be conformed 
to the likeness of his Son, that he might be the firstborn among many brothers." However, 
contrary to most interpretations of this verse, God's foreknowledge does not actually 
limit personal freedom any more than his predestining purposes inhibit free will 
(Witherington and Hyatt 229). This passage actually teaches that God knew who would 
repent and receive salvation and God knew what his plan was for the saved (228). This 
verse does not give any hint that anyone will be refused a chance to be saved, since 
salvation is foreknown but not predestined. "The eternal predestinating purpose of God" 
is Christlikeness (Stott, Radical Disciple 29-30). God did not decide in advance who 
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would believe but instead he decided in advance, or predestined, that maturity in Christ is 
the destiny of those who call on the name of the Lord for salvation. 
Anyone ean attain Christian maturity, but few pursue it. It is available to all. but 
not all are interested. Throughout history, the majority of people are lost or at least 
complacent, while only a small group, or a remnant, have remained diligent (Tozer, 
Reclaiming Christiani(r 135-40), and the distinction between those who are complacent 
and those who are committed creates a pastoral dilemma. Any pastor who knows his or 
her congregation already knows the difference between those who are serious learners of 
Jesus and those who are not (Willard and Zander 24). While the pastor must minister to 
both groups, the work of discipleship must be reserved for those who are seeking the 
fullness of life in Christ. The goal is not leadership development or training for ministry 
but the development of Christlike character through discipleship. 
Selected and Called for Discipleship-Jesus and the Twelve 
Christian discipleship does not begin with a quest for personal fulfillment, or even 
with a person's ideas about God. Instead, Christian discipleship begins \\ith Christ 
because he is the path both to fulfillment and the Father (Jones, The Word Became Flesh 
5). Jesus had many disciples, with at least seventy counted in Luke 10: 11. Mnason from 
Cyprus is named as one of the early disciples in Acts 21: 16. Tabitha, in Acts 9, is the only 
woman to be referred to as a "disciple" in the New Testament, but this passage shows that 
women were also disciples (Bock 377). Cleopas was one ofthe disciples to whom Jesus 
appeared on the road to Emmaus (Luke 24: 18). The Gospels also name Joanna and 
Susanna (Luke 8:3), who supported Jesus by their own means, as well as Mary 
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Magdalene, who was one of the first to learn about the resurrection and to announce that 
Jesus had risen (Matt. 28: I-I 0), but they are never called disciples. 
In Jesus' ministry, the twelve were speciaL and he reserved intensive training for 
them (Eims 89). The number twe!\'e in itself is an echo of both the t\\e!\'c patriarchs and 
the twelve tribes of Israel, thereby creating a continuation of God's plan for salvation 
(Wilkins, Following the Master 149). Likewise, Jesus told the tweh-c that they \\ould sit 
on twelve thrones and judge the twelve tribes of Israel (Matt. 19:28). The number t\\ ehe 
may have been symbolic but, Jesus' plans for the t\\'ehe wcnt beyond mcre symbolism. 
As Robert E. Coleman writes, "His concern was not with the programs to reach the 
multitudes, but with the men whom the multitudes would follo\\" (,\fasfer Plan of 
Evangelism 27). Likewise, church leaders must decide whether they \\ill \\ork for 
fleeting applause that is here today and gone tomorrow, or for those who can carry on the 
work after them (38-39). When Jesus ministered to the crowds, his messagc \\as an 
invitation to become a disciple. but when Jesus ministered to the disciples, his message 
was one of growth and maturity (Wilkins, Discipleship 158). 
The programs that pass for discipleship today bear no resemblance to what Jesus 
practiced. Jesus selected disciples, but most local churches offer a discipleship program 
and wait for people to volunteer to participate. The main reason for most of the problems 
in church today is that half-hearted church members have taken the place of wholly-
devoted disciples, and church leaders must not just complain about the gap that separates 
the scriptural ideal and the actual lives of many church members but have a strategy for 
closing the gap (Willard, Spirif olfhe Disciplines 259; Divine Conspiracy 307-08). The 
gospels do not fill in all of the preparatory stages of the call of the disciples, but he spent 
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the entire night before the selection in prayer because he knew how 3\\ful asking 
someone to leave would be if he chose the wrong person (A. Bruce 22; Luke 16: 12-16; 
Eims 29). The twcnty-first century church needs a theology of growth and a rcnewed 
vision of the method Jesus used to cultivate spiritual growth in the li\\.~s of his disciples. 
This section is primarily a biographical study of the twehc because discipleship is 
not a program to be offered but a lifestyle people are im'ited to live. Catechesis is a 
program and many churches have misnamed such programs discipleship. The \\ord 
disciple, used biblically, is a noun and not a verb. Christians often speak of disciplillg 
someone or of being discipled, but that is an incorrect use of the \\/ord disciple. As one 
does not speak of hushanding a man, or of studenting a child, so one should not speak of 
disicpling a person. Steve DeNeff writes, "It is not something \\c do. It is something \\e 
are. Jesus does not disciple those he calls. He calls disciples, \\/ho in tum follO\\ him for 
the sake of the call" (original emphasis; 64-65). Jesus said, "make disciples of all 
nations" (Matt. 28: 19), not, "Disciple all the nations." If discipleship \\ ere merely 3 
program, what follows would be a study of Jesus' instructional content. Since 
discipleship is a way of life the most beneficial approach is to study actual disciples. 
Therefore, a study of the men Jesus picked is of great interest (Barclay, Gospel alA/ark 
27). This biographical study uncovers the attributes Jesus found attractiveand that he 
nurtured in the twelve. 
Humility-Andrew and Simon Peter 
Before anyone would step out to follow Jesus, John the Baptist stepped aside. 
John I describes John the Baptist with two of his own disciples. pointing Jesus out to 
them as if he was eager to release his disciples to follow Christ. He knew "he must 
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become greater; I must become less" (John 3 :30). Most people struggle to mO\'e from a 
position of prominencc, but John showed no hesitation about stepping aside for Jesus 
(Barclay, Gospel of John 1: 85). John "slips off to the sidelines so as not to get in the way 
of the Way" (Peterson, Tell It Slant 198). John stepped aside while his disciples stepped 
out to walk with Jesus. 
John the Baptist identified Jesus as the Lamb of God, and these two disciples 
knew what they were supposed to do, and they followed after him (Morris 137). Thc 
word forfolloH' (akoloutheo) appears ninety times in the New Testament, \\ith sc\cnty-
nine out of those ninety being in the Gospels, so that in the Gospels this term is primarily 
a tenn of disciplcship to Jesus (Schneider 49), Thc call to discipleship is an il1\itation to 
come and a commissioning to go out into thc world. a sending out into the \\ mId. The 
fourth Gospel emphasizes a call to discipleship and Christ's Il1\itation to an affectionate 
relationship; the synoptic Gospels emphasize a call to apostleship whcrc the l\\chc join 
Jesus in his work (Morris 136), 
Many curious people came to Jesus during his earthly ministry, but these two 
fonner disciples of John were not looking for the latest fad, like thc crowds of curious 
people. They were not looking for a blessing so that they could return to their lives. but 
they were looking for "the Blesser Himself' (Pink 69). Jesus invited them, and they spent 
that day with him (John 1 :39). The first disciple named in John 1 is Andrew. who went 
immediately to his brother, Simon Peter, to tell him he had found the Christ (John 1 :40-
42). Every time Andrew appears in the fourth Gospel he brings someone to Jesus (John 
6:8; 12:22; Morris 140). 
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The second disciple mentioned here was possibly the Apostle John, since it was 
his style to leave himself unnamed (Tenney 40). The telltale clue is possibly this curious 
note: "It was about the tenth hour" (John 1 :39). William Barclay says the Apostle John 
reveals his identity as the author of the fourth Gospel with this detail: 
He could tell you the very hour of the day and no doubt the very stone of 
the road he was standing on when he met Jesus. At four o'clock on a 
spring afternoon in Galilee life became a new thing for him. (Gospel ol 
John 1: 88) 
John the Baptist prepared the way for Jesus, and he prepared these two men to be Jesus' 
disciples. 
In a later encounter, Jesus was teaching the crowds when he got into Simon 
Peter's fishing boat and finished teaching from the \\ater (Luke 5: 1-11 ). Andre\\ , Simon 
Peter, and John had already been introduced to Jesus, so surely John's brother James \\as 
also familiar with Jesus, and they were alI there. \\'hen he finished teaching, JeSLIS asked 
them to let down their nets, even though they had fished all night \\ ith no success. To 
their amazement they caught a haul of fish so large that their equipment could not handle 
it, and as they brought the fish into the boat. Peter suddenly lost interest in the fish, or 
preserving his broken nets, or the reward this catch would bring. 
Peter made his way across the boat "heaped high \\'ith the slippery silver cargo, 
clambering across from prow and stem on his bare feeL falling at Jesus' knees ... with 
the heavy sobs of a strong man tom with conflicting emotions" (Meyer 31). Peter had 
begun to realize who Jesus was, but his excitement was immediately tempered by his 
anxiety about the kind of person he was himself. Jesus could work with Peter's humility: 
"Don't be afraid," he assured Peter, "from now on you will catch men" (Luke 5:10). Peter 
assumed that Jesus would want to associate himself\\'ith better men than himself, but 
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those \\ho were more qualified were too proud, and, therefore, disqualified themsehes 
from becoming his disciples (A. Bruce 37). These men pulled their boats ashore, left their 
tom nets and the catch of fish, along \\ith everything else, and follO\\ed him. 
Years after that first miraculous catch in Luke 5 \\as another miraculous catch in 
John 21, after Jesus' resurrection. In the wake of everything that had happened-the 
arrest, the trial, the crucifixion, their grief, and especially the shock and surprise of the 
resurrection-Simon Peter was with several of the other disciples \\'hen he said, "'I'm 
going out to fish" (John 21 :3), and the others went with him. Scripture does not say ho\\ 
much time had passed since Peter had gone fishing, but Peter still had fishing in his blood 
(Peterson, Living the Resurrection 66). The fishing e\ents in Luke 5 and John 21 occur in 
the same place: the Sea of Galilee, which is also known as the Sea of Tiberias or the Lake 
of Gennesaret (May, Hamilton, and Day 129). Just like the first fishing miracle. after a 
long night of fishing, Jesus appeared on the shore. Although they did not recognize Jesus 
at thc time, Jesus' advice led the disciples to an incredible catch of fish. 
The first and last thing Jesus said to Peter \\as. "Follow me" (Mark 1: 17; John 
21 :22; Bonhoeffer, Cost 45; Augsburger 46). After c\crything they had been through, 
after all of the trauma of the cruci fixion and the delirious joy of the resurrection, Jesus 
took them back to the beginning, repeats this miracle in Peter's life--once shortly right 
after they first met, and once again after Jesus had conquered the gra\'C. The first time 
Christ used it to initiate Peter into a new life with Christ, and the second time he used it to 
restore Peter. Peter became the preeminent disciple in the founding of the church but is 
"nc\cr placed above or apart from" the t\\'ehe (Wilkins, Discipleship 193). He is a "first 
among equals" (Following the :\Iusrer 185). 
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In addition to the twelve, he also showed particular attention to an c\en smaller 
cluster of disciples, calling them aside with him. Andrew, Peter, James, and John had 
been partners in the fishing industry (Luke 5: 10), they are the first four names listcd in 
every list of the twelvc (Matt. 10:2; Mark 3: 16-18; Luke 6: 1-+). The four of them \,crc 
granted special access to Christ at least twice (Mark 1:29; 13:3). Howc\cr. the triad of 
Peter, James, and John became his inner circlc (Matt. 17: I; Mark 5:37; 13:3; 1-+:33). As 
Joshua went up Mount Sinai with Moses (Exod. 24: 12-13), so Peter, James, and John 
accompanied Jesus up the high mountain where he was transfigured before them and 
talked with Moses and Elijah (Matt. 17: 1-8). Like many close-knit groups, he c\cn ga\l.~ 
them nicknames: Simon he called Cephas, which means Pcter (John 1:-+2 L \\hile Jamcs 
and John he called Boanerges, which means Sons of Thunder (Mark .3: 17). 
When three of the four business partners \\ crc grantcd special acccss to JeSlIS, 
Andrew could have easily felt slighted or could have complained. Although Andrew 
followed Christ first, and brought Peter to Christ, Peter cast a long shado\\ oycr Andrcw. 
The New Testament mentions Peter's name 210 timcs compared to the 162 times that 
Paul's name appears, and the 142 total times thc names of all the othcr apostles appear 
combined (Wilkins, Following the Alaster 152). For all of the disciples' under-the-breath 
comments preserved in Scripture, Scripture has not preserved any instance of Andrew 
grumbling or complaining. Andrew is an intriguing figure because he never plays the lead 
role (Kalas, Thirteen Apostles 10) and quietly slips to a supporting role while Peter, 
James, and John move to the foreground. 
The "self-assertivc self' is a serious, spiritual, growth-stunting problem (Jones, 
Song oj"Asc('flts 26). By contrast, "humility is the c le\ator to spiritual greatness" (Bock 
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155), and spiritual transformation is impossible without it (Hull, Christlike 85). While the 
disciples exhibit drive and ambition, none exhibit oversensitivity, except perhaps Judas. 
Disciple makers must take notice of those rare individuals who are driwl1 but do not need 
to be in charge, who get things done but do not need to be given special privileges, and 
whose pride can handle watching someone else's promotion. Andre\\ may haw acquired 
this rare trait while he was John the Baptist's disciple. 
Loyalty and Teachability-The Sons of Thunder 
James and John, intoxicated with power, once asked Jesus to let them sit on his 
left and right in his glory (Mark lO:37). Salome, their mother, was Mary's sister (Mark 
16: 1; Matt. 27:56; Foster, Streams of Living IVater 33; R. Johnson 83). As ]csus' cousins 
they may have been counting on their family ties to earn them positions of prominence. 
but their request stirred the rest of the twelve against James and John (Luke 1 0:-l-1). The 
desire to do a job well is okay but not when ambition goes wrong when a person desires 
to get ahead of others (Lewis, "Answers" 335). They were on their \\ ay to Jerusalem, so 
to squelch the situation Jesus said, "Whoever wants to become great among you must be 
your servant" (Luke 10:42-43). Apparently Jesus' ans\ver calmed the situation down, but 
they missed his full meaning, and the sons of Zebedee, like the rest, thought this trip with 
the Christ must have meant a kingdom and thrones awaited them in Jerusalem. 
Jesus had to correct James and John at other times, as well. Earlier in this same 
journey to Jerusalem, they came to a Samaritan village where Jesus was received poorly. 
James and John asked, "Lord, do you want us to call fire down from heaven to destroy 
them'?" (Luke 9:51-55). Jesus called James and John Sons o.fThunder, and he may have 
given them these names in an endearing way in reference to their electric personalities or 
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perhaps for their eagerness here to "call fire down" (Mark 3: 17). Jesus did not dismiss the 
Sons oj Thunder from his company for their outbursts, seemingl y recognizing that "the 
conscience of a young disciple is like a fire of green logs, which smokes first before it 
bums with a clear blaze" (A. Bruce 234). Jesus corrected the brothers, and they continued 
toward Jerusalem, and while Jesus might have second-guessed whether these brothers 
were a good choice to be counted among the twelve, they were teachable and correctable. 
and so could overcome their immaturity. 
In Matthew 8: 10 Jesus described a centurion as having greater faith than anyone 
he had seen in Israel, and Matthew 15:28 Jesus told a Canaanite woman that she had 
great faith, yet Jesus never told his disciples they had great faith. On three different 
occasions, instead, Jesus said Peter and the disciples were people "of little faith" (Matt. 
8:26, 14:31; 16:8), and when the crowds came to Jesus saying that the disciples had been 
unable to drive out an evil spirit, Jesus said, "How long shall 1 stay with you and put up 
with you?" (Matt. 17: 17; Mark 9: 19; Luke 9:41). Jesus willingly endured the disciples' 
slow progress and their insufficiencies because they had other admirable qualities 
outweighing their faults. 
James and John were teachable and also loyal. In Luke 9, as though deliberately 
placed alongside James and John's offer to call down fire, Luke describes three men who 
were invited to follow Jesus but offered excuses instead of following. At another time a 
large group was following Jesus, and he said that if one "does not hate his father and 
mother, his wife and children, his brothers and sisters, ... he cannot be my disciple" (Luke 
14:25-26). The sons of thunder had heard this call and responded with wholehearted 
devotion, unlike the three would-be disciples of Luke 9. 
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James and John were raw, but they \\Tre teachable and loyal, and they \\ere "in a 
boat, preparing their nets," when Jesus called them to follow him, "and they left their 
father Zebedee in the boat with the hired men and followed him" (.\lark I: 19-.20). For all 
of their flaws and the electricity thcy brought to the felIowship, James and John lcft their 
father and the family business to folIow Jesus without reservation. Many Christ folI(mcrs 
have felt friction in their family relationships just for going to church on a Sunday 
morning, through even just a comment or a look. Henri Nouwen describes his own 
struggle with his family's approval: 
Only recently, I realized that I still wanted to change my father. hoping 
that he would give me the kind of attcntion I desired .... I had alreadv left 
my family and my country for more than t\\ cnty years \\hen 1 bccamc 
fulIy aware that I was stilI trying to liw up to the cx.pectations of my 
father and mother. In fact, 1 was shocked \\hen 1 found out that many of 
my work habits, career decisions, and life choices \\cre stilI deeply 
motivated by my desire to pleasc my family. I stilI wantcd to be the son or 
the brother they could be proud of. (Here and SOli 1 1.2-13) 
Some people leave home without ever rccciving the blessing of their parcnts or family, 
\vhilc others are able to Ieavc home to foll(l\\ Jesus or simply to gnm up \\Ith greater 
confidence hccause they have reccivcd their family's blessing. Adults rarely outgrow thc 
desire to hear a parent say one more time, "I'm proud of you." 
A great challenge of discipleship is the task of following Jesus without a family's 
blessing, and discipleship can create friction in family relationships, \\hich makes 
fellowship all the more urgent. Turning away from family members because of Christ is a 
last resort, but for many people a decision to follow Christ will bring pain to their family 
relationships (Lewis, Four Lon:.\" 124). A disciplc' s first step is taken alone, but it is 
quickly rewarded with the fellowship of the church (Bonhoeffer, Cost 101). Where 
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disciples have not received their family's blessing, a church family brings validation and 
affection. 
The t\\O most fundamental characteristics ]c:-.us was looking for in those he called 
was loyalty and teachability (Ogden, Transforming Discipleship 179). and the conditions 
of discipleship include a readiness to live "an unsettled and insecure lifestyle for Jesus' 
sake" and to be "unencumbered by other allegiances" (Longenecker, '"Taking Up the 
Cross" 63). Only courageous people can follow Jesus on his terms. James and John 
exemplified these characteristics and embraced the conditions of discipleship. 
Sacrifice-Matthew's Unlikely, Enduring Story 
The three synoptic Gospels do not all record Christ's birth, his ascension, his final 
words from the cross, or his resurrection appearances to anyone person. They do not all 
record his first miracle, his conversation with Nicodemus, his \\alk on water, his raising 
of the son of a widow from the dead, or his washing of the disciples' feet. All of the 
synoptic Gospels do, however, describe Matthew's call to discipleship (DeNeff 135-36). 
The interest in Matthew's story may be because ofho\\ unexpected it is: Matthew's story 
is the most unlikely story of all of the disciples (Barclay, Gospel of ,YfallheH' 329-30). 
Though many came to Jesus during his earthly ministry because of his miracles, 
Jesus' primary ministry was not physical healings or miracles but the miracle of a 
transformed life. Jesus said, "I tell you the truth, anyone \\ho has faith in me \\ill do what 
I have been doing. He will do even greater things than these" (John 1..+:12). The God of 
the Bible is a God of the miraculous, but "the conversion of the soul is a greater work 
than the healing of the body" (Simpson IS). Announcing a risen Savior, and bringing 
souls out of darkness into light, is "far greater than any interferences with the course of 
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nature's laws" (Pink 36-+). The dramatic change in the lives of the t\\ehe is the strongest 
proof of the resurrection (Stott, Basic Christianitv 54), and the twcl\'C are the greatest 
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evidence of the power of the gospel for spiritual transformation. The t\\'el\'C provide a 
glimpse into what is possible in Christ (Willard, Spirit afthe Disciplines 7-+). One of the 
great miracles of the New Testament is Matthew's decision to follow Jesus. 
Matthew, also known as Levi, was a tax collector. Tax collectors \\ ere lumped 
together with robbers and murderers, were despised because of the corrupt tax system that 
offered no means of appeal and were considered sell-outs and traitors because they \\ere 
locals contracted out by an occupying government (Carson 159). They fleeced their 
compatriots and were influenced by bribes from the wealthy (Barclay, Gospel (}/.\1attheH' 
329). Jesus took a risk in calling Matthew, but the call required a huge sacrifice for 
Matthew. Fishermen could eventually go back to fishing if they so chose, but tax-
collecting jobs were high in demand because they \\ere a \\ay to get rich quickly (Wessel 
634). When Matthew left his booth, he could not go back to his booth. 
The party Matthew threw in Jesus' honor to celebrate his resignation from tax 
collecting was attended by many of Matthe\\' s sinner friends, and the Pharisees asked 
Jesus' disciples, "Why does your teacher eat with tax collectors and 'sinners"?" (Matt. 
9: 1 0-1 I). The Pharisees did not so much ask this question seeking an answer as much as 
they were making an accusation (Carson 225). The Greek \\ord used for complained 
refers not just to what the Pharisees said but also to the complaining tone they used (Bock 
159). Because Matthew himself made a point of recording this detail. the sting of these 
words must have stuck with him after he overheard them that day, and enduring criticism 
was part of the price he paid to follow Christ. 
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Pastors know the struggle of spending exorbitant amounts of time "with problem-
centered people, trying to settle quarrels, make peace between members, deal \vith 
difficult family situations, and 101 other things" (Eims 18). Jesus told many parables 
about people who found a treasure and, rather than haggle ewer the price, \\illingJy paid 
more than even necessary because they just wanted to "close the deal" (Willard, Dil'illL' 
Conspiracl' 292). Matthew is a disciple who counted the cost and paid the price. 
The temptation is "to look eagerly for the minimum that \\ill be accepted" (Le\\is. 
Weight oiGlory 188) and keep hoping that once they have met all of Christ's demands 
the "poor natural self will still have some chance. and some time. to !let on \\ith its own 
life and do what it likes" (Mere Christianity 195-96). At e\'ery step, many Christians "are 
trying to evade the obligation of single-minded, literal obedience" (Bonhoeffer, Cosl X I). 
Matthew shows that disciples can be called from unusual comers and occupations and 
demonstrates the level of commitment and sacrifice discipleship requires. Matthe\\ and 
the twelve did not haggle O\'er the price to be paid. None of them fo II ()\\ ed Jesus without 
freely consenting to do so, and Jesus never disguised the cost attached to it (Oden 60; 
194). 
Every time the Gospels describe Jesus calling one of the t\\ehe. that disciple 
reappears at a later time in the Gospels, with one exception: Matthew (DeNeff 136). The 
disciples who had been fishennan might not have been literate, but literacy would have 
been a job requirement for a tax collector, so Matthew used his ability to write his 
Gospel, and the disciple who arguably paid the greatest price to follow Jesus also wrote 
what some have called "one of the most important books the world has e\er read" 
(Barclay, G()~pel of Matthew 332). During the first three centuries, Matthew's Gospel 
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was the most revered and quoted of the Gospels (Carson 19). \1atthc\\ \\as foremost a 
compiler of the teachings of Christ, and what makcs Matthc",,'s Gospel distincti\'c is that 
if not for Matthew, the Sermon on the Mount and other significant elements of Jesus' 
teaching would not have been preserved (R. Johnson 8-+). Matthew may haH been quiet 
in the Gospels but his words had as much lasting power as any of the twchc. 
Self-C ontrol-J udas I sea riot 
Modem disciples make the mistake of believing they are "placed at a great 
disadvantage as compared with the disciples" because they wcrc not firsthand \\ itnesscs 
to Jesus' miracles, teaching, and life (A. Bruce 513). HO\n~\cr, the track record of thosc 
who saw firsthand show however that "seeing is not belie\ IJ1g" (Lc\\is. "Miraclcs" ) 1 )). 
Judas had all the same faith-stretching experiences as thc others, but it \\ as all for naught. 
Judas followed Jesus over many Palestinian miles but nc\cr allowed Christ or his 
message to get inside him (Peterson, JeslIs 1/'0\' 265), As onc ofthc t\\chc, Judas "" ill 
always be a dark riddle and an awful warning" (Bonhoeffer. Cost 2()5), Thc Gospel 
writers do not make excuses or offer apologies for Judas, hO\\C\CL C\ ery time the Gospel 
writers name Judas, they identify him as the betrayer or indicate his corrupt motives 
(Matt. 10:4; 26-27; Mark 3:19; 14; Luke 6; 22; John 6:71; 12:-+; 13). 
The eleven never had any reason to belic\c that Judas had the potential for this 
kind of evil. For cxample, when Jesus told the tweh'c that one of them would betray him, 
no one named Judas as the prime suspect or as a suspect at all (Matt. 26:22-25; Mark 
1-+: 19). In the company of the t\\,clw, the most obvious success is Judas; the most 
obvious failure is Peter, but Peter's failures triumph ovcr Judas's successes (Peterson, 
Travelling Light 95-96). Something must have happened that caused Judas to tum on his 
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Lord: "Had Jesus, then, done any thing to offend the man by \\'hom he \\as betrayed? 
Yes! He had seen through him, and that was offense enough!" (A. Bruce J":'·n That night 
in the garden Judas only needed to point to Jesus from across the courtyard, but Judas 
betrayed Jesus with a kiss because it was the only \\ ay to "satisfy a bosom friend turned 
to be a mortal enemy" (375). 
Self-control is not just an admirable quality in a person but is also fruit of the 
Spirit's presence (Gal. 5:22-23). Self-control is the ability of a person to do what he or 
she ought to do especially when he or she doesn't "feel like it" (Willard, Rel10l'atiol1 
127). Judas indulged his flesh, and his life unraveled. Judas \\as the keeper of the purse 
for the twelve and "used to help himself to what was put into it" (John 12:6). Judas was 
seduced by the lure of money, so when Judas finally made up his mind to betray Jesus. he 
asked what price they would pay him to hand over Jesus to them (Matt. 26: 15) 
As disciples grow toward maturity, God makes them less dependent on their 
emotions, and once they are able to break free from being at the mercy of their emotions, 
they stand up better under temptation (Lewis, ScreH'tape Letters 8), Billy Graham, as a 
contrast to Judas, sets the standard for the use of safeguards and accountability, from 
strict accounting procedures, to protocols that protect men in his ministry from the 
appearance of sexual infidelity, and even strict guidelines for how attendance at their 
campaigns are counted to avoid criticism (Foster, Streams o/Lh'illg Water 212-13). 
Discipleship must increase self-discipline because "the mongoose of a disciplined will 
under God is the only match for the cobra of feeling" (Willard, Renol'atiol1 127). 
Disciples should be transparent, should \\elcome accountability, and should not be at the 
mercy of their own emotions. 
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Judas betrayed, Peter denied, and Thomas doubted. but their struggles with faith 
and faithfulness did not disqualify them from discipleship. Struggle never disqualifies 
someone from discipleship (Wilhoit 89). One must neither trivialize Peter's denials "nor 
underestimate the greatness of God's forgiving and transforming grace" (Stott. Through 
the Bible 242). Jesus, who restored Peter and Thomas and who prayed for his crucifier's 
forgiveness, must have also wanted the chance to restore Judas, one of the select disciples 
he had chosen (John 20:27; 15:16). Judas' decision to take his own life is a tragedy, not 
justice, and only the Lord knows the sermons, epistles. and missionary journeys a 
restored Judas might have produced. 
The unresolved burden on the hearts of the eleven \\ho demanded center stage in 
the first speech in Acts was the evil act of betrayal committed by Judas. Judas had 
betrayed Jesus, but he had also, in a sense, betrayed Peter, and James. and John, and 
Thomas, and Matthew, and Bartholomew, and the twelve as a group. Approximately one-
third of the book of Acts consists of speeches, and Peter delivers the first speech of Acts 
I (Witherington 116-17). Of all of the speeches and sermons in Acts, the first speech is a 
sobering indication that the presence of traitors is not a new phenomenon among Christ's 
followers (Willimon 25). The topic of the first speech in Acts after the resurrection was 
Judas, not Christ. Before anyone preached about Christ, Peter's first speech in Acts was 
about Judas (Acts 1:12-26). 
Ajith Fernando writes. "I have encountered so many people who are bitter about 
being betrayed by other Christians that it appears to me as if we are having an epidemic 
of such bitterness today" (Acts 82-83). Peter's message does more than condemn Judas. It 
also proclaims how "even tragic events, such as the betrayal of Jesus by Judas, can be 
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caught up in the movement of God's purposes" (Willimon, Acts 23). Peters sermon 
sounds remarkably like Joseph's message to his brothers: "You intended to harm me, but 
God intended it for good" (Gen. 50:20). 
Suffering is a means of graee for a disciple of Christ (Stott, Cross oj'Christ 309). 
Lasting spiritual transformation often takes place "in the refining crucible of suffering" 
(Reynoso 164). Trials, struggles, setbacks, and hardships offer the opportunity for gro\\th 
not an excuse for complacency. Before the 120 belic\ers could proceed, but especially 
bcfore the eleven could move on with the mission, Peter had them address the issue of 
Judas without easy answers. Matthias and Joseph (called Barsabbas) \\'erc presented as 
potential replacements. Matthias was chosen by lot, and the name of the disciplc-turned-
betrayer is never mentioned again. In a silent testimony to triumph over bitterness, 
Peter's sermon in Acts I is the last time Judas's name appears in Scripture. Where Judas 
failed to exercise self-discipline, the eleven exercised discipline mcr bitterness and were 
refined in the crucible of suffering. 
Public Allegiance-The Secret Disciples 
When John the Baptist was beheaded, his disciples came for his body (Matt. 
14: 10-12). However, when Jesus was crucified not onc of the t\\chc or any of his 
brothcrs or family members came forward to claim his body. Instead, Jesus' body was 
placed in the tomb by the unlikely pair of Joseph of Arimathea and Nicodemus. Little is 
known about them, but they were both members of the Sanhedrin (John 3: 1; Mark 15:43) 
and had much to lose by associating themselves with Jesus. 
Nicodemus came to Jesus at night in John 3, and what may have brought him to 
Jesus were feelings of being a fraud, as though he was saying, "I kn01\' so much more 
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than I liw. Thl? longer I liw. thl? more kno\\'ledgl? I acquire. the \\'ider the gap bet\wen 
\\hat I knO\\· and \\'hat I liw" (original emphasis: Peterson. Christ Plays 1-1-). :\icodemus 
\\'as not likl? the typical unchurched sl?eker \'isiting a church. :-\icodemus had a better 
spiritual life than most ckrgy today. but thl? problem for ~icodemus was that hI? \\'as in 
charge of his relationship with God (~lulholland 152). \\"hat Jesus said to '\lcodemus 
became one of the most treasured passages of Scripture. but ksus did not call" icodemus 
to follow him or press :-\icodemus for an immediate rl?sponsl? after saying to him. "You 
must be born again" (John .3:3). or "For God so loved the \\'orld" (3: 16). 
Jesus newr twisted anyone' s arm to belil?ve him or to become his disciple but was 
willing to let his teaching gl?rminate like seeds in proportion to hO\\' the individual 
received it (Oden 193-9-1-). He \\'as willing to let people \\'alk away when thl?Y \\ anted to 
walk a\\'ay (Eims 91). By contrast. one of the burdens of pastoral ministry is listening to 
the flimsy excuses people gi\e for not going to church (Peterson. Long Obedience -1-9). A 
person may havc good excuses. but the excuses may just be a way to avoid answering the 
call of Christ. \\"hile Jesus did not become downcast about those who had excuses. he 
invested fully in those who came to him without I?xcuses (HulL Complete Book 176). 
Jesus \\as not interested in lukewarm. half-interested follO\vers but in people who wanted 
to learn because "life is too short to expend excessiw time and energy upon apathetic 
people" (Coleman. J.'vfaster Plan of Discipleship 131. 8-1-.46). Discipleship, as Jesus 
practiced it. \\'as not a program for the multitudes but training for a select few. 
The t\\'e!vc did not become disciples because doing so helped their position in thc 
world but in order to gain something the \\'orld could neither offer nor take a\\'ay (A. 
Bruce 1-1-9). The next time ;\icodemus appears in Scripture. he was \\ith the chief priests 
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and Pharisees who were attempting to seize Jesus. :-\icodemus interjected. "Does our la\\ 
condemn anyone without first hearing him to find out \\hat he is doing'7" (John 7: ~U-~ 1 ) 
:-\ icodemus asked exactl~ the right question to stop the council from proceeding further. 
and his question re\'ealed that :-\icodemus "was one of them" (Foster. Streams ojLi\'ing 
Water 16-1 -'), Still. :-\icodemus stopped short of declaring an allegiance to Christ or 
openly associating himself with Christ and the disciples. 
Joseph of Arimathea only appears in John 19:38-40 at Jesus' buriaL The bodies of 
those who were crucified were refused burial to compound the degradation of crucifixion 
and left to the wild animals and \'ultures (Seamands. Wounds that Heal 48). Joseph and 
':-\icodemus had something to offer in this situation that the twehe did not: They were 
senators. members in the Sanhedrin. so Joseph. "taking his courage in both hands" (Stott. 
Through the Bible 253). used his position to request the opportunity to provide Jesus a 
proper burial. Judas had betrayed Jesus. Peter had denied ever knowing Christ. and the 
rest of the twelve were in hiding. but somehow these \\ere the only two people who were 
willing to take the risk of associating themselws with the crucified Jesus, 
They may not have stood with Jesus in his life. but they alone stood with him in 
his death. If only an account had been recorded of their reaction to the resurrection news 
that Jesus had risen from Joseph's tomb and that the linen strips covered in ;\icodemus' 
expensive myrrh and aloes were undisturbed. The empty grave must haw meant more to 
these two who buried Christ. :-\onetheless. "the apostles of Christianity must be made of 
sterner stuff" (A, Bruce 38). As G. K. Chesterton writes, "The Christian ideal has not 
been tried and found wanting. It has been found difficult: and left untried" (48). Despite 
all of their potential and promise, ):icodemus and Joseph of Arimathea found Jesus' 
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teachings attractive but difficult to live by, and they feared losing \\hat the \\orld had to 
offer them for the sake of following Christ. 
Commonplace-Bethsaida 
Likewise, when Philip told Nathanael he had found "the one Moses wrote about" 
(John 1 :45), Nathanael's response was disbelief: "Nazareth! Can anything good come 
from there'?" (v. 46). Nathanael may have thought, "Can anything that matters so much 
come out of anywhere that seems to matter so little'?" (Buechner 108). When Jesus chose 
the twelve, he revealed his preference for ordinary people (Livermore ~08). Simon Peter, 
Andrew, and Philip were from Bethsaida (John I :44). and Peter's fishing partners, James 
and John, may have been from Bethsaida, too. Befhsaida means a "house of hunting or of 
game," and most of the people there would ha\l~ made their li\ing by hunting and fishing 
(Barnes 121). Bethsaida was an ordinary town filled with ordinary people and an unlikely 
location for the Christ to recruit disciples. 
The savior who was born in a nondescript to\\ n like Bethlehem. who called an 
unremarkable town like Nazareth home. called his disciples from an ordinary. nowhere 
town like Bethsaida. Jesus chose ordinary people from ordinary places because 
discipleship is not a call to prominence or notoriety. Jesus did not select scribes or 
Pharisees but instead called "rough fishermen and unlettered peasants from the hill 
country of Gali lee," a noteworthy decision (Henderson, Model 22). 
Other Pilgrims of the Way 
This study has described nine of the twelve apostles, but three remain of whom 
Scripture discloses very little: James son of Alphaeus, Thaddaeus, and Simon the Zealot, 
of whom hardly anything is known (Matt. 3:18). Variations in how the t\\el\l~ are listed 
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in the Gospels exist, as well. The list given in Matthew 10:2-4 matches the list gIven in 
Mark 3: 16-19, but the lists in Luke 16: 14-16 and Acts 1: 13 replace Thaddeus with Judas. 
the brother of James. John's Gospel is the only one that does not provide a list, though it 
does refer to the twelve as a distinct group in John 6:67-71. John's Gospel also provides 
another variation, as \vell, omitting Bartholomew, and introducing Nathanael. Since 
Philip and Bartholomew are paired together in each of the synoptic gospels, and Philip 
and Nathanael are paired together in the fourth gospel, they are often belie\(~d to be the 
same person, though possibly they are different men (Barclay. ,\faster's .Hen 105). 
For that reason, the fact that more biographical information is not available about 
the twelve and that any of these matters were ever left to question is surprising. Of all of 
thc detailed genealogies in Scripture, that none of the names of the sc\cnty-two \\hom 
Jesus sent out in Luke 10 are provided is an unexpected omission, as \\ ell as that no 
mention is cver made of whether any of the seventy-two \\ cnl on 10 become heroes of the 
book of Acts. Joseph (called Barsabbas) and Matthias must ha\ c been a part of that group 
since they both had apparently been with Jesus from the beginning to the ascension (Acts 
1:21), but the Gospel writers see the names of the scventy-two as a detail not worth 
providing. The Gospel writers, in fact, were not concerned with sharing details about the 
disciples because their focus was solely on Christ (A. Bruce 39-40). Everything else, 
including the twelve, was peripheral. Jesus is always in the spotlight, never the twelve. 
Matthew, Mark, Luke, and John went to great lengths. preventing any of the 
apostles from appearing heroic in the gospels (Peterson, Christ Plays 185). Jesus was 
searching for men who had the hearts of disciples. A person can be a "good learner, 
sacrificer, worker-servant, mentor, or group-attender and not neccssarily develop the 
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heart of a Christian disciple" (Wilkins, In His Image 36). Jesus chose ordinary. everyday 
men who \\ere humble. loyal, teachable, sacrificially committed to Christ, and 
transparent and who openly identified with Christ. 
Sunerchomai-Calories and Conversation 
Jesus did not endorse a ne\\ brand of privatized spirituality. He did not have 
disjointed disciples. Jesus practiced a gathered-together discipleship. HO\\c\cr ,\/('islIl is a 
dominant philosophy of the day (Gorman 15), and the danger \\'ith many discipleship 
models is that they emphasize meeting one-on-one, \\hich. \\hen taken too far. can 
simply give way to unhealthy individualism (Wilkins, Fol!Olt'ing the J/oSIl'r 244). 
While alone time with God seems like the summit of human spirituality, God said 
in Genesis 2: 18, "It is not good for the man to be alone" (Gen. 2: 18; l\lOfHm 39). Instead 
of solitary spirituality, "no one can become a new man except by entering the Church, 
and becoming a member of the Body of Christ. It is impossible to become a nc\\ man as a 
solitary indi\'idual" (Bonhocffcr. Cost 242). and Jesus does not create nc\\ people any 
other way. Likewise. the book of Acts is full of cxamples of how sal\ation and church 
membership go together (Stott, Lh'ing Church 32). This kind of community requires 
mutual submission. intentionality, and a commitment to invest a lot of time (Gorman 15). 
Discipleship in community is counter-cultural and requires hard \\ork, 
Arguably the most famous gathering of the t\\ch'c is found in John 13, when they 
gathered \\lith Jesus for the Last Supper. The disciples sat around the table, knowing 
everyone's feet needed to be washed, but foot washing \\as stricti y the work of a slave, so 
usually a host would only provide water to guests and they would wash their own feet 
(Stott, Incomparable Christ 144). The disciples had been arguing over who was the 
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greatest among them (Luke 9:46), and many people are found '"standing on their dignity" 
at times when they should '"be kneeling at the feet of their brethren" (Barclay, Gospel of 
John 2: 139). Gathered together in the upper room, Jesus had one more lesson for them 
about the meaning of being great in his kingdom. As Foster \\fites, '"Most of us know \\e 
\\ill never be the greatest: just don't let us be the least .... Then Jesus took a to\\el and ;) 
basin and redefined greatness" (Celebration 126). Jesus \\as not only concerned \\ith 
what the disciples became as individuals but also with how they interacted \\'ith one 
another. 
When Paul wrote to the church of Corinth in I Corinthians 11: 17-3-1- about the 
Lord's Supper he, like Christ, was concerned about how the believers interacted. The 
Greek \\'ord sll17erchomai, translated comi17g together or gathering together, is used five 
times in this passage, more than in any other passage in the Bible. They were enjoying a 
big community meal, but Paul knew that when they gathered together they \\ere not 
waiting for one another and, specifically, they \\cre di\ided along lines of han.:s and 
have-nots. Many Christians have gone through life reading this description of an 
'"unworthy manner" (1 Cor. 11:27), belic\ing if they have done anything wrong. they 
cannot and should not rcccivc the Lord's Supper. Paul says that the manner in which the 
Lord's Supper was received was unworthy, not the person. 
To receivc the Lord's Supper is "the plain command ofChrisC (Wesley "Sermon 
CI" 147), and Paul's instructions were about receiving communion u17worthily. which is 
quite different than being unwortll1' to receive it. Wesley preached that taking the Lord's 
Supper um1,'orthi~l' was '"taking the sacrament in such a rude and disorderly way" (152), 
and ho\\c\'cr unworthy a person may feel in receiving the Lord's Supper, eating and 
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drinking unH'orthi~l' as such is not the problem. The problem was not individual 
worthiness, but what was going on when the whole group of them gathered together 
(sunerchomai) and received it in an altogether undignified manner. A congregation can 
easily just become a crowd which "can actually perpetuate aloneness, instead of curing 
it" (Stott, One People 81 ). but when Christ calls people to come together (slIllerchomai), 
if selfishness is replaced by genuine humility and mutual concern, the Lord sets the table 
for life transfonnation. 
Much has changed in society, but still the most basic fonn of hospitality is sharing 
food together (Thompson 129), and since the time Jesus sat with his disciples at a table, 
"the table fellowship of his community has been blessed by his presence" (Bonhoeffcr, 
Lile Together 66). In fact, the reason the Pharisees criticized Jesus for dining \\ith sinners 
was because sharing a meal was a sign of mutual acceptance (Liefeld 8~-l). Meals were 
often the backdrop of some of the most significant conversations and gatherings of his 
ministry. Meals may have been the primary situation Jesus used to relate to people in his 
life and ministry (Peterson, Christ Pla)'s 215), Meeting a friend for breakfast, lunch, or 
dinner seems to mix "conversation and calories" (Peterson, Living the Resurrection 70-
71) in just the right proportions, making each of them better. Even two of Jesus' 
resurrection appearances took place at meals (59). 
Families and marriages struggle as they do when they no longer eat together. The 
dining room table is little more than the place where they do their homework, or balance 
the checkbook, but "quality times often show up unannounced in the middle of quantity 
times" (Wilhoit 189). The family table is central to the home, and the idea that meals can 
sometimes be a sacred e\ent is such a part of Scripture that any meal may become an 
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occasion \\here belie\ers become conscious of the Lord's presence (Foster, Streams of 
Lil'ing Wafer 271 J, For those \\ho are following Christ, meals must be times of 
conversation and intercession, not just ingestion. In Christian discipleship, time together 
at the table is indispensable. Christian community is not an idealistic dream, but "a 
collision of egos, a furnace for \\'elding steel-hard opinions, a crucible for melting the 
hard ores ofsclf-interest into common goals [which] offers the pain of not getting our 
own way, the promise of finding a third way together" (Augsburger 66). Jesus' plan for 
spiritual transfonnation accounted for the fact that change happens most often in 
environments that encourage a "shift from independence to healthy interdependence" 
(Wilhoit 184). This "collision of egos" begins at the table. 
Perhaps one of the most underestimated benefits for the t\\e he \\as that they 
immediately knew that they each belonged to something bigger than themsehes. Many 
people find that a sense of belonging often precedes faith in Christ and a commitment to 
Christian discipleship (Hunter 55, 98). Therefore, ne\\ com'Crts need to knO\\ they 
belong, and churches must do more than just hope that a ne\\ belie\er has relationships 
that foster a genuine sense of belonging (Coleman, ,\1aster Plan oj Discipleship 127). 
Isolation can cause lifelong developmental problems in children, so that "human contact 
and interaction is a powerful gift that we can gi\'c or withhold" (Jessen 105), with great 
consequences. Fellowship was not a pleasant side product of calling the t\\'el\'e but an 
intentional part of the process, and it must not be taken for granted that Christians have 
the privilege of Christian fellowship (Bonhoeffer, Life Together 17, 20). 
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Homothumadon-The Key \\'ord for Discipleship and Spiritual Transformation 
Homothumadon is one of those Greek words that can lose too much meaning 
when translated, like Hallelujah and Amen (Peterson, Jesus Way 261 ), If t\\ 0 or three in 
agreement are strong and have the presence of the Lord with them (Matt. I ~:20), then a 
much larger group just as unified would be proportionally stronger (A. Bruce 215). In 
that sense, when two people follow Christ togethcr. "there is not t\\ice as much 
Christianity as when they are apart, but sixteen times as much" (Lc\\is, .\fere Christianity 
190). Spiritual resonancc is the essence of homothumadon. 
Resonance is a term physicists use to explain what happens \\hen the \ibrations of 
two objects match. An example of the pO\\cr ofrcsonance is \\hen a singer can make a 
wine glass shatter while singing a note. Likewise, people speak of resonating with 
another person, and, in physics and Christian fellowship, the power of rcsonance is 
tremendous (Seamands, Ministry 164). Homothumadon is a kind of spiritual resonance: 
"One hundred pianos all tuned to the samc fork are automatically tuned to each other" 
and a congregation or fellowship of people who are all indiyidually tuned to Christ have 
resonance with each other (Tozer, Pursuit 90). 
Fans in bleachers are homothumadon when the quarterback throws a touchdown 
to win the game in overtime, and a family is homothumadon at a hospital when a healthy 
baby has been born. Homothumadon is a word used to describe a group of people who 
are gathered together in fellowship. Homothumadon is not a group arriying at a drowsy 
consensus, but a word that has more fire in it, describing \\'hat a group of people are like 
when they are all together with strong, fiery emotion (Peterson, Jesus Way 262). 
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1\'0 \\ord can quite capture the sense of God's holiness, lo\'e, and mercy, yet God 
appeared to Moses in the fire of a burning bush, and God accompanied the Israelites in 
the wilderness in the pillar of fire. The fire that glowed between the \\'lOgS of the 
cherubim was called the Shekinah, and when the Spirit came on the day of Pentecost he 
came as tongues of fire IT ozer, Pursuit 37). Contemplatives often describe their union 
with God as being akin to a log in a fire: the log is in the fire and the fire is in the lo~, \'ct 
they are still distinct from one another (Foster. Prayer 160). 
Descriptions of disciples having a fire for God or of a fellowship being on/ire is 
not vain preacher talk, but a theological way of identifying a spiritual reality, and 
homothwnadol1 is the scriptural word of choice, As Bill Hull \\Tites, "Disciples \\ho are 
truly alive in Christ are like a lit match; they \\ill start a fire" (Christlike 189). 
Homothumadol1 is the word for a fellowship on fire. In all of these things "the fire of God 
kindles higher as the brands are heaped together and each is warmed by the other's 
flames" (Willard, Spirit o.lthe Disciplines 186). In this \\ay, a group formed together in 
the model of the twelve with an atmosphere of homothumadon can become kindling for a 
culture of spiritual transformation and discipleship for the larger fcllowship. 
Homothumadol1 is often translated simply together but means, literally, H'ith one 
mind or passion, and it is a favorite word of Luke, the author of the book of Acts 
(Fernando, Acts 74), Luke uses this word to describe the quality of the twelve's 
fellowship, and of the early Church, so if homothumadon is the goal of Christian 
fellowship, Jesus pursued it by selecting twelve to follow him. All tactics and techniques 
will disappoint \\'ithout attention to the need for homothumadon. 
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The Call to Discipleship 
A biographical study of the twelve unco\ers ho\\' Jesus nurtured attributes of 
humility, loyalty, teachability, sacrifice, self-control, and public allegiance in ordinary 
men, He gathered the t\\ehe together to be a diverse group that would be of one mind. 
and studying their t\\clve, and especially their relationship \\Jth Christ, re\'eals hO\\ they 
were a stark contrast to the cfO\\ds. Those who surrounded Jesus during his earthly 
ministry can be put in one of three categories-his disciples (the larger group and the 
twehe). the religious leaders, and the crowds. but Jesus \vas focused on making disciples 
from among the cro\\'ds (Wilkins, Matthe'w 192 j, ~1atthew 5: 1 provides the contrast 
between those who admire Jesus and those who would follo\\ him to become his 
disciples: He saw the crowds, but only his disciples came to him to hear him teach 
(Hauerwas 58). The crowds around Jesus fluctuated, but Jesus called for a life of 
commitment from the curious (Wilkins, Following the ,\faster 105), not drumming up 
enthusiasm but calling people out from the crowds to become disciples ( 109). Jesus 
consistently made discipleship, not wooing the crowds, his top priority. 
Thousands oflives \\ere not changed by a touch from Jesus in the Gospels. Many 
people had contact with Jesus, but nothing changed in their liws because they came to 
him with their hidden agendas (Drury, There is So 1 in Church 35). Jesus' focus \\'as not 
on trying to find ways to reach the masses but on helping the twehe become men whom 
the masses would find worth following (Coleman, Master Plan of Evangelism 27). Jesus 
painstakingly invested in the twelve so "that the Teacher'S influence on the world should 
be permanent, ... [placing these] convictions in the minds of the few. not on the shifting 
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sands of superficial impressions on the minds of the many" (A. Bruce 13). The ne\\s 
about Jesus spread throughout the \\orld because of the t\\ehe, not the crO\\ds. 
Jesus did not call the t\\ ehc to help him complete his task. They \\erc not his 
assistants but his apprentices. They wcre his task, and as time progressed Jesus spent 
more time, not less, with the twelvc (Coleman, Masfer Plan of Emngelism 43). His 
healing and preaching ministries were public and touched thousands of livcs. but his 
discipleship ministry was limited to those who were faithfuL willing to follow, and 
willing to obey (Henderson, Ladder of Faith/ii/ness 11-12). As Peterson \\Tites, "./esus, it 
must be remembered, restricted nine-tenths of his ministry to t\\el\c JC\\S because it \\as 
the only way to redeem all Americans" (Tra\'elling Light 182). Jesus focused his ministry 
on a fcw in order to reach the multitudes. 
Jesus did not invent his method of discipleship, but he refined and enhanced ho\\ 
discipleship would characterize his followers (Wilkins. Fol!mt'ing the ,\/aster 93). 
Sometimes ancient discipleship practices iJl\olved followers who simply imitated their 
master's physical characteristics, but usually disciples \\cre attempting "to emulate the 
overall lifestyle of the master," focusing more on conduct than knowledgc (78). The 
typical way people would affiliate themselves with a rabbi in the first century was that a 
disciple would investigate various rabbis and then choose from among the various rabbis 
(Ogden, Transforming Discipleship 80). In the first century "Rabbis nc\cr recruited. 
Rabbis took applications" (Ortbcrg, When the Game 165). Jesus modified these nonns for 
his own practice of discipleship. Whereas the disciple was the one to initiate first-century 
master-disciple relationships voluntarily, Jesus initiated his master-disciple relationships 
with the twelvc (Wilkins, Fol!oH'ing the Master 107). His was a selection-based model of 
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discipleship. Jesus' practice of selection is largcly ignored in local church discipleship, or 
C\'cn frowned upon, C\'en though Jesus used it to change thc \\orId. 
Jesus intentionally called together an exclusi\'e group with the long-range goal of 
bringing sah'ation to the multitudes (Coleman, .\iuster Plan of Eml1gelism 37), \\'hile 
many disciples followed Jesus at their 0\\'11 initiati\c. Jesus' initiated the master-disciple 
relationship with the twelve, and he personally selectcd them to be his disciples, though 
not from among the "best and the brightcst" (Willard, "Discipleship" '].'+3). Jesus did not 
utilize selection in order to surround himself \\ith prominent people, but surrounded 
himself with ordinary people who were hungry for God. 
Hc did not sct his agenda based on human need or the demands placed on him, 
but resolutely followed the Father's agenda (Seamands. }\1illisfll' ~3-~5). In his John 17 
prayer, Jesus spoke to the Father of fulfilling what he had been sent to do but did not 
spcak of the "miraclcs or multitudes," instead mentioning the t\\chc and their training 
forty times (Eims 28). Therefore, the twcl\'C were a \cry significant aspect of Jesus' 0\\11 
calling, and he understood the importance of reserving a significant amount of his time 
for them. As Leroy Eims writes, "The \\illingness to invest time \\'ith a fcw implies an 
unwillingness to allow yourself to be spread too thin" (103), Discipleship requires 
commitment and sacrifice from both the disciple and the one calling disciples. 
Greg Ogden is a pastor and professor who has dcyeloped a selection-based model 
of discipleship in groups of three or four people. His biggest mistake, he says, has been 
when he broke from the practice of selecting disciples because those who \\crc eager to 
initiate the discipleship relationship often brought the wrong motives (Transforming 
Discipleship 191-93). As a result, in his congregation, they '"neycr made a public 
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recruiting announcement about this discipleship ministry" (194). Instead, like Christ, 
their discipleship relationships were fonned after a time of prayer where the leader of the 
discipleship relationship selected a person and said, "Will you join me, walk with me as 
we grow together as disciples of Christ?" ( 12.t). From the beginning Jesus wanted the 
twelve to be a miniature vcrsion of what his Church should be in thc future: a body of 
people who \\'cre from different political affiliations, races, occupations, and social 
statuses but who had come together, shedding their previous labels, to follow Christ (A. 
Bruce 36). Discipleship is how those who follow Christ grow spiritually, and the 
ecclesiola in ecclesia is an expression of local church discipleship that is consistent with 
the model of discipleship Jesus inaugurated. 
Ecclesiola in Ecclesia-Spiritual Transformation in the Pattern of the Twelve 
The most important word in the Bible for the Church is not 100c, hope, grace, or 
peacc, but the word as (Walters, "Church Jesus Builds" 29) because Jesus said, "As the 
Father has sent me, I am sending you" (John 20:21). Many "as-so" couplets exist in 
Scripture (e.g., Matt. 6: 10; John 20:2 L 1 Cor. 7: 17, 15:.t9: Rom. 6:.t, 15:7; Col. 2:6; Eph. 
4:32), and one of the goals of Christian ministry is not merely to repeat Christ's example 
but to rhyme with it (Augsburger 32). However, while the goal of Jewish disciples was 
one day to become masters and have their own disciples, those who follow Jesus always 
remain his disciples and make disciples for him, not themselves (Wilkins, Fol/mt'ing the 
Master 124). As Christ called disciples, therefore, so his church must prioritize 
discipleship, rhyming with his example while not replicating it. 
A model for discipleship in a local church that rhymes with the pattern established 
by Christ must incorporate ministry to large groups and ministry to individuals, but it 
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would be unbalanced and dissonant with Christ's pattern if it cx.cluded intensi\c traininl! 
for a few (Stott, One People 59). A healthy practice of balancing the "largl'-group-small-
group rhythm" that is natural and logical, but most importantly it \\3S the pattern ksus 
and the apostles followed, existed in the early Church and down through history (Snyder 
168). The twenty-first century church needs a theology of grO\\"th. a renc\\ ed \ision of the 
method Jesus used to cultivate spiritual growth in the li\"es of his disciples, and a model 
for how to put it into practice. 
Jesus could not accomplish this work with a crowd; he needed a tribe. Onc of the 
key differences bctwccn a crowd and a tribe is the matter of exclusion (Godin 30, 63). 
Clearly identifying who is and is not a part of a group reinforccs loyalty and attention 
within a group ( 105). In order to distinguish this group of disciples from the rest of the 
people who surrounded Jesus in the Gospels and Acts, they are referred to as "the twelve" 
twenty-eight times (Matt. 10:2; 19:28; 20: 17; 26: 1-1-. 20. -1- 7; Mark 3: 16; -1-: 1 0; 6:6. 7; 
9:35; 10:32; II: 11; 14: 10, 17,20.43: Luke 8: I; 9: 12; 18:31; 22:3, 30, -1- 7; John 6:67, 70, 
71: 20:24; Acts 6:2; 7:8). and as "the eleven" six. times (Matt. 28: 16; Mark 16: 1-1-: Lukc 
24:9,33; Acts 1 :26; 2: 14). The twelve was clearly a group \\ith well-defined boundaries 
and a group with a clear sense of itself being unique and distinct. The twdve were a tribe 
but also an example of the ecclesiola in eccliesia. 
Church leaders must make the development and deployment of the ecclesiola in 
ecclesia in local church ministry a priority. The ecclesiola in ecclesia is a work focused 
on spiritual formation that generates a unique type of fellowship and community (Foster 
"Spiritual Formation Agenda" 5). This work is especially helpful for pastors who find 
that their attempts at church-wide spiritual formation fall short of their hopes ("Re: 
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Ecclcsiola in Ecc\csia"). The ecclesiola in ecclesia is a model of the pattern ofChrist"s 
ministry of discipleship with the twel\'e for pastors who want to equip the saints and \\alk 
with them on their own journey of spiritual transformation as they follo\\ Jesus. 
The ecclesiola in ecclesia is training reserved for a select group of people in 
keeping with the pattern of Christ and the t\\el\'e. Not everyonc is intercstcd in intensi\e 
training like the ecclesiola prO\ides. just as large numbers of people are not qualified for 
the ecclesiola, but spending a year showing a person what is truly possible in Christ is 
bettcr than spending a lifetime maintaining and managing a religious institution 
(Coleman, .\Joster Plan of Evangelism 109). 
Many historical examples of the ecclesiola in ecclesia in practice exist, but three 
stand out in particular. Philipp Jakob Spener, the primary figure in Pietism, and his 
collegia pietatis in sc\'enteenth century Germany is an cxampk as is Hans Nielsen 
Hauge's inner mission in nineteenth century Nom'ay. Howe\'er, perhaps the most famous 
example is early Methodism introduced by W cslcy in eighteenth century England. In 
each case these different cxpressions of the ecclesiola in ecclesia \\erc introduced for 
those who wanted further instruction, accountability. and fellowship and in order to bring 
renewed life to the existing structures (Foster "Spiritual Formation Agenda" 5). An 
ecclesiola can be brought together a varicty of \\ays. but generally they havc had 
voluntary membership and a high expectation for consistent participation and meeting 
attendance (Lloyd-Jones 77). 
Fossilization 
The various historical expressions of the ecclesiola in ecclesia have consistently 
"enriched the church's life and multiplied its witness" (Snyder 184). A key attribute of 
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each \ariation has been an intense desirc to work within existing church structure~ to 
bring about revival from \\ithin (Foster, "Spiritual Fonnation Agcnda" :;). Rather than a 
sectarian mm'ement, their concern was not to form a nc\\ work but to form a nucleus 
within the church that could strengthen the o\erall spiritual life and condition of thc 
church (Lloyd-Jones 76). In that way, the ecclesio/a in ecclesia aimed to be a tool for 
both thc transfonnation of individuals and thc revitalization of the organization. 
Distraction is a common characteristic of many local congregations (Willard. 
Renovation 235), and it diffuses energy, focus, and attention into unneccssary areas 
becausc "in c\ery Church. in every institution, there is something \\"hich sooner or later 
works against thc very purpose for which it came into existence" (Lc\\is. Letters to 
.\Iu/co/m 43). Fonnal structures can create a burden c\cntually so that maintaining the 
institution takes on a bigger role, and a once-thriving movement of God can begin "to 
fossilize from \\"ithin" (Henderson, j/oc/e/ 1 .. 1-). "Fossilization" of church structures can 
push segments that are more vibrant to the fringes of a church (-1-3). Pietism in the 
sc\ enteenth century, for example, \\as a protest against the "petrification" of the 
scholastic Lutheranism in that era (Lloyd-Jones 85). The ecclesio/a in ecclesia is a 
discreet subversive ministry working against the perils of institutionalism. 
Jesus did not come rcjecting the institution but patiently creating a movement that 
grew under the umbrella of the institution. Peterson writes, "Jesus. who in abridged fonn 
is quite popular with the non-church crowd, \\as not anti-institutional. Jesus said 'Follow 
me,' and then regularly led his followers into ... the synagogue and the temple" (Jesus 
Tray 230). Following Jesus did not lead a person away from the institutions, but Jesus 
often went to the synagogue, teaching there, just as his followers did (e.g .. Matt. 4:23; 
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.J:35; 12:9; 13 :54; Mark 1:21-23, 39; 3: L 6:2; Luke .f: 14-38, 4.f; 6:6; 13: 1 0; John 6:59; 
18:20; Acts 9:20: 13 :5, 14, 42; 14: I; 17: 1-17; 18:4-26; 19:8). Likewise, the Holy Spirit 
md Scripture do not impatiently reject formalities but patiently try to transform them, so 
wisdom seeks to balance the formal and the informal, the structured and the unstructured, 
:he traditional and the spontaneous (Stott, Message orA cts 85). The remedy for 
fossilization, petrification, and simple distraction is to engage as many people as possible 
n "full-throttle discipleship to Jesus Christ" (Willard, Renovation 235), which is the aim 
)f the ecclesiola in ecclesia. 
Weeds Sown among the Wheat 
A chief criticism of the movement is that the ecclesiola has a sectarian basis at its 
:ore and by its nature creates division (Lloyd-Jones 89). As such, "[i]t is bound to arouse 
"esentment and opposition" among those who are excluded (89) and "spiritual pride" in 
hose who are selected (90). However, spiritual pride is a pitfall of the spiritual life and 
10t a problem unique to the ecclesiola. Spiritual pride can arise anytime a church collects 
m offering but is no reason to stop passing the plate. 
Other critics see the ecclesiola as a presumptuous attempt to purify the church 
)ecause the church is ill-equipped with the means of discerning the difference between 
he weeds and the wheat, so it "ought to let the weeds grow in its field" (Bonhoeffer, 
~anctorum Communio 222). They claim the ecclesiola has no scriptural precedent and 
hat the parable of the weeds and wheat (Matt. 13 :24-30) is the Achilles heel of the 
novement (Lloyd-Jones 92-93). However, none of the proponents of the ecclesiola 
;upport it as an attempt to withdraw the best and the brightest to start a new sect or to 
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separate the "sheep from the goats" (Matt. 25:31-46). The main thrust of the wheat and 
the >1.'('ed\' criticism is that the ecc/esio/a ill ecclesia is too prone to sectarianism. 
However, those who promote the ecc/esio/a in ecc/esia say that the institutional 
structures of the church suffer from the chronic disease of petrification, so they promote 
the ecclesio/a in ecc/esia as a remedy and treatment for fossilization. The ecc/esio/a 
hanning the local church would be a step backwards: "The growth of both fonns ought to 
go hand in hand. Attempts at church renewal ... ought to increase rather than sap the 
lifeblood from the institutional church" (Bonhoeffer, Sanctorum Communio 231). The 
ecclesio/a is not an attempt to call out all of the best and brightest but some of them. If 
ecc/esio/a are fonned with the twelve as a model, then Judas' inclusion shows that either 
Jesus failed or the ecclesio/a does not need to be entirely pure to be successful. 
Therefore, the ecclesio/a is not a movement that desires purification of the church, 
splitting off from the church, or encouraging any kind of spiritual pride or spiritual 
2litism. Instead, it hopes to become a strong nucleus around which the local church can 
grow. The ecclesio/a in ecclesia is not an attempt to uproot the weeds, nor is it an attempt 
somehow to engineer a pure church. Instead, the goal is to nurture and cultivate the 
~xisting wheat, so as to increase the total harvest (Willard, Renovation 245). 
Jesus never expressed a concern that the twelve would become too sectarian, but 
he did acknowledge that the spiritual life of the religious institution of his day had 
::leveloped a cold spiritual life far removed from God's ideal, warning both his disciples 
md the crowds not to imitate the Pharisees, "for they do not practice what they preach" 
~Matt. 23:1-3). He never, for a moment, warned the twelve about the dangers of 
sectarianism, but he did scold the Pharisees for having the appearance of righteousness, 
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being full of "hypocrisy and wickedness" (Matt. 23 :28). When calling the twelve to 
himself for this unique ministry, he never expressed concern that the movement might 
lead to a "Nazarene sect" (Acts 24:5). Therefore, whatever concern exists concerning the 
ecclesiola in ecclesia as a cure, the disease of fossilization is much worse. 
I\lartin Luther 
Luther advocated the development of ecclesiola as early as 1522 and 1523, 
writing about it in his "Preface to the German Mass" in 1526, but he never put it into 
practice much to his own regret (Lloyd-Jones 79, 81). Luther proposed the idea that those 
who showed great devotion with their actions and their words should meet together 
privately in a house "to pray, to read, to baptize, to receive the sacrament, and to do other 
Christian works" (64). Luther spoke of establishing small private gatherings for worship 
for those who were seeking Christ earnestly, or the idea of a core group of the church 
community (Bonhoeffer, Sanctorum Communio 245). Martin Bucer put Luther s idea into 
practice in his churches, and came up with the Latin name for this discipleship model: 
ecclesiola in ecclesia, the little church within the church (Packer. God's Plans 208). 
While Luther did not put this idea into practice, the concept endured. 
Spener utilized the ecclesiola to reform and bring new life to the church, 
recognizing the ecclesiola's potential. He sought to enliven the church by cultivating the 
spiritual life of those who were already devout, not by trying to inspire those who were 
lukewarm (Lindberg 8). Spener's primary defense for his ecclesiola movement was 
Luther's "Preface to the German Mass" (8). 
Jonathan D. Trigg claims Luther abandoned his project of the ecclesiola because 
to partition off a group of true belien'rs is as impossible as measuring spiritual growth 
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objectively (200). However, Trigg's assessment is misleading because it \\'as ne\ er 
Luther's purpose, nor the purpose of any of the other proponents of the eCc/l.'sio/a, to 
separate all of the true believers from the rest of the congregation. Instead, the aim \\as 
simply to identify some who were earnestly seeking God in Christ and \\ork with them. 
Luther's own explanation for why he never implemented this strategy was, '"I have not 
yet the people or persons for it, nor do 1 see many who want if' (6-1-). Luther's 
explanation, rather than marking a defeat of the I:'cclesio/a instead reinforces that it is a 
special ministry reserved for a select group of people. 
John Wesley and the Wesleyan Method 
Whenever referring to Wesley's method, one must use the qualifier 1:'01'11' because 
early Methodism is quite a different thing than modem Methodism (Willard, RI:'IlOmtioll 
243). Wesley himself wrote that he was not afraid that Methodists would c\er disappear 
from existence, but he was afraid "they should only exist as a dead sect. having the form 
of religion without the power" ("Thoughts upon Methodism" 258). which he knc\\ would 
inevitably happen unless they persisted in "the doctrine, spirit, and discipline with which 
they first set out" (258). Wesley's method was the I.'cdesio/a. 
While not breaking off from the Church of England, Wesley organized a "little 
church within the church" that would share in the life of the larger worshipping 
community (Norwood 117). Even though Wesley's Methodism began as a movement of 
renewal within the Church of England, one could argue that it was not a true case of 
ecclesiola in I:'cc/esia because it had a "powerful and prominent sectarian tendency" 
(Lloyd-Jones 87-88) from the start and because they admitted people who were not 
members of the Church of England. However, to exclude it as an example based on these 
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criteria is perhaps to define the essence of thc concept of the ecc!esio!a in ecc!esia too 
narrowly, since this ministry is express cd \\'ith great \ariation. 
The Wcsleyan tradition is a discipleship tradition because "~o other person from 
post-Reformation history developed disciplcship more than John \\'esley" (HulL 
Complete Book I 02). Methodism attempts to balance t\\'O concepts: "the church type and 
the sect type, ... the inclusi\e and the exclusive, the comprehensi\'e and the gathered" 
(Norwood 116-1Tl. Wesley believed spiritual growth \\as not just for thosc who \\anted 
to pursue it, but that it was God's plan for e\cry belicycr, so "\\'csley was not creating 
another organization, but simply deepening the cxisting one" (Henderson, ,\lode! -+5). He 
recognized the eccleisio!a as a way to breathe nc\\ lifc into the official structures of the 
church, to counteract stagnation, to maintain \itality. and to nurture the spiritual health of 
the overall church (61 ). 
Wesley'S inspiration was the discipline and small group structurc of the 
Moravians (Collins 2-+9). and he set up Methodism to operate in a scries of concentric 
circles. The society was an educational gathering of fifty people or more consisting of all 
those who werc members or adherents of the Methodist movement \\ithin a geographical 
area and was essentially a "congregation" (Henderson, JJode! 83-84). Their meetings 
were scheduled around services of the Church of England in ordcr to reinforce their 
message that Methodism was a supplement to the church. not a church of its own (85). 
The class was a small, intimate group of ten or tv·;el\'c people \\'ho met for spiritual 
growth, and they were a mandatory component for any Methodist because membership in 
the socicty would be revoked for failure to participate in the class meeting (95). 
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The band was a \oluntary, homogenous group (in terms of gender, age. and 
marital status), which was the original group type from which the rest of Methodism 
grew, and was Wesley's favorite component of the Methodist system (Henderson, Model 
112). In a sense, the society aimed at doctrinal explanation. the class meeting aimed at 
changing behavior, but thc band aimed at cultivating personal holiness and a purity of the 
heart (115). The most fundamental principle of the Wesleyan method of discipleship \\as 
"watching over one another in love" (Watson 106). By contrast today, many inside and 
outside of the Wesleyan tradition have settled for a fellowship where no one is offended 
and where no one expects too much of anyone else (108). Perhaps no strategy has bccn 
quite as potent for spiritual transformation as Wesley's method. 
Perhaps the least-known aspect of the Mcthodist system was the select SOcie(l' 
(Henderson, Model 121). The select socie0' was a group of men and women whom 
Wesley "hand-picked from among the most faithful Mcthodists" (121) to sCr\C as models 
illustrating the goal of Methodism, and for training an "elite corps" (121). The select 
society served as a supply stream from which W csley could draw leadership, and it was a 
much more democratic group that encouraged open discussion ( 123). The select society 
gave Wesley himself a sanctuary, a fellowship of his own where he could bear his soul, 
be spurred on in his own pursuit of holiness, and enjoy the blessing of friendship 
(Wesley, "Plain Account" 260). The select society was the heart of the Methodist system 
and its archetype. 
A Select Group of Friends 
Spiritual growth comes through discipleship, and intentional discipleship takes 
time and an environment "where life rubs against life" (Ogden, Transforming 
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Discipleship 130). Spiritual regression happens gradually, but a trend of spiritual 
transformation requires a clear objective, self-discipline, and the help of like-minded 
friends (HulL Christlike 67). Modeling friendship in ministry is a cure for the consumer-
driven model for ministry, which is so prevalent (Fernando, Telephone interview). 
Discipleship in the pattern of the twelve was a come and be with me phase of discipleship 
reserved for a select few since most people will not be qualified or attracted by this kind 
ofrelationship (Hull, Disciple-Making Pastor 292-94). Maturity in Christ is available to 
all, but since few choose to pursue it, pastors and leaders must engage in a special, 
behind-the-scenes kind of pastoral work of intentional discipleship. 
The call, or the act of selecting disciples, is not an inconsequential component of 
Christian discipleship. It intensifies fellowship and amplifies the potential for spiritual 
transformation. As Jesus selected twelve disciples from among the cro\\ds and patiently 
walked with them, calling them friends (John 15: 15), so a pastor can select a number of 
people from a congregation to form an ecclesiola in ecclesia to \\alk patiently together 
through life and spur one another on to Christlikeness in the blessed surroundings of 
friends who, together, are following Jesus. 
Research Design 
This was a mixed-methods intrinsic case study design. A case study is a thorough 
analysis of an activity, group of people, or system that is isolated for research purposes. 
An instrumental case study is one where the case illustrates a particular issue. A 
collective case study is one that compares multiple cases. An intrinsic case study is a 
design that selects a particular case because it has inherent value, as in the instance of this 
study (CreswclI476-77). 
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Summary 
Following Jesus is not a passivc resignation to a deity but an acti\c pursuit of God 
who transfonns his people as they pursue him. Transfonnation is inherent in the various 
tenns followers of Christ use to identify themselves. Follo\\ing Jesus is taking on the life 
of a disciple of Jesus. Christian discipleship brings the person into the fellowship of many 
brothers and sisters who, no matter their position in the world, are saints in Christ. To be 
a Christian is not a static status but an active lifestyle of imitating Christ's cxample and 
taking on his character with the help of the Spirit. 
Spiritual transfonnation is the name for how God dc\elops Christlike character in 
Jesus' disciples. Stages of growth exist in thc Christian life. A person is first a\\ akened in 
order to realize that he or she must repent and tum to God through Christ. Second. a 
person who has been awakened must decide that repentance is his or her only way out of 
the hell on earth that rebellion against God has created. The person must heed Jesus' call 
to self-denial because while a person may attempt to follow Jcsus without taking up his 
or her cross. growth into Christlike character is impossible \vithout self-denial. In the 
remaining stages. God leads the Christian through a personalized curriculum of 
relinquishment. The Spirit is given to the believer at conversion, but the relinquishment is 
tied to a deeper filling of the disciple with the Holy Spirit. The baptism of the Spirit does 
not primarily produce ecstatic experiences but the Spirit's fruit, which is Christlike 
character. The final stage of spiritual growth. and the ultimate measure of spiritual health, 
is simple and pure love of God followed by simple and pure love for neighbor. 
Discipleship is the way that Christ has prescribed for his followers to pursue 
spiritual transfonnation. Jesus extended the invitation to discipleship to the crowds. 
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While he had many disciples in his lifetime, he reserved the bulk of his ministry for his 
twdve handpicked disciples. In the first century, most disciples initiated their 
relationships with their masters. but Jesus initiated his relationships \\ ith the t\\chc. 
Ecclesiola in ecclesia is a model for local church ministry suggested by Luther. 
implemented successfully by Wesley, and endorsed as a key for church vitality by Foster. 
The ecclesiola in ecclesia is a unique and mostly overlooked form of ministry. It 
de\clops a nucleus within a local congregation without splitting off in order to generate 
the best conditions for dramatic spiritual transformation. It is a ministry of discipleship 
patterned after Jesus' calling of the twelve and provides handpicked participants \\ith 
accountability, fellowship, and friendship as they follow Jesus. 
This was a mixed-methods intrinsic case study design. I gathered information 
using researcher-guided journals and focus groups at the beginning of the intervention, 
during the intervention, and after the intervention. These tools provided insight into 
spiritual transformation of participants before, during, and after the ministry intervention. 
CHAPTER 3 
~IETHODOLOGY 
Problem and Purpose 
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This study addressed the nced for church leaders to help the individuals in their 
congregations who are especially interested in spiritual gro\\,th beyond \\hat nonnal 
church programs and services provide. Jesus' o\\'n strategy for discipleship \'aried from 
the contemporary model of his day in that he initiated the relationship \\ith his disciples, 
The ecclesiola in ecclesia, the little church within the church, is a historical and biblical 
strategy for local church discipleship modeled after Christ's own ministry to the tm::hc. 
The purpose of this study was to e\aluate the spiritual transfom1ation of 
participants resulting from a selection-based ecclesiola in ecclesia in conjunction \\ith a 
twelve-week sennon series at North Collins Wcsleyan Church in North Collins, Nc\\ 
York. 
Research Questions and/or Hypotheses 
My research questions focused on how bcing handpicked to be a part of the 
ecclesiola in ecclesia impacted the participants' spiritual transfonnation, how 
participation in the ecclesiola in ecclesia impacted the participants' spiritual 
transfonnation, and how the content of the reading materials and teaching impacted the 
participants' spiritual transfonnation. 
Research Question #1 
What was the participants' level of spiritual \\cll-being before and after the 
intervention as measured by the Spiritual Well-Being Scale': This question addresses the 
overall impact of the ministry intervention for the participants. The Spiritual \\' ell-Being 
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Scale provided a quantitati\\.~ measure to assess the impact of the intervention according 
to o\erall spiritual \\'ell-being. religious well-being. and existential well-being. 
Research Question #2 
How did being selected to be part of the ecclesiola in ecclesia impact the 
participants' spiritual transformation? This research question identified the impact that 
being selected had on participants and how being selected enhanced or reduced the 
benefits of participating in the group and contributed to their spiritual transfonnation. 
Pretest and posttest questions I and 6 correspond to this question. Discipleship journal 
questions 2 and 6 correspond to this question. 
Research Question #3 
How did group interaction in the ecclesiola in ecclesia impact the participants 
spiritual transformation? This research question identified how group interaction 
contributed to the participants' spiritual transformation. Pretest and posttest questions 2 
and 3 correspond to this question. Discipleship journal questions I. 3. ~. 5. and 6 
correspond to this question. 
Research Question #4 
How did the content of the reading materials. teaching. and discussion impact the 
participants' spiritual transformation? This research question identified how the content 
of reading materials and teaching during group sessions contributed to the participants' 
spiritual transformation. Pretest and posttest questions ~ and 5 correspond to this 
question. Discipleship journal questions I, 3,4, 5, and 6 correspond to this question. 
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Population and Participants 
This was an intrinsic case study, and the subjects of this study \\ere a group of 
men of North Collins Wesleyan Church \vho met together as an ecclesiola in ecclesia. 
This group of ten \\as formed as an all-male group from the church using purposeful 
selection. Participants range in age from their early 30s to their early 60s. 
As the pastor of the church, I fonned the group beginning in 2008. I selected men 
to participate based on my o\\'n sense of each man having a desire for a deeper walk \\ ith 
Christ, inviting men who consistently attended Sunday worship and who \\ere \\illing to 
help out in big and small ways in the church, in the community, and in their families. 
Some of the participants have met together since 2008, \,hile one joined as recently as 
2011 (see Table 3.1). 
Table 3.1. Participant Ages and Beginning Year in Group 
Participant Age First Year 
:;:; 2009 
2 63 2010 
3 h-l 2010 
-l 40 200~ 
:; 
-l-l 2009 
6 -ll 2011 
-ll 2008 
8 -l9 2009 
9 3-l 2010 
10 5:; 2009 
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Design of the Study 
This \\'as a mixed-methods, intrinsic case study design. I used a pretest and 
posttest Spiritual Well-Being Scale, pretest and posttest surveys, and researcher-guided 
discipleship journals throughout the intervention to collect data from the subjects. These 
tools provided insight into spiritual transformation of participants before and after the 
ministry intervention. 
In his public ministry, Scripture shows how Jesus frequently addressed crowds, 
groups, or individuals but then also ans\\ered his disciples' questions or explained what 
he meant to them in greater detail (e.g" Matt. 13: 10,36; 17: 19; 19:23: ~1ark~: 10, 3~: 
7: 17, 9:28; 10: 10, 32; 12:43; Luke 8:9; 12: 1; John 9:2). As I chose participants of this 
study in order to imitate Jesus' practice of selection, I also wanted to imitate his style of 
explaining what he said publically when he gathered privately with the t\\'el\e. For the 
first six weeks of this project, the participants discussed passages of Scripture on the 
Wednesday before the preaching of a sermon on the same passages. In a sermon 
discussion group where the discussion takes place after the preaching of the sermon, I 
believed the tendency would be for the sermon to become the focus. By having the group 
meet to discuss the passages of Scripture before the preaching of the sermon, I belic\ed 
Scripture, personal application, and spiritual transformation would become the focus. 
Having the group study the passages before the sermon immersed the ecclesiola 
participants in each passage during the week (first in their personal reading, second in the 
ecclesiola small group gathering, and finally in the Sunday scrmon). In addition, the 
group discussion before the sermon strengthened the sermons by gi\'ing the pastor (and 
the congregation) the benefit of the insights gained from the discussion. 
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In order to ~ce if prcsenting the content before or after the semlOn made any 
significant differcnce to the group, this pattern was rc\'ersed in the final six weeks, \\'hcn 
the participants discussed passages of Scripture on the Tuesday after the preaching of a 
sennon on the same passages, I believc some in the group enjoyed studying a passage 
together and then hearing further insights the pastor provided or secing ho\\ the group's 
discussion helped shapc the sennon, Others, I believe, preferred a sennon-discussion 
fonnat and listened morc attentively in order to be prepared for the discussion. 
Instrumentation 
To collect data from participants, I used three instruments. Participants responded 
to the pretest and posttest Spiritual Well-Being Scale. These tools provided insight into 
spiritual transfonnation of participants before and after the intervention. Participants 
responded to a researcher-guided pretest and posttest intervie\\ survey before the first 
week of the study and after the final \\'eck of the study, The participants rcsponded to the 
same set of six questions. Participants also recorded responses to SIX questions cach \\cck 
in a researcher-guided discipleship journal. The participants e-mailed thcir responses to 
me at the end of e\'ery week. 
Expert Review 
I conducted an expert revie\\ in order to evaluate my instruments. I sent the 
instruments for this research to my research reflection team, which consisted of three 
pastors and one lay leader. I asked them ifany of the questions were unclear and, if they 
were unclear, how they could be made more clear. I asked them if any questions should 
be added or removed from the instruments. 
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Variables 
The independent variable is thc twelve-weck, invitation-based cxperience in 
ecclesiola in ecclesia in conjunction with a twelvc-\veek sermon scries, the pretest and 
posttest interviews, and the discipleship journals. The dependent variable is the spiritual 
transformation of participants. Intervening variables are age, gender. loss of subjects, and 
the possibility of a severe winter weather making cancellation of one of the sessions 
necessary. 
Reliability and Validity 
I measured rcliability of this research by using multiple sources of data. I 
confirmed the validity of this research by evaluating my instruments with an expert 
review. I presented the instruments used to collect data in this study to my cxpert panel. 
These experts found these instruments to be reliable and valid for the purposes of this 
study. 
Data Collection 
I notified the group of my intent to use them as an inclusivc case study on 16 
November 2011. Each participant filled out a form to provide basic demographic 
information and completed a confidentiality form to grant permission for gathering 
personal information. 
The first session took place on Tuesday, 11 January 2012. During the first six 
sessions, 11 January 2012 until 15 February 2012, the group studied and discussed a 
passage prior to the preaching of a sermon on that passage. The group did not meet on 
Wednesday, 22 February 2012. The reason for not having the group meet on 22 February 
2012 was that during the final six sessions, 29 February 2012 until 4 April 2012, the 
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group studied and discussed a passage after the preaching of a sennon on that passage 
instead of studying the passage before the preaching of a sennon on the passage. With 
this change in fonnat, the group did not need to meet on 22 February 2012. For this 
reason, the group met twelve times over thirteen \\Ceks. 
Participants responded to a Spiritual Well-Being Scale before the first session and 
again after the final session. Participants responded to six pretest intenie\\ questions 
before the first week of the study. Participants also responded to the same six posttest 
interview questions after the final week of the study. 1 sent the questions to the 
participants bye-mail, and they sent their responses back to me bye-mail. Participants 
also recorded responses to six questions each week in a researcher-guided discipleship 
journal. I sent the questions to the participants bye-mail at the end of e\'ery \\eek, and 
they sent their responses back to me bye-mail. 
Data Analysis 
An identification number was assigned to each participant's responses to the 
Spiritual Well-Being Scale, pretest intenie\\ questions, posttest intenie\\ questions, and 
discipleship journal entries. The responses to the Spiritual Well-Being Scale \\ere scored 
according to the instructions provided by Life Advance in order to obtain Overall 
Spiritual Well-Being Scores, Religious Well-Being Scores. and Existential Well-Being 
Scores for each participant. 
For the pretest interview questions, posttest inten'ie\\ questions, and discipleship 
journal entries, the data was analyzed for recurring themes, words, or topics, and these 
responses were organized around the major categories that \\ere most prevalent in their 
responses. The three preset categories for which I looked \\'ere spiritual transfonnation, 
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selection, and instructional content. I also \\'atched for other categories that emerged in 
my analysis of their responses. I then identified patterns and connections among the 
categories. 
Ethical Procedures 
Participants signed a letter about infonned consent prior to the start of the 
ministry intencntion. Participants received a copy of the signed letter of infonned 
consent. I kept a copy of their signed letters in a locked box in a locked file cabinet. I 
identified participants only by a number, which I assigned in random order ( 1-10). 
The e-mail responses to the pretest and posttest intervie\\ questions \\ ere stored in 
a locked box inside a locked file cabinet in my study. The responses to the discipleship 
journals were also stored in a locked box inside a locked file cabinet in my study. 
CHAPTER 4 
FI~DI~GS 
Problem and Purpose 
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This study addressed the need for church leaders to help individuals in their 
congregations who are especially interested in spiritual growth beyond what nonnal 
church programs and services provide. Jesus' own strategy for discipleship \'aried from 
the contemporary model of his day in that he initiated the relationship \\ith his disciples. 
The ecclesiola in ecc/esia, the little church within the church, is a historical and biblical 
strategy for local church discipleship modeled after Christ's own ministry to the t\\ehe. 
The purpose of this study was to evaluate the spiritual transfonnation of 
participants resulting from a male selection-based ecclesiola in ecclesia in conjunction 
with a twelve-week sennon series at North Collins Wesleyan Church in North Collins, 
New York. 
Participants 
The subjects of this study were men of North Collins \\'esleyan Church. This 
group of ten was fonned as an all-male group from the church using purposeful selection. 
Participants ranged in age from their early 30s to their early 60s. I fonned the group 
initially in 2008, but one of the participants joined the group as recently as 2011. I 
selected participants who expressed a desire to grow, who were faithful in their Sunday 
worship attendance, and who were active in the church, in the community, and in their 
families. 
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Research Question #1 
The first research question was, "What was the participants' Ic\el of spiritual 
well-being before and after the intervention as measured by the Spiritual Well-Being 
Scale?" Participants responded to a pretest Spiritual Well-Being Scale and a posttest 
Spiritual Well-Being Scale. The Spiritual Well-Being Scale provided three scores: an 
overall score representing the participants' sense of well-being, a religiolls score 
representing the participants' sense of their relationship \\ith God, and an existel1fial 
score representing their satisfaction with their life circumstances. 
The pretest Spiritual Well-Being Scale sho\\ed that nine of the ten participants 
already had high overall spiritual well-being, which is considered 100 or more points out 
of 120 points. On the religious well-being portion of the assessment, all ten participants 
had a score of 50 or more points out of 60 points reflective of high religious spiritual 
well-being. On the existential well-being portion of the assessment, nine of the ten 
participants had a score of 50 or more points out of 60 points reflective of high existential 
spiritual wel1-being. The group's average pretest score showed that the group, on a 
whole, had high o\'('ra11, religious, and existential we11-being (see Table -l.t). 
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Table 4.1. Pretest Spiritual Well-Being Scale Results 
Participant Rcligious E \istential Total 
57.0 50.0 107.0 
2 59.0 50.0 109.0 
3 59.0 5"+.0 113.0 
..+ 55.0 50.0 I05.0 
5 5h.0 57.0 113.0 
6 57.0 "~.O 115.0 
7 5..+0 "+6.0 100.0 
8 50.0 ..+1.0 91.0 
9 5..+0 50.0 1 0..+ U 
10 52.0 54.0 106.0 
Group .\veragc 554 51.0 106.4 
The posttest Spiritual Well-Being Scale showed that, taking the group as a whole, 
all three categories measured by the instrument improved: religions \\ ell-being, 
existential well-being, and ovcrall spiritual well-being. Just as on thc pretest scorc, the 
group's average posttest score show cd that the group, on a whole, had high overall, 
religious, and existential \\·cll-being (scc Table "+.2). 
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Table .... 2. Posttest Spiritual Well-Being Scale Results 
Participan t Rcligious E \istcntial Total 
55.0 53.0 108.0 
) 5b.0 53.0 109.0 
-
3 5X.0 53.0 111.0 
-I bO.O 51.0 111.0 
5 56.0 58.0 1 1-1.0 
6 58.0 5b.0 11-+0 
7 49.0 51.0 107.0 
X -19.0 3-1.0 83.0 
9 5X.0 5-1 0 1120 
10 59.0 57.0 116.0 
Group A vcragc 5b.5 52.0 108.5 
Six of the ten participants had a positi\l? change in 0\ crall spiritual \\ ell-being. 
Half of the participants had a positive change for religious \\cll-being. Finally, sc\cn of 
the ten participants had a positive change in cxistential \ycll-being. The group on the 
whole experienced a positive change in terms of o\·crall, religious. and cxistential \\cll-
being from pretest to posttest (sec Table -+.3). 
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Table 4.3. Spiritual \Vell-Being Scale Change, Pre- to PosHest 
Participant Religious Existential Total 
+/- Change +/- Change t-_ Change 
-2.0 +3.0 -d.O 
2 -3.0 +3.0 +0.0 
3 -1.0 -1.0 -2.0 
..\ +5.0 +1.0 +6.0 
5 +0.0 +1.0 +1.0 
6 +1.0 -2.0 -1.0 
7 + 1.0 +5.0 +6.0 
8 -1.0 -7.0 -~.O 
9 -'-..\0 T4.0 ~ ~.O 
10 +7.0 +3.0 +10.0 
Group Average +1.1 + 1.0 -L 21 
Group Total +11.0 +10.0 ~21.0 
The majority of the change on the spiritual well-being scale. nineteen of twenty-
one points. came from three items: statements #6, #9. and # 16. Statement #6 was about 
feeling unsettled about the future, and the group improved most on their responses to this 
statement. Statement #9 was about the participant getting "strength and support from my 
God," and participant #10 had a very big improvement on this statement. Statement #16 
was about the participants' sense that life is full of conflict and stress. 
Every participant's score either stayed the same or improved on only three items 
on the instrument. All of the participants responded with the highest possible score on the 
pretest and posttest to statement #3, regarding the participants' sense of God's love and 
care. All participants also responded with the highest possible score on the pretest and 
posttest to statement #5, regarding the participants' belief that God cares and is concerned 
about his or her problems. All of the participants either had an improved score or stayed 
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the same for statement #17, a statement about how much the participants' enjoy a close 
rclationship with God. 
The men who participatcd in this study had an a\erage attendance rate, as a group, 
of 90 percent (sec Table -+.-+). and I compared thc participants' attendance rates to their 
changes in spiritual \\cll-being. I comparcd thc change in spiritual \\ell-bcing of those 
who ranked in the top half for combined attcndancc to those who ranked in the bottom 
half for combincd attendance. Thosc who rankcd in the top fi\e for attendance a\cragcd a 
combined rate of attendance for both Sunday worship and mid\\eek session attcndance of 
95 percent, and their spiritual well-being score increased by 30 points combined (see 
Table -+.5). By contrast, those who ranked in the bottom fi\C for attendance a\Craged a 
combined rate of attendance for both Sunday \\orship and midweek session attendance of 
84 percent, and their spiritual well-being score decreased by 8 points combined (see 
Table 4.6). None of the participants who rankcd in the top fi\e for attendance had a 
negati\c change in spiritual well-being. \\hile more than half of the participants who 
ranked in the bottom five for attendance had a negati\e change in spiritual well-bcing. 
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Table -'A. Attendance Rates for Participants 
Participant Sessions % Sundays % Overall % 
92 115 ~~ 
2 92 100 96 
3 92 ~.:; ~x 
-l 100 115 l)l 
5 83 92 88 
6 92 5-l 72 
7 92 100 96 
II 83 85 ~-l 
9 83 100 92 
10 100 100 100 
Group Average 91 88 90 
Table -'.5. Change in Spiritual \Vell-Being for the Participants Ranking in the Top 
Five for Attendance Wednesday Sessions and Sunday \Vorship 
Participant Attendance SWB Change 
10 100 10 pOints 
.2 96 o points 
7 96 6 points 
-l 9') 6 points 
9 92 ~ points 
Combined 95 30 points 
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Table 4.6. Change in Spiritual \\'ell-Being for the Participants Ranking in the 
Bottom Fin for Attendance \\'ednesday Sessions and Sunday \\'orship 
Participant 
3 
8 
6 
Combined 
Attendance % 
88 
88 
88 
8~ 
72 
8~ 
S\VB 
Change 
2 pomts 
-2 points 
1 points 
-8 pomts 
-I points 
-8 points 
While the group, as a whole, had \ery strong attendance rates, these figures show 
that those who had the best 0\ crall attendance rates benefitted the most from the mimstn 
intervention. The correlation between combined rate of attendance and change in spiritual 
well-being reveals one possible explanation for \\hy this positi\C change in spiritual \\ell-
being occurred. Chapter 5 explores this phenomenon in greater detail. 
Seven of ten participants experienced a positiw change in spiritual \\ ell-being. 
with four of those participants experiencing an increase in overall spiritual wel1-being of 
6 percent or more. The o\eral1 group a\erage represented an increased 0\ crall score, 
religious score, and existential score. These findings confirm that the ministry 
intervention had a positive impact on the participants' spiritual \\ell-being both when 
taking the group as a whole and for a majority of the participants. 
Research Question #2 
The second research question was, "How did being selected to be part of the 
ecclesiola in ecclesia impact the participants' spiritual transformation'?"' In their 
responses to the pretest survey, seven out of ten participants said being selected \\ould 
change the way they approached their attendance, preparation, and participation. In their 
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posttest responses, the number of participants \\ho said being selected made a difference 
in their participation increased to 8 of 10. 
Two participants ans\\'ered on both the pretest and posttest sUf\eys that being 
selected did not make a difference in their attendance. Hl)\\·ever. one of these t\\O men 
did not miss a single Sunday or midweek session. Therefore, in his case he could not 
become more committed than he already \\as. Prior to inviting this man to be a part of 
this group, howe\'er, I have no record of him attending any other Bible study class or 
small group (except for a membership class). so perhaps he has underestimated the power 
of selection in his own participation. 
In both the pretest and posttest surveys. all ten participants responded that the 
ecclesiola was more beneficial and more focused than other groups in \\'hich they had 
participated because it was a handpicked, closed group. In response to the question about 
hO\\' the group would be different if it \\'ere an open group or if participants self-selected, 
every participant referred to characteristics of the group that, in their \ie\\ . made it 
superior to other groups. They described how the design of this group increased 
"commitment," allowed participants to be more "candid." increased "the level of 
comfort," and made participants more willing to "open up" about their feelings and 
struggles. 
These men reported that being selected made the group better than it \\'ould ha\'e 
been otherwise. Knowing that each participant \\as handpicked made some of them feel 
honored to be chosen, it strengthened their sense of obligation to be prepared. to attend, 
and they reported that the nature of the group was radically different from other groups in 
which they had been participants as a result. These findings confirm that selecting 
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participants was a positi\'e aspect in the formation of the group, as the participants 
reported that being selected to participate in thc group was a significant strength for this 
type of group, 
Research Question #3 
The third research question was, "How did group interaction in the ecclesiola in 
ecclesia impact the participants' spiritual transformation?" In thcir responses to the 
pretest survey, all ten participants stated that they thought the group meetings and 
interactions would have a positive impact on their growth. Fi\'e participants referred to 
ho\\ hearing different perspectives or different points of \'iew was beneficial, and four 
participants referred to the confidentiality and closeness of the group, 
In a pretest questionnaire five of the ten participants said they c:\pectcJ to ha\c 
"significant intcractions" outside of Wednesday night sessions. Four other participants 
said they were not sure because of life circumstanccs, while one participant stated that he 
did not expect to ha\c time to interact \\'ith other group members outside of our group 
meetings. One of the participants noted that he could "feci a great bond among us" just in 
the way they greet one another on Sunday mornings. 
In their posttest response to the same question, six of the ten participants said 
relationships really did not extend beyond group time during the mil11stry intervention. In 
fact, the participant who had the largest increase in overall spiritual well-being \\'as the 
one who answered most emphatically that his relationship with the other participants did 
not extend beyond worship and group times because of life circumstances. I expected that 
the men who interacted together outside of the group sessions would have benefited more 
than those \\ho did not socialize together. One of the members of my research reflcction 
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team suggested that a possible explanation is that for those participants who did not haw 
time or opportunity for much socialization, the group provided a weekly opportunity for 
socialization. As a result, the group may have been e\'en more beneficial for those men 
who did not have time or opportunity to get together outside of the group times. 
When asked how the group would or did help them grow in the pretest and 
posttest surveys, the most common response was that it was beneficial to hear the 
perspectives of other members of the group. In their answers. participants referred to the 
benefit of hearing each other's points of view eight times. Participants also mentioned the 
benefit of having similar goals, experiences, and life situations seven times. Participants 
viewed the intimacy of the group as highly beneficial, speaking to the accountability of 
the group and the safety the group offered to open up with their o\\n feelings. referring to 
these aspects five times. Finally, the participants were encouraged by hearing how others 
faced challenges and struggles similar to their own, referring to such dynamics five 
times. 
The group reported that participants did not necessarily ha\'e a lot of interaction 
with each other outside of Sunday worship and group meetings. Participants did, 
however, report that belonging to the group caused them to interact together differently 
on Sunday mornings than they would have otherwise. Therefore. while the formation of 
the group by selection changed the group for the better. the group was not a clique. These 
findings show that selection did not necessarily increase the quantity of interaction 
outside of the group context but did improve the quality of the group's interactions within 
their meetings times and during Sunday worship. The participants were clear that they 
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expcrienced a \cry strong scnse of belonging for this group, and thc most plausible 
explanation for me is that is because participants were handpicked to a closed group. 
Research Question #4 
The fourth research question was. "How did the content of the reading matcrials. 
teaching, and discussion impact thc participants' spiritual transfonnation?" The 
participants' weekly journal responses were most beneficial in relation to this question. I 
recei\'Cd a total of seventy-five responses to the journal questions out of a possible 120 
total. Three participants (#1. #2. and #3) responded to all t\\"c!\c weekly journals, and 
four participants (#5. #8, #9, and #10) responded to halfofthc journals or less. 
As I was initially reviewing the participants' responscs to the discipleship journal 
questions, I struggled to categorize their responses and worried initially that their journal 
responses would not contribute toward my research. Then, after several wccks of rcading 
their responses. I realized that participants \\crc not differentiating among the sennon, the 
discussion, and the reading materials in their responses. The participants focused their 
journal responses on how they were app(1'ing thc \\cekly theme, not on the \\ay they were 
recei\ing the content (i.e., the sennon, reading matcrials. and group discussions). 
While trying to discover the role that the reading materials, teaching/preaching, 
and group discussion played in the spiritual transfonnation of the participants, the 
participants were surprisingly silent. Having already established that the ministry 
intervention resulted in an overall improvement of spiritual \\"ell-being for the 
participants, the participants~ infrequent use of the words sermon, message, book, guide, 
reading, or articles in their journal responses seems improbable. The study guide 
contained the Scripture readings and articles for each scssion, yet four of the ten 
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participants neyer referred to the group's study guide in their journal responses. Likewise. 
four of ten participants also never referred to the group discussion of the Scripture and 
articles in their journal responses. Most surprisingly, eight of the ten participants did not 
refer to the sermon in their journal responses until the last journal entry. During the final 
journal entry, three participants referred to the sermons for the first time. but half of the 
group (five often) never referred to the sermons in their weekly journal responses. 
At first figuring out how to categorize their responses was difficult, but then I 
realized that they were not v .. Titing their responses in terms of what aspect was most 
significant. Nine out of the ten participants referred at least once to the content in the 
form of either the study guide, or the preaching/teaching, or the group discussion, yet 
their focus was on growth and personal application, just as I had hoped. The participants' 
focus on personal growth could be interpreted as a sign that the group \\as more focused 
on self than on Christ. However. personal reflections are to be expected since these 
responses were recorded in the context of a journal. 
I conducted a phrase analysis of their journal responses, searching for the most-
often used three-word phrases in their journal responses. I discovered that the five most 
frequently occurring phrases in their journal responses were "I need to" (eighteen times). 
"in my life" (sixteen times), "how do I" (ten times), "to be a" (ten times). and "to be 
more" (ten times). All of the uses of the phrases "I need to," "how do 1," and "to be 
more" were used in statements about personal application, while participants used the 
phrases "in my life" and "to be a" in statements about personal application fourteen of 
sixteen times and seven of ten times respectively. The fact that the five most often used 
phrases in their weekly journal responses were focused on statements about personal 
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application rc\cals how thc participants \\crc actively applying thc \\cckly content to 
their own lin:s. This phrase analysis rcinforces that their responses \\'crc focuscd on 
pcrsonal application but not in a self-ccntered or narcissistic way. If thc most used 
phrascs \\crc statcmcnts such as "in my opinion" or "I think that," thcn I would bc more 
inclined to say thesc responses were simply self-centered. The phrase analysis, hO\\c\cr, 
reveal cd that the participants \\crc most often using self-critiquing phrascs. 
In thc group discussions, the men readily shared what thcy had lcarned from 
outside sources in search for historical background, explanations in commentarics. 
geographical information, and morc as they rcsearched above and bcyond thc study guide 
I had given them. This unexpected dynamic made the group discussions cspecially 
informati\'c and re\'caled their dcsire to learn and understand. The group was not contcnt 
to acquire information, however. In their journal rcsponses, they madc :2 7 5 refcrcnccs to 
pcrsonal application and only fifty refercnces to thc content itsclf, for a ratio of 5 l;2 
application references to cvery onc reference to contcnt. For instance. aftcr thc third 
session about "Jesus with the Worried Parent," the men \\ rotc in thcir journals about their 
rclationships with their fathers and children and \\'hat kind of fathcrs they should be in 
Christ. Participants' only made a fcw references to the passages of the week, but their 
responses revealed how they were contemplating deeply personal areas of their lives. In 
the group discussions, their emphasis was focuscd on understanding and contemporary 
application. In their journal responses, the emphasis \\'as on personal application, but it 
was substantive, not superficial. 
The group discussions and the participants' responscs to the instruments made 
clear that the way they were applying the content to their ]j\'CS \\as influenced by thc 
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sermon (that the sennon often tied the articles, Scripture, and discussion together). The 
men did not exhibit a tendency to use their journal responses or the group discussion as a 
time for sennon analysis. Instead, their responses showed that they understood the theme 
of the week (covered hy the study guide, sennon, and discussion) but that their responses 
were about application of the content, not the methods by which the content \vas 
delivered. 
Summary of :\Iajor Findings 
This study produced some significant findings: 
1. The material in the study and sennons was Christ centered, and the participants 
became increasingly Christ centered in their instrument responses. 
2. The greatest predictor of change in overall spiritual \\ell-being was the 
participants" overall attendance rate for both Sunday worship and midweek sessions. 
3. The multifaceted fonnat of the study resulted in a high rate of personal 
application by integrating personal study, group discussion, and preaching. 
-+. Participants stated that making the group a handpicked, closed group made the 
group significantly stronger than groups of other styles and intensified their experience. 
CHAPTER 5 
DISCUSSIO:\ 
'Iajor Findings 
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This study addressed the need for church leaders to call together a handpicked, 
closed group of disciples in their local church similar to Jesus' own group of twch c 
disciples. The ecclesiola in ecclesia, the little church \\ithin the church, is a historical and 
biblical strategy for local church discipleship modeled after Jesus' selection of the twch'C 
from among the crowds. 
The purposc of this study was to evaluate the spiritual transformation of 
participants resulting from a selection-based ecclesiola in ecclesia in conjunction with a 
twch'c-week sermon series at North Collins Wcsleyan Church in North Collins, ~cw 
York. 
Christ-Centered Content 
The contcnt of the sermons, the reading materials, and the group discussions wcre 
all focused on Jesus of Nazareth. I made the intentional decision to make Jesus as a 
person the focus of the content rather than his teaching or his miraclcs. I approached this 
series by stating that a good way to get to know someone's personality and values is by 
spending time with them in a variety of contexts with a variety of people. This study, 
likewise, approached Jesus with thc same attitude of exploration and inquiry, observing 
him as he interacted with a variety of people in a variety of contexts. The title of both the 
sermon series and the study guide that I provided for the participants was Walking H'ifh 
Jesus, and while each week focused on Jesus' interaction with a different person, Jesus 
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was always treated as the person of primary significance in each passage, and 
discipleship was the recurring emphasis for personal application. 
In their journal responses, the participants reflected that the series \\'as gi\ing 
them or reinforcing for them a Christ-centered theology. Responses referred to God 115 
times, excluding tenns such as God's Word, kingdom of God, child of God, and armor oj 
God. and named Jesus or Christ 12~ times. These totals sho\\ that their use of God versus 
Jesus Christ is \'ery similar on the \\hole throughout the journals. 
A significant change emerged, hO\\'C\'Cf, when comparing their first six journal 
entries to their final six journal entries. Participants used the name God sixty times in 
their first six journal entries, and fifty-five times in their final six journal entries. meaning 
that the use of the name God decreased by 8 percent in the second half of the study. By 
contrast, participants used the names Jesus or Christ fifty times in their first six journal 
entries, and seventy-five times in their final six journal entries. meaning that the use of 
the names Jesus or Christ increased by 53 percent in the second half of the study. 
The participants' increased references to Christ also came \\ith an increased sense 
of commitment to Christ. In one of the final weeks, the content of the sennon, reading, 
and group discussion focused on the difference between Jesus' disciples and the crowds 
that surrounded him during his ministry, or the fans and thefollmrers of Christ as I 
described them in my preaching and discussion with the group. That week participant #3 
wrote in his journal, "For most of my life I was a fan, even though I accepted Jesus into 
my heart and believed in Him, I was still a fan. Today I am a follower." Participant #2 
\\Tote that he believed God's purpose for having him be a part of the ecclesiola was so 
that he would "be a follower of Jesus not just a fan. To change my life completely." 
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These responses sho\\" thcsc participants \\cre not just acquiring information by 
participating in this group; they \\"ere experiencing spiritual transformation. 
Participant #4 wrote about the most significant change for him through the study: 
[I]n the beginning I always had in the back of my mind I wasn't a good 
enough christian [sic] to call myselfa follower of Christ. No\\" that I ha\e 
seen ... that alot [sic] of the other guys struggle with the same issues I do. 
That's very comforting. 
For these participants the ecclesiola was not a group where they were just learning morc 
information about Jesus, but a place where they were learning ho\\ to follo\\ Jesus \\ith 
other like-minded men, while discovering more about Jesus and the demands of 
discipleship along the journey. 
In Chapter I I shared Packer's diagnosis that immature Christians exist in the 
church because they have only experienced a miniature God (Knowing God 12). Stott 
refined Packer's assessment, saying that churches havc shallow, immature Christians 
because they only have a shallow, incomplete Christ (Radical Disciple ~2--n). Stott 
states that an authentic vision of Jesus is an essential component for developing mature 
Christian disciples (45). Therefore, discipleship is not a matter of leadership de\clopment 
or personal fulfillment. Discipleship is about discovering, learning about, learning from, 
and following Jesus of \lazareth, while becoming more like him. 
Jones says, "Christianity is Christ. ... We don't begin with God, and \\c don't 
begin with man, we begin with the God-Man and from Him we work out to God, and 
from Him we work down to man" (Word Became Flesh 5). Discipleship begins by 
looking for Christ because Jesus is "thc image of the invisible God, the firstborn over all 
creation" (Col. I: 15). Jesus himself said, "1 am thc way and the truth and the life. No one 
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comes to the Father except through me" (John 1-l:6). Christian discipleship, therefore. 
begins with Christ because he is the path both to fulfillment and the Father. 
Spiritual growth is possible without a Christ-centered study, but I belieye a 
Christ-centered study is more likely to result in spiritual growth. The participants' 
increased references to Christ represent a significant step of Christian discipleship. The 
participants did not just experience a shift in terminology but most importantly a shift in 
their 0\\11 relationships with Christ. Christ-centered teaching can take place in many 
\'aried programs within a local church, but one of the benefits of a selected, closed group 
ecclesiola in ecclesia of this format is that it can offer unique conditions to intensify the 
difficult work of discipleship. I belieye a correlation exists between the group's dramatic 
increased uses of the names of Christ and the spiritual growth that these men 
experienced. 
Strong Correlation of Combined Attendance and Spiritual Growth 
I compared the participants' rankings in terms of positi\e change in their spiritual 
well-being score to many different factors trying to find the strongest correlation, I 
compared their change in spiritual well-being to factors such as age, attendance rate for 
Sunday worship, attendance rate for the midweek sessions. rate of response to the weekly 
journal questions, as well as their pretest and posttest spiritual well-being scores, In the 
end, the greatest predictor of the participants' positive change in spiritual well-being was 
their combined rate of attendance for both Sunday worship and the midweek sessions. 
The correlation between a person's combined rate of attendance and change in 
spiritual well-being is significant both in what it reveals among the participants of the 
group and also in comparing their rates of attendance to the general population of North 
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Collins Wesleyan Church. During the thirteen Sundays of the ministry intc[\cntion thc 
participants attended Sunday \\'orship at a ratc of 88 percent, while the attendancc rate for 
the church as a whole during the same pcriod of time \\as 47 percent. During the t\\cl \e 
Wednesdays of the group's midweek scssions. thc participants attended the midweek 
sessions at a rate of 91 percent, and the average for other similar small groups (open and 
closed groups) was 65 percent. The ecclesiola could have had such a better rate of 
attendance in part since I selected them because of their acti\'c participation in the life of 
the church. However, the data shows that. even among those I had selected, those with 
the strongest attendance rates benefitted the most. 
The correlation between combined rate of attendance and change in spiritual \\ cll-
being is also noteworthy in comparing the rate of attrition for the ecclesiola group to the 
rate of attrition to other similar groups at North Collins Wesleyan Church. In other closed 
groups within North Collins Wesleyan Church whcre participants had self-selected to 
participate, 9 percent of self-selected participants for other groups nc\ er attended a single 
session, and an additional 18 percent of participants dropped out of the groups (missing 
the final one-third of all sessions). In total, '27 percent of participants of other similar 
groups who were self-selected as participants dropped out of the group at one time or 
another after signing up and purchasing the reading materials. By contrast, the 
participants of the ecclesiola in ecclesia group were gi\'en their materials for free, and not 
a single participant dropped out of the group. 
The fact that combined attendance was a better predictor of change in spiritual 
well-being than attendance for midweek sessions or attendance of Sunday worship 
reinforces the idea that the ecclesiola is stronger for being connected to the local church 
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md that the local church is made stronger by a small group of men who attend Sunday 
.vorship at a rate of 88 percent, and are growing spiritually. The discovery of this 
:orrelation is also important in addressing a chief criticism of the ecclesiola in ecclesia. 
Jne of the main criticisms of the ecclesiola is that detractors see it as an attempt to 
;eparate the "weeds from the wheat" (Matt. 13:24-30) or to separate the "sheep from the 
~oats" (Matt. 25:31-46). However, the goal of the ecclesiola and local church 
iiscipleship is not to eliminate the weeds or the goats but to nurture and cultivate the 
Nheat and to increase the total harvest of wheat (Willard, Renovation 2-1-5). Since Jesus 
;poke against separating weeds from the wheat and yet called together his o\\n select 
p-oup of disciples, he apparently did not see one as contradicting the other. 
These findings affirm that the ecclesiola in ecclesia is not intended to be a 
novement that splits off from a local church, instead, it is intended to be a movement 
aking place within the context of a local church. The ecclesiola is not intended as a way 
o purify the church, split off from the church, or elevate certain church members 0\ er 
)thers. The ecclesiola is meant to be a strong nucleus around which a local church can 
ievelop, helping to maintain the health and vitality of the whole. Wesley's goal with 
~arly Methodism was not the creation of a new institution but increasing the depth of the 
~xisting institution (Henderson, Model 45). The ecclesiola is a way to introduce new life 
nto the makeup of a local church, to offset stagnation, to nurture vitality and the spiritual 
lealth of the church as a whole (61). 
These findings affirm that, at least for these ten participants, their attendance in 
he midweek session made their Sunday worship attendance more beneficial, and their 
~unday worship attendance made the midweek session more beneficial. Therefore, I 
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)eliew that these findings affirm the goal of the ecclesio/a not to break off from the local 
:hurch but to be dependent on and vitally connected to the local church. 
~Iultifaceted Format and a High Rate of Personal Application 
The format of the ministry intervention integrated personal study, group 
Iiscussion, and the preaching of Sunday worship. Jesus frequently addressed cro\\ds. 
~roups. or individuals but then later \\ ent on to answer his disciples' questions or to 
:xplain himself in greater detail to them (Matt. 13: 10,36; 17: 19; 19:23; Mark -+: 10.3-+: 
7: 17; 9:2:-<: 10: 10, 32: 12:43; Luke 8:9; 12: 1; John 9:2). In addition to imitating Christ's 
:xample of selecting disciples by selecting the men who would participate in the 
>cdesio/a, I also wanted to imitate his style of explaining \\hat he said publically \\ hen 
IC gathered privately with the twelve by connecting my Sunday preaching to the reading 
naterials and group discussion of the ecclesio/a. 
One of the biggest surprises of thc ministry intervention was the group's 
)reference for the sequence of reading, followed by group discussion, follO\\ed lastly by 
he sermon. The original plan for the first six \\ccks was to ha\'e the group meet to 
Iiscuss the readings on Wednesday night and then for a sermon to be deli vered on that 
;ame topic the following Sunday. Then, for the final six \\ccks. the sermon \\ould come 
irst, with the discussion on the readings taking place on the ncxt Wednesday. However, 
llmost as soon as we moved the sermon to the start of the weekly cycle, the group 
:xpressed their preference for having the sermon come last. 
As the preacher, I enjoyed having the chance to discuss both the Scripture and the 
opic of my sermon with a group of people before preaching on it. In several cases. their 
luestions and curiosities redirected my focus and helped me realize the things about 
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\\hich people in the congregation might be curious, \\'here they might stnlggJc to 
understand something, as \\cll as what questions a topic or passage would raisc. I thought 
that having group discussion follow the public teaching \\'as more in keeping \\ith Jcsus' 
example with the twelvc, but as a preacher I thought I would enjoy \\Tcstling \\ith a 
passage and a topic with a group of other men before I preached on it. For the 
participants, I thought some of the men would enjoy the chance to discuss the sem10n, 
raise questions, or to challenge the content of the sermon, Ho\\'\?\er, in our group 
discussion about it, some confessed that they felt hearing the sermon first took a\\ay the 
challenge and joy of discovering meaning in the Scripture and articles on their own, and 
that their attention to the reading materials \\aned by having the sermon come first. 
While the group was not unanimous in this opinion, the consensus \\ as that the 
group preferred to be able to discuss the reading materials before hearing a semlOl1 about 
them, So after just two weeks of having the sermon come before the discussion, the group 
decided to switch back to having the sermon first. In order to accommodate for this 
scheduling change, we discussed sessions nine and ten together, and then added a 
thirteenth Sunday sermon into the series, as \\cll as a thirteenth session and reading 
materials. 
The challenge for me, as the preacher. was to make the discussion meaningful 
without giving away too much of the sermon in advance. Facilitating a meaningful 
discussion was easier for me before preaching than to facilitate a discussion based in part 
on a sermon I had already preached. In some ways preaching and then having a 
discussion felt like telling a joke after a person has already given away the punch line. 
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As I noted in Chapter -L most of the men in the ecclesiola group did not mention 
the sennon in their journal responses. In my dual role as both the rcsearcher and the 
preacher I wish that the participants had talked frequently about the sennons in their 
journals. I belicve their infrequent remarks on the sennons, hem cver, rc\cal a strength of 
this fonnat. In Chapter 3 I stated my hypothesis that if a group met for discussion after 
the sennon had been preached that the sennon would become the focus. I also stated my 
hypothesis that, by having the group meet to discuss the passages of Scripture before thc 
preaching of the sennon, I believed Scripture, personal application, and spiritual 
transfonnation \vould become the focus. 
I believe the comments of participant #6 capture the sentiment scveral members 
cxpressed about the scnnons: 
The weekly message is always good, but the 13 \\ ccks of our study 
coinciding with it greatly enhanced m)' understanding on Sunday 
mornings. I felt as though I has a "cheat shcet'" that allo\\'ed me insight 
into the Sunday message. It helped me to retain and understand our topics 
much greater than a single study session seemed to do. 
I belie\C the data, and the group's strong preference for having their discussion take place 
before the sennon establishes that my hypothesis was correct. In addition, in their journal 
responses for the final sessions, several participants mentioned the sermons. 
This fonnat focuses the participants' attention on the content multiple times 
throughout the week, rather than just on the day of discussion, or during the deli\Cry of 
the sennon. Delivering the content in three different fonnats throughout the week may 
have taken into account different learning styles that are present in every group. I believe 
this type of fonnat for a group study not only imitates Christ's teaching style but also 
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increases the likelihood that participants will grasp the content and mO\c to personal 
application. 
Strength of a Select, Closed Group 
As I described in Chapter 4, thc number of participants who said that being 
selected made a positive difference in their level of participation and preparation 
increased from scwn out of ten participants to cight out of ten. Participant # 10 \\3S one 
of the two participants who said being selected did not make a difference for him, and he 
was the only participant who had perfect attendance for both the midweek sessions and 
Sunday \\orship during the ministry intervention. He stated, "An open group \\ ould be 
impossible to keep on task and focused. Being focused and accountable is crucial to 
achieving an ultimate goal. Walking with Jesus is not a part time job, it demands our full 
and focused attention all the time." Therefore, he, like the rest of the participants, said 
that the group was stronger for being a handpicked, closed group. 
Participant #1 \\Tote. "I was honored to bc asked." Participant #3 \\Tote that he 
believed God's purpose for having him be a part of the ecclesiola \\as "to build a better 
[man] in Jesus." Participant #2 wrote, ,,] am very thankful that I was invited to be part of 
this group and this walk with Jesus." Participant #7 wrote that he belic\cd ''\ve are being 
used for a special purpose by God." Participants #6 and #9 both said that being selected 
made them feel more of an "obligation" to participate fully. 
In the first century people would typically consider an assortment of different 
rabbis and then choose one to follow (Ogden, Transforming Discipleship 80). Jesus, 
however, reinvented the discipleship practices of the day for his followers (Wilkins, 
Fol/Olring the ,\foster 93). Unlike other rabbis. Jesus utilized selection as an integral 
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aspect of his method of discipleship. While many disciples followed Jesus at their own 
initiati\'e, Jesus' initiated the master-disciple relationship with the twelve, and hc 
personally selected them to be his disciples (Willard, "Discipleship" 2·D). Despite Jesus' 
use of selection in his ministry, selection is largely ignored in local church ministry in 
favor of voluntary involvement. However, just as a majority of participants and the group 
as a whole experienced a positive change spiritual well-being, a majority of participants 
stated that one of the things that caused the group to be transformational for themsel YCS 
was being selected. Selection itself may not have been transformational, but it at least 
was helpful in creating a transformational environment within the group. Therefore, as 
this case study reveals, selecting participants can produce transformational outcomes. 
The Lord chose or called Adam, Noah, Moses, David, Jonah, and the disciples, 
among others, so that from the beginning to the end of Scripture, the Lord calls people. 
The call of God, however, is not primarily action or activity, a call to tum to God 
(Guinness 31). At the root of the Greek word for an assembly or a gathering, ecclesia, is 
the verb call, so that the call of God is fundamental to the nature of the church itself 
(Peterson, Practice Resurrection 170). Therefore, a ministry that utilizes selection 
recognizes that the Lord calls and that the church is the fellowship of the called. 
Selecting participants is not an insignificant ingredient for Christian discipleship. 
Selecting participants intensifies group fellowship and increases the likelihood of 
spiritual transformation. A pastor can select a number of people from a congregation to 
form an ecclesiola in ecclesia, knowing that he or she is simply following the example of 
Christ with the twelve, and as this case study has shown, this type of handpicked small 
group makes a difference in the lives of those who participate. 
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Implications of the Findings 
The purpose of this research \yas to c\aluate the spiritual transformation of 
participants resulting from a selection-bascd ecclesiola in ecclesia in conjunction with a 
thirteen-\ycck sermon series at North Collins Wesleyan Church in North Collins, ~c\y 
York. Six participants exhibited c\idence of spiritual grO\\lh through an increascd 
spiritual well-being score. Two additional participants stated plainly that thcir 
invoh'ement in the ecclesiola in these twelvc weeks was transformati\c Therefore. eight 
of the ten participants cxperienced noticeable spiritual transformation as a result of this 
ecclesiola. E\"en the remaining two participants, who did not explicitly display c\idence 
of spiritual growth in either their spiritual well-being scores or their joumal responscs. 
stated clearly that the format of the group made them "more opcn to gro\\ th" (participant 
#6) and an awareness that "God knows I need to become more like him" (participant #8). 
Several factors werc involyed in creating the conditions for this gro\\1h to take 
place. First, participants \\cre handpicked. The group reported that being selected by the 
pastor to participate made a positi\"c difference in the involvement. commitment, and the 
intimacy of the group, while the act of being selected also bestO\\cd a sense of honor on 
the participants. Second, the group was a closed group. Any handpicked group would 
most likely have to be a closed group, but the participants responded that kno\\"ing that 
the group was going to be the same every \\'eek made them more comfortable and more 
willing to be transparent in group discussions. Third, the content of the ecclesiola study 
was related to the Sunday sermon. The data revealed that the participants who had the 
best combined rate of attendance for Sunday worship and the midweek sessions 
experienced the greatcst increase in spiritual wcll-being, sho\\"ing that the connection to 
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the sermon made the reading materials and group discussion more beneficial and that the 
reading materials and group discussion made the Sunday sermons more beneficial. 
Finally, the content of the study was Christ centered, and the participants' used Christ-
centered tem1inology in greater frequency in the second half of the study compared to the 
first half of the study. 
Jesus told his disciples to "make disciples" (Matt. 28: 19). but contemporary 
discipleship practices largely ignore how Jesus himself made disciples. Whereas I have 
generally offered programs and waited for people to attend \oluntarily. Jesus took the 
initiati \e and selected people. The purpose of this research was to explore what \\ould 
happen if someone tried to make disciples Jesus' way. While clearly a variety of factors 
were invoh·ed. and any combination of these factors could potentially produce beneficial 
results, these findings show that putting all of these factors together made for an 
especially strong group experience. In the case of the ten participants in this study. these 
factors together produced significant spiritual growth in just thirteen weeks. Therefore, I 
believe that this type of ecclesiola in ecclesia could be utilized in nearly any local church 
setting and produce similarly beneficial results. 
Limitations of the Study 
While I believe that a select group is by its very nature a closed group, my 
questions about the nature of the group ne\er separated those factors. I belie\"C asking the 
participants to separate the issue of a closed group from the issue of selection specifically 
might provide interesting insights from participants. In hindsight I would have been more 
deliberate in separating these factors. 
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The participants provided \ery valuable responses in their journals and survey 
responses, but one-on-one intervie\\s of each participant at the end of the process \\ould 
have been beneficial. Throughout the intervention I recei\ed unsolicited comments from 
the spouses of se\'eral of the participants describing the changes they ha\e obsef\ed in 
their husbands. In hindsight, having a formal \\ay of gathering those sorts of impressIOns 
could have been insightful, as well. 
One of the biggest challenges I encountered \\as the difficulty of accurately 
assessing spiritual growth. Therefore, it would have been beneficial to find or create a 
multi-faceted way of assessing spiritual growth. Perhaps a mixed-methods style of 
assessment, gathering both quantitative data from an instrument like the spiritual \\ell-
being scale, as \\ell as qualitative data from journal responses \\ould be helpful in 
accurately assessing spiritual growth. 
Finally, I belie\'e that the journal responses could have been more beneficial if 
they had been d[{lerent sets of questions e\'el)' \\eek. I chose to ha\e the journal questions 
be the same for ease of analysis and to provide an open-ended space for reflection. 
Having different questions every week would have made the process of analyzing their 
responses much more laborious, but I wonder if e\en stronger responses would ha\'e 
emerged, and if some of the participants would have had a better rate of response to the 
weekly journal questions with six new questions e\'ery week. 
Unexpected Obsenations 
I began my research wanting to find a model for church membership that could be 
used as a discipleship tool. The problem with membership, though, is that it is voluntary 
and people self-select to become members who mayor may not have pure intentions and 
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who mayor may not be interested in discipleship. In the process of researching a way to 
tum church membership into a discipleship tool I discovered the ecclesio/a in eccles iLl. 
As I began to implement it in my o\\n ministry, I realized that the £!cc/esio/a in ecclesia 
had significant potential, which is cssentially thc opposite of voluntary membership. In 
the end I belie\e the £:'cclesio/a achievcs what I had hoped a discipleship-driwn model for 
church membership would accomplish: It works against institutionalization, encouragcs 
transformation of character into Christlikeness, and is dependent on a rich, \'ital 
connection to the local church. The ecclesio/a itself and the significance of selection 
were, for me, \"Cry much unexpected observations. 
I incorporated the spiritual \\cll-being scale as a quantitati\ c measure of spiritual 
growth at the recommendation of my dissertation committee. Thc spiritual \\ell-being 
scale was a very helpful instrument in this project, both in re\ca1ing that the group as a 
whole experienced an increased spiritual \\cll-being after the intenention, as \\ell as my 
previous major finding a correlation existed bet\\ een attendance and spiritual gnmth. I 
had not initially planned on a quantitative measure of spiritual growth. ho\\c\·cr. becausc 
I believed spiritual growth could not be measured or \\ cighed. As I compared how the 
participants described their own spiritual growth in their written responses to their 
changes on the spiritual well-being scale. I discovered that the participants' own sense of 
spiritual growth \\crc not always reflected by their change of score on the spiritual well-
being scale. I am not sure that the participants' journals re\"eal an inaccuracy of the 
spiritual well-being scale. but I do believe this discovcry sencs to highlight the 
multifaceted nature of spiritual growth. 
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Some participants' written responses described significant grO\\th and 
transformation \\hile their spiritual \\ ell-being scores re\caled decline or no change at all. 
Participant #2 wrote, "This group has been a wonderful inspiration to mc and helped me 
immensely in my walk with Jesus." Participant #2' s spiritual \\'ell-being score. hO\\ e\er. 
remained static \\hen comparing his pretest score to his posttest score. despite the 
inspiration and help he received by being a part of the ecclesiola. Like\\ise, participant #3 
said in his final two journal entries, "These last fcw weeks have created a transformation 
in my heart and soul," and, "This journey we have been on has been life changing." 
respecti\'ely. Despite his sense of transformation and positive change, participant #3 's 
spiritual well-being score declined by two points from his pretest score to his posttest 
score, indicating to me that the spiritual well-being scale is a helpful but incomplete 
assessment for measuring spiritual growth. 
After reading their statements about their o\vn percei \'ed sense of spiritual gro\\th. 
I was surprised that participants #1 and #2 each experienced a negati\e change on their 
religious well-being score and either no change or a decline in their overall score. In 
addition, participants #2 and #3 were two of only three participants \\'ho responded to all 
of the weekly journal questions. After observing their self-discipline in completing the 
journal responses every week, I had expected that their additional time spent applying 
and reflecting on the materials would result in a positive change of spiritual \\ ell-being or 
that they had been responding to the journal questions more than other participants 
because they were growing more than the other participants. 
Other participants' written responses described a struggle \\'ith a sense of 
stagnation \\hile their spiritual well-being scores revealed significant gro\\th, Participant 
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#4. in his journal for the se\'enth session. \\Tote that he felt he was "not getting as much 
as everyone dse is." yet his spiritual \\ell-being score increased by 6 points. or a 6-
percent increase in his score. Similarly, participant #7 wrote in his final journal entry. "I 
don't feel I grc\\ spiritually during this session as compared to others." and used the \\ ord 
"stale" to describe ho\\ he felt. Participant tt7·s spiritual \\cll-being score increased by 6 
points or 7 percent. Participants #..J. and tn both described a sense of stagnated growth. 
yet they were tied for having the third best increases in spiritual \\ell-being in the \\hole 
group. I \\as surprised to see that their spiritual \\ell-being scores improved so 
dramatically after reading their statements about their apparent sense of spiritual 
stagnation. The disparity between participants' \\fitten responses and their spiritual \\c1J-
being scores revealed to me ho\\ often spiritual growth is unnoticed by the person \\ho is 
experiencing it and how in this case the spiritual \\ ell-being scale \\as helpful in 
uncovering growth that the participant would not have othen\ ise self-reported. 
Assessing or quantifying a person's Ie\ eJ of spiritual gro\\th is \ery difficult. 
Individuals may inaccurately assess their own degree of gro\\1h, and a tool for assessing 
spiritual growth may fail to represent accurately all of the nuances involved in spiritual 
gro\\th. Therefore. taking into account all of the factors involved in spiritual gro\\,th and 
assessing spiritual growth using a multifaceted approach would be most beneficial. 
Recommendations 
My first recommendation, in the words of Foster, is to "let us do all we can to 
develop the ecclesiola in ecclesia- 'the little church within the church'" ("Spiritual 
Formation Agenda" 5). I would be interested to see what could happen across a variety of 
church settings if this model was implemented in other churches. I belieyc that a church 
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can exist \\ithout it but that most pastors, and the participants they select, \\ould find 
great fulfillment and benefit from it. 
My second recommendation is to ask more specific questions when assessing 
spiritual gro\\th. Beginning a study by asking participants to identity areas in their lives 
where they belic\c they need to grow or \\'hcrc they \\ould likc to grow could yield 
interesting results. Then the pastor or group leader could keep those areas in mind and 
would be able to target those areas in teaching, materials, and discussion. In physical 
rehabilitation the exercises match needs of the patient, so, especially in the contcxt of a 
select group of individuals, targeting certain areas where participants \\ould likc to gro\\ 
is logical. One-on-one intervic\\'s would be helpful in assessing indi\idual growth and 
areas for needed growth. Intcrviews would also makc assessing hO\l' or lIthe participants 
believe they have grown in those areas as a result of teaching, group discussion, and 
personal application. 
My third recommendation is to create a multifaceted \\ay of asscssing spiritual 
growth. I propose the creation of mixed-methods design for asscssing spiritual growth 
that would gather data using an instrument such as the Spiritual Well-Being Scale while 
also utilizing open-ended journal responses, as \\cll as gathering anecdotal descriptions 
by a family member or close friend of the participant. I believc that combining these 
sources of data, as well as possibly others, would provide a well-rounded tool that could 
take into greater account all of the nuances involved in spiritual growth. 
My fourth recommendation would be to interview church members to see what 
they think about the pastor working with a select group for the purposes of discipleship. 
In my church setting, I ha\c spoken about thc group \\ith my local board of 
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administration, and my district superintendent is a member of my Research Reflection 
Team, but I have chosen not to try and draw too much attention to thc group. 1 do not 
believe hard fcelings \\ould arise about the group, and in fact e\ cry person in the church 
who knows about thc group and is not a participant has told me that they not only fecI 
that the pastor ha\ing a group like this is perfcctly appropriate, but that thcy are even 
encouraged to know that it exists. 1 belie\'c the ecclesiola introduces a good thing into the 
church, and that no real benefit would come from drawing undue attention to it, but 
certain risks are attached to any attention it would receive. Therefore, 1 recommend 
polling church members to discover their reaction to a select group gathcred by the pastor 
for discipleship. 
My fifth recommendation would be to assess the health of any churches \\'hcre the 
ecclesiola exists. One of the goals of the ecclesiola is to serve as a nucleus to fight 
against institutionalization and stagnation. Having established that the ecclesiola benefits 
its own participants, research into \\'hethcr it does. in fact, benefit the local church \\"ould 
be an appropriate next step to this research. 
Finally, a recommendation for future study would be to conduct a case study of a 
selected, closed ecclesiola in ecclesia group from the very formation of the group since 
this project assessed a group that had already been formed for several years. I believe 
conducting this research \\ith a preexisting group was beneficial because they understood 
that the group had not been created for the purpose of the research but that the group 
existed before the research and would continue to exist when the research was complete. 
Nonetheless, participant #5 said he felt a bit like a "lab rat" because of the surveys, 
journals, and assessments. I would think more of the participants \\ould feel the \\'ay 
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participant #5 did if thc group started with the research component being a part of it, and 
that the research format could negatively affect the chemistry of the group. Howe\er. 
research conducted with a newly formed group could produce different results. 
Postscript 
This dissertation asked what would happen if a pastor imitated Jesus model of 
selecting disciples and his practice of discussing with his disciples what he said to the 
crowds. The e\'idence says that spiritual growth is one of the results of imitating Jesus' 
model, and my own testimony is that discovering the ecclesiola has changed my life and 
ministry. This dissertation, especially the content of Chapter 2, describes the journey that 
caused me to discover the ecclesiola and become convinced of its usefulness for the local 
church. I believe other pastors and congregations would benefit from creating a little 
church within the local church, and that as Wesley used his select society as a pool of 
leaders from which he could deploy nc\\ leaders (Henderson, .\fodeI123), a \vell-selected 
ecclesiola could serve the same capacity in a local church. 
In 2004 I took a Wesle:van Theology course at Northeastern Seminary. I \\'ould not 
have considered myself Wesleyan as I began that course, but as I read dozens of John 
Wesley's sermons and a countless number of Charles Wesley's hymns, I realized that the 
Wesleyan tradition was where I belonged and that I had found my theological home. By 
the end of that semester, I had already begun to inquire about churches within the 
Wesleyan tradition and eventually began the process of joining The Wesleyan Church. 
Therefore, my discovery of the ecclesiola was the next step in my discovery of the 
Wesleyan heritage that is my theological home in Christ. Wesley's sermons showed me 
Christ, and Wesley's method has helped me show Christ to others. 
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A person could question the time spent focused on such a small group of men and 
ask whcther the pastor is hurting the church by foregoing other programming and 
\'isitation. As of the conclusion of this DMin project, 182 weeks has passed since I first 
created an ecclesiola ill ecclesia, When comparing those 182 weeks to the J ~2 weeks 
prior to thc creation of this group. Sunday worship attendance has risen 47 percent (13,5 
percent per year), general fund giving has increased 39 percent (11 percent per year). 
Sunday school attendance has also risen 60 percent (17 percent per year). and during this 
time. my congregation has been the fastest growing church in the district. I belie\T those 
are results any pastor and congregation would be glad to celebrate. especially in a small 
town located within a region with a declining population, I belic\c the church I senT is 
stronger and healthier because of the existence of this group, I belic\c the ecc!esiola ill 
ecclesia has strengthened our church by providing a nucleus at the center of our 
congregation. 
I also believe I am a healthier pastor because of this group, Just as the select 
society gave Wesley a haven where he could unburden his soul ("Plain Account" 260), 
this group has encouraged, refreshed, and challenged me as a pastor. Not only have I 
been encouraged by the group, but they have emerged as leaders of the church. I have 
always made spiritual transformation the focus of our group. also, and have never told the 
group that I expected them to serve in any capacity in the church because they were part 
of this group, However. serving the overall congregation has been a natural consequence 
for the group participants, I am pleased that this project confirmed my hypotheses and 
that it resulted in some unexpected discoveries, but just as a study of discipleship must 
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learn about the men who \\ ere actually selected by Christ to be his disciples, my greatest 
joy has been watching real men with real families experience real change in Christ. 
Initials: 
APPE:\DIX A 
DE;\10GRAPHIC I:\FOR')A TIO:\ 
--------
Age: _________ _ 
First :ycar of your participation in this group: __________ _ 
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APPE:\fDIX B 
LETTER OF I:\FOR:\lED CO:\SE:\T 
Re\. Stc\en L. Dunmire 
10450 Bantle Road, North Collins. NY 1.+ III 
(716) 337-'+949 
ste\·c(a,northcollinschurch.com 
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Title: GroH'ing Disciples in the Pattern olthe TH't'Ive: The Ecclesiola ill Ecclesia (IS a 
.\/oc/c>lfor Spiritual Transformation and Local Church Discipleship 
Rev. Ste\ cn L. Dunmire is conducting research through Asbury Theological 
Seminary about an example of selection-based ecclesiola in ecclesia at North Collins 
Wesleyan Church to gain greater understanding of the spiritual transformation benefits of 
this type of discipleship group. The purpose of this research is to evaluate the spiritual 
transformation of participants resulting from a selection-based ecclesiola ill ecc/t!siu in 
conjunction \\ith a n\eh'e-week sermon series at \: orth Collins \\' cslc~ an Church. You 
arc free to decide whether or not you will participate in this study. and the purpose of this 
letter is to allo\\' you to make an infornled decision. 
As you go through the twelve-week, researcher-designed, researcher-taught, 
sermon-based study entitled "Walking with Jesus." you \\ill be asked to respond to six 
questions before and after the study. You \\ill also be asked c\ery \\cek to rcspond to six 
questions in a discipleship journal. Your participation in this study does not pose any 
threat of harm to you, but your participation wilL hO\\c\er, help the researcher collect 
information on spiritual transformation and discipleship that may be beneficial to others. 
Your name and identity \\ill nevcr be revealed in this study. and only non-
identifying information \\ill be used in the publication ofthc study. All \\Titten responscs 
to the pretest and posttest surveys and to the discipleship journals \vill be stored in a 
locked box inside a locked file cabinet in the researcher's study. 
Any questions about this study can bc directed to the rescarcher. Please sign this 
consent form. By signing this you are ackno\\ledging that you arc a\\'are of the full nature 
and purpose of the procedures related to this study. You will recei\e a copy of this form 
for your own files. 
Signed (Participant) _______________________ _ 
Date: ____________________ _ 
Signed (Researcher) _______________________ _ 
Date: ____________________ _ 
Signed (Witness) _________________ _ 
Date: 
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APPE:\DIX C 
PRETEST I~TER\'IE\\, QLESTIO:\S 
I. Do you anticipate being handpicked for this group changcs the \\ay you \\ill approach 
your attendancc. participation, and preparation? 
2. How do you anticipate talking and meeting with the other mcmbers of the group c\cry 
Wednesday night will help or hinder your growth? 
3. Do you anticipate having significant interactions \\ ith the other mcmbers of this group 
outside of the Wednesday night meetings? 
..t. How do you anticipate the reading material may hclp you gnm ') 
5. How do you anticipate the teaching and discussion may help you grow? 
6. How would this closed group be different if. instead of participants being handpicked, 
it \\as announced publically and anyone could participate any gi\cl1 \\cck? 
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APPE~DIX 0 
POSTTEST I.\fTERYIE\V QUESTIO.\fS 
1. Did being handpicked for this group change the way you approached your attendance. 
participation. and preparation" 
2. HO\\' did talking and meeting with the other members of the group c\cry Wednesday 
night help or hinder your growth? 
3. Did you have significant interactions with the other members of this group outside of 
the Wednesday night meetings? 
4. Did the reading material help you grow? 
5. Did the teaching and discussion help you grow? 
6. How would this closed group be different if, instead of participants being handpicked, 
it was announced publically and anyone could participate any given week? 
APPE:\DIX E 
DISICIPESHIP JOt:R~AL Ql'ESTIO:\S 
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1. What challenged you in the pre-session reading, group discussion, and sermon this 
week? 
2. \\'hy do you think God \\ants you to be a part of this select group? 
3. What do you think God is asking specifically of you as a disciple this \\eek? 
4. What did you do about it? 
5. What questions did this week's reading, discussion, or sermon create for you? 
6. What else is on your mind this \\'eek? 
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APPENDIX F 
SPIRITUAL WELL-BEI:~G SCALE 
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1)1~;'1 .. ~IIT Slrongl\ .'\gl '" 
Modt'ratt'l\ \[' reI' 
Agre(' 
~1()d( Lit! 1\ Dlsagref' 
Str()n,L~h /)I .... ;U.:,ln 
I dur'" filld llluch , .. I isfuctlOIl In prl\';I1(' pra\ "I "II It God 
f don t kJ 1 0\\' who I am, \\'htTl' 1 <"dIll( from, or \1., hlTI" I In 
helle\'(' Ihal (iod 101'(" me and ,ares aboul llle 
helleve Ihal God " .mp .. r~on,,1 .",d n,,1 Inleresl .. d III ,,1\ 
d..ttlV:"->lludtuln:-. 
D :-'11) ~Il 
D \11) ~IJ 
S,\ ~1 \ I) MI) Sf) 
SA ~ 1 \ A D \ 11 ) ~ [) 
-"\ ~1!\ 1\ IJ \11) SJ) 
I, 1""1 Ull'l'llird ail",,, Ill\ "lI11re ,,1\ M:\ :\ Il \11) SD 
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Il \11> Sl) 
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APPENDIX G 
OUTLI;\JE OF WALKI;\;G WITH JESUS SER;\IO~ SERIES 
Date: Sunday, 15 January 2012 (Part 1 of 12) 
Title: "Jesus with the Bridegroom's Friend" 
'lain Text: Luke 3: 1-23 
Topic: Repentance, confession, and the power of an apology 
Date: Sunday, 22 January 2012 (Part 2 of 12 
Title: "Jesus with the Traitor" 
Main Text: Luke 19: 1-1 0 
Topic: Zacchaeus climbed a sycamore tree to seek the Lord, and the Lord came to seek 
and save the lost. 
Date: Sunday, 29 January 2012 (Part 3 of 12) 
Title: "Jesus with the Worried Parent" 
'lain Text: Mark 5:21-43 
Topic: Why fatherhood matters, and asking God to do the impossible even \\ hen people 
say it is too late 
Date: Sunday, 5 February 2012 (Part 4 of 12) 
Title: "Jesus with the Devil" 
'1ain Text: Matthew 4: 1-11 
Topic: Temptation, evil, and the de\ il 
Date: Sunday 12 February 2012 (Part:; of 12) 
Title: "Jesus with the Tattle Tales" 
Main Text: Luke 13:31-14:14 
Topic: Superficial spirituality 
Date: Sunday, 19 February 2012 (Part 6 of 12) 
Title: "Jesus with the Outcasts" 
Main Text: John 7:53-8: 11 
Topic: Forgiveness and Jesus' command to be perlect 
Date: Sunday, 26 February 2012 (Part 7 of 12) 
Title: "Jesus with Whafs-Her-Name" 
'lain Text: John 3 and John 4 
Topic: The Holy Spirit 
Date: Sunday, 4 March 2012 (Part 8 of 12) 
Title: "Jesus with The Dogs Under the Table" 
'lain Text: Matthew 14:21-28 
Topic: Coming face-to-face \\ith human suffering 
Date: Sunday, 11 March 2012 (Part 9 of 12) 
Title: "Jesus \\ith Q" 
'lain Text: 1 Kings 19:1-18 
Topic: Q represents quiet days or times of solitude 
Date: Sunday, 18 March 2012 (Part 10 of 12) 
Title: "Jesus with a Whip" 
'lain Text: John 2: 13-25 
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Topic: Jesus turning over tables, casting out demons, calming storms, and saying he "did 
not come to bring peace, but a sword" (Matt. 10:3.+) 
Date: Sunday, 25 March 2012 (Part 11 of 12) 
Title: "Jesus \\ith the People Who Won't Stay Down" 
Main Text: John 11 
Topic: Resurrection and Jesus' power over death 
Date: Sunday, 1 April 2012 (Part 12 of 12) 
Title: "Jesus with His Biggest Fans" 
'lain Text: Matthew 21 
Topic: Fans vs. followers/The disciples vs. the crowds 
Date: Easter Sunday, 8 April 2012 (Epilogue) 
Title: "The Emmaus Conspiracy" 
Main Text: Luke 24: 13-32 
Topic: Jesus meets two disciples on the road to Emmaus and their eyes are kept from 
recognizing him while he talks to them. As they walk, Jesus explains to them how God 
had been conspiring, since the Fall. to bring redemption through, and how Scripture is 
full of hints and clues pointing to a suffering Christ. 
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APPE~DIX H 
OUTLI~E OF \\'ALKI~G \\,ITH JESl:S ECCLES/OLA STUDY 
Session Onc-\\'ednesda, 11 January 2012 
. , . 
Title: "Jesus with the Bridegroom's Friend" 
'lain Passage: Matthc\\ 3: 1-17 
In-Depth Reading: John 3 :22-30 and Luke 7: 18-23 
Memory Verse: "'He must become greater; I must become less" (John 3:30). 
Article(s): 
• Gordon T. Smith-"Fcssing Up" 
• Donald Miller-'"Confession Booth" 
Session Two--Wednesday, 18 January 2012 
Title: "Jesus with the Traitor" 
Main Passage: Luke 19: 1-10 
In-Depth Reading: Matthew 21 :28-32 and Mark 2: 13-17 
'Iemory Verse: "For the Son of Man came to seek and to sayc \\hat was lost" 
(Mark 19: 10). 
Article(s): 
• David Jeremiah-"Out on a Limb" 
Session Three-Wednesday, 25 January 2012 
Title: "Jesus with the Worried Parent" 
Main Passage: Mark 5 :21-43 
In-Depth Reading: Mark 6:1-13 and Matthew 8:5-13 
:\Iemory Verse: "The centurion replied, 'Lord, 1 do not desenc to have you 
come under my roof. But just say the word, and my servant will be healed '" 
(Matt. 8:8). 
Article(s): 
• Max Lucado-"What Makes a Good Dad?" 
Session Four-Wednesday, 1 February 2012 
Title: "Jesus with the Devil" 
Main Passage: Matthew 4: I-II 
In-Depth Reading: Genesis 3:1-15; Matthew 16:21-23; 1 Peter 5:8-11 
IVlemory Verse: "'Be self-controlled and alert. Your enemy the dcyiJ prowls 
around like a roaring lion looking for someone to devour" (l Pet. 5:8). 
Article( s): 
• John Ortberg-"The Sin Tamer" 
Session Five-Wednesday, 8 February 2012 
Title: "Jesus with the Tattle Tales" 
'lain Passage: Luke 1-1-: 1-14 
In-Depth Reading: Matthew 23 
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'lemon \'erse: '"For e\er\one who exalts himself\\ ill be humbled, and he \\ho 
. . 
humbles himself\\'ill be exalted," (Luke l-l: 11) 
Article(s): 
• John Ortberg-"The Distortion of Spirituality" 
Session Six-Wednesday, 15 February 2012 
Title: "Jesus with the Outcasts" 
'lain Passage: John 8:1-11 
In-Depth Reading: Matthew 5: 17-48 
'lemory \'erse: "Be perfect, therefore, as your heavenly Father is perfect"' (Matt 
5:48). 
Article( s): 
• Francis Chan-"Are You a Good Christ?" 
~o 'leeting: \\'ednesday, 22 February 2012* 
* This week marked a change in the fonnat of the study. For the first six \\ eeks the group 
read the materials, met to discuss them, and then the Sunday sermon came aften\ ard. For 
the final six weeks the group was going to hear a sennon related to their materials, read 
about the materials, and then meet to discuss all of it. After t\\ 0 \\eeks. hO\\c\er. the 
group decided to go back to having the discussion before the sem10n. 
Session Seven-Wednesday, 29 February 2012 
Title: "Jesus with Whafs-Her-Name" 
'lain Passage: John 4:4-30 
In-Depth Reading: John 3: 1-22; John 7:-l5-52: John 19:3:-<--l2 
'lemory Verse: "For God so loved the world that he gZl\ e his one and only Son, 
that whoever believes in him shall not perish but ha\e etemallife." (1ohn 3:16) 
ArticIe(s): 
• Gordon MacDonald-"What to Do \\ith a Stranger" 
Session Eight-\\'ednesday, 7 'larch 2012 
Title: '"Jesus with the Dogs Under the Table" 
'lain Passage: Matthew 15:21-28 
In-Depth Reading: James 2: 1-10 and Acts 10: 1-20.30-35 
Memory Verse: "My brothers, as believers in our glorious Lord Jesus Christ, 
don't show favoritism" (1as. 2:1). 
Article(s): 
• John Ortberg-'"True Grit" 
Session ~ine and Ten-Wednesday, 14 March 2012 
* These two sessions were discussed together because of group decision to revert back to 
format of first six weeks where reading and discussion preceded the sennon. 
Title: "Jesus with No One" 
'lain Passage: Mark 1:35-45 
In-Depth Reading: Luke 5: 12-16; 6: 12-16 
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'Iemory \'erse: "Very early in the morning. while it \\as still dark. Jesus got up. 
left thc house and \Vcnt off to a solitary place, \\here he prayed" (Mark 1:35), 
Article(s): 
• Richard Foster-'"Gro\\'ing Edges" 
• Keith Drury-"Silence" 
• Keith Drury-"Solitude" 
Title: "Jesus with the Wild Animals and a Whip" 
'lain Passage: John 2:12-15 
In-Depth Reading: Mark 1:12-13; Mark 11:12-19; Lukc 19:37-48 
'Iemory \'erse: '"Jesus answered them, 'Destroy this temple. and 1 \\ ill raisc it 
again in three days'" (John 2: 19). 
Article(s): 
• Steven L. Dunmire-"Tender and Mild? Not This Child" 
• Eugene Peterson-"Foreword" to Jesus ,\/('([/1 and Wild 
Session Eleven-Wednesday, 21 ,\Iarch 2012 
Title: "Jesus with the People Who Won't Stay Down" 
"lain Passage: John 11: 1-7, 20-45: 12: 1-11 
In-Depth Reading: Luke 10:38-42 and Matthc\\ 27:50-54 
Memory Verse: "Jesus said to her. '1 am the resurrection and the life. He \\ho 
believes in mc \\illli\'c. cven though hc dies'" (John 11:25), 
Article(s): 
• Billy Graham-"Resurrection Gi\'Cs Us Life after Death" 
• N. T. Wright "The Uncomfortable Truth of Easter" 
Session Twelve-Wednesday, 28 :\-Iarch 2012 
Title: "Jesus with the Crowds" 
"lain Passage: Matthe\\ 21: 1-11 
In-Depth Reading: Mark 8:27-9: 13 
:Vlemory \' erse: "What good is it for a man to gain the whole world, yet forfeit 
his soul?" (Mark 8:36). 
Article(s): 
• Max Lucado-"Jesus, Our Approachable Savior" 
• John Stott-"The Call to Follow Christ" 
Session Thirteen-\Vednesday, ... April 2012 
Title: "Walking with Jesus with Eyes Wide Open" 
:\-lain Passage: Luke 24: 13-35 
In-Depth Reading: Luke 24: 1-12 
:\lemory \' erse: "Did not the Christ havc to suffer these things and then enter his 
glory?" (Luke 24:26). 
Article(s): 
• Max Lucado-"Hope" 
• Donald S. Whitney-"l0 Questions" 
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